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NEW MEXICO STATE REGGIE)
SUBSCRIPTION

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

$1.50
CITY CAFE CLOSED FOR
TRICKERY IN OBTAINING
BREAD WITH SUGAR CERTF

MOUNTED POLICE
MAKE FINE RECORD

The City Cafe, was the first bus!
ness establishment in Albuquerque to
feel the full smashing power of the
food administration.
Ralph C .Ely, food administrator
for New Mexico, ordered the rafe
closed for three days, saying that
John Goches, the proprietor, had
practiced trickery in obtaining bread.
In announcing his action against
the cafe he said that Goches had
made use of a sugar certificate to get
bread from a driver emptoyed by a
bakery. The word "bread" had been
written on the certificate with a pen
cil, but the printed words
sugar
certificate" had not been erased.

THE FIRST MONTH
The following is the summary report of work done by the New Mexico Mounted Police, beginning May
1, 1918, up to and including May 31,
1918.

of arrests being
fifty-thr(S3), charges consisting
of the following crimes, viz: Assault
to kill, slackers, larceny of stock,
carrying deadly weapon, violation of
the Sunday law, permitting minors
to loiter in saloons, peddling without
a license, mutilating hides, forgery,
gambling, selling intoxicating liquor
to soldiers, and for operating automobiles in violation of the law.
We made twenty-fiv- e
(25) investigations of importance, from whicha
we expect developments later, and
number of other investigations of
which there was nothing in, and not
worthy of docketing.
We caused automobile licences to
be taken out in the sum of $12800.
which amount goes to the state, and
in connection with said arrests fines
were imposed aaaounting to $80.00,
which was paid to the respective
counties in which the cases were
tried.
Fines paid into the counties resulting from arrests on other charges,
amounted to $185.95, making a total
of $368.95 paid into the state and
counties, brought about through the
of the New Mexico
organization
Mounted Police.
We recovered three head of stray
stock and returned same to owners.
One stray yearling, for which we
were unable to find owner, was turned over to Inspector Smyers of the
Cattle Sanitary Board, at Deming.
New Mexico.
We worked sixteen different counties in the state, at different times,
during the month of May, and
checked up a number of butcher
shops and slaughter houses to see
if they were conforming with the
law, relative to butcher bonds, etc.
Respectfully submitted,
H. J. McGRATH,
Captain, N. M. M. P.

Total number

CHANGE IN THE SENATORIAL
SITUATION BY FALL'S POSIIN
MATTER
TION
THE
A battle royal will be fought out
this fall in New Mexico as well as a
number of other states on the senatorial proposition. Some tim; ago it
vas generally understood that Sen
ator Fall would not be a candidate
under any circumstances, but the late
word is that he will be if his party
nominates him and requests him to
run. Therefor it is reasonably sure
that Senator Fall will make the race
bar the republican party leaders undoubtedly realize that there is no
ether candidate that could make the
strong race for the seuatorship that
He is a good politician, a
FhII can
powerful and magnetic man and has
been one of the strong men in the
senate if he does hail from and re- piesent one of the smaller states of
the union in point of population.
Incidentally Senator Fall's position
in the matter as made known the
past week will put a big crimp in
some of the other senatorial booms
It is needless to say that Senator
Fall will get more or less democratic
support from the southern counties
of New Mexico. Alamogordo News.

ALL KINDS SHOWN

Personally maintaining that the
Hearst publications, of which there
are many, are and have been
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July 4.

a punishment proportional to the
crime of which you have been convicted.
I have looked in vain for some
mitigating circumstances in connection with your action. The undisputed evidence in your case is that
you read the libelous letter in the
Methodist church to the persons as- flmhlH to attend the mornintF ser
. nn
Sunday Mirrh 31. That
you did ,0 deliberately is shown by
the testimony of Mr. Hedgcock,
His eviwhich you did not deny.
dence shows., that you counseled
with him and with your minister before reading the tetter, and Mr.
Hedgecock says that, he advised
against the reading of the same.
Yet you read it. All of which seems
to me conclusive of your malice in
so doing. It has been advocated by
many persons in this locality, and
you among- them, that politics be
kept away from the public schools,
from court procedings, and from local affairs.
Yet you evidently saw
nothing wrong in your taking politics of a very dirty character into
the House of God. It is not unreasonable to suppose that you went to
church on that morning with the
"Word of God," the holy bible, in
your hand, to all outward appearances a devout worshipper, while
you either carried with you, or procured whilv. there, a weapon, with
which to assassinate the character
of a fellow human being. You. no
doubt, would have people believe
that your sole object in going to the
church on the morning in question
was to worship the Divine Master
in accordance with, your religious
But calmly and dispassionbelief.
ately viewing your actions I am
forced to the conclusion that, at the
time, there reposed in your heart
very little of the true spirit of the
Brotherhood of Man.
Sentence of Jerome Clevenger
Clevenger
(The Court) Jerome
stand up. Have you anything to
say why judgment and sentence of
the court should not now be pronounced upon you?
Clevenger) AH I have

AS-

SASSINS REBUKED

Las Vegas
Fourth Annual Cowboys Reunion
Walt. Naylor, president
Colbert C Rood, publicity
July 3, 4,

NUMBER
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COMING STATE EVENTS

BY JUDGE LEAHY

99 New Mexico Towns

in sentencing the three men con- Fourth of July Celebrations
victed of criminal libel at Las Vegas,
Santo Domingo Judge Leahy, delivered a rebuke to
August 4.
Puablo Indian Corn Dance
those who circulate libel and gossip destructive of the good name
a
Magdalen
August
and reputation of other people that
First Frontier Day Celebration
will long be a warning to such base
Tex Austin; arena director
offenders. Judge Leahy draws the
"Fog Horn Clancy, publicity just conclusion that a man who steals
or a sack of flour committs
Taos a calf
September 30.
an offense which is slight in comSan Geronimo Festival
parison with that of the person who
attach, the character of
November
Albuquerque maliciously
New Mexico Educational Association another with words or written libel.
The last chapter in the now famous

BERNALILLO

'

Found Daad On Floor
George Galanos, former employe
of the Pullman cafe, was found dead
on the floor of his hut on the west
bank of the Rio Grants near the
Barelas bridge, Sunday morning. T.
J. Armijo, taxi driver found the body
when he went to deliver the man's
lunch which he had been in the habit
of doing for many mornings. Galanos had suffered from ill health for
some time. He lived alone in a hut'
of shrubbery
constructed by himself. Albuquerque
Much shipment of peaches has alJournal.
ready been made. Las Cruces ReInterested In Albuquerque
public.
The Chamber of Commerce has
received more than thirty inquiries Struck By Lightning
Don Tiburcio Lopez was instantly
concerning Albuquerque as a result
of a short article on Albuquerque, killed last Thursday afternoon at his
in
which was published
"The Earth" ranch at Salem. He was about 70
magazine for June. The inquiries years old and was one of the best
are mostly from persons livingi in known residents of the county, havthe far east and middle west and ing been one of the pioneer settlers.
are mostly questions concerning the
Las Cruces Citizens.
climate, sanitarium facilities, business opportunities and farming pros- Accidently Shot
Isaac Chaves, while shearing sheep,
pects. Albuquerque 'Journal.
was accidently shot a few days ago
by a young boy who was playing
CHAVES
with a loaded gun. The lad immediately started to town for help and
was met by Jeff Isaacs who on hearSpan of Mules Bring $SM
Ernest Utterback sold his crack ing of the accident accompanied him
team of mules this week for $500, a to the, officers
headquarters. A
Ballinger, Texas man being the pur- physician was rushed to attend the
chaser.
Some, mules and some wounded man who is reported remoney. Hagerman Messenger.
covering.
1,

another.
Judge Leahy's remarks were in part
as follows:
You have been tried and convict
ed of the crime of criminal libel,
and it now is the duty of the court

to impose upon you a sentence commensurate with the crime charged.
In imposing sentence considerable
latitude is given the court, the minimum sentence prescribed by statute
being a fine of $100, while the maximum is a fine $2,000, and term of
two years in the penitentiary. In
imposing sentence the court must for
get the individual, the wronged and
and seek only .
e0a,dbvhdLnd",,habty
on
.
his "
which,
all I have to say.
that
oath, his conscience tells him is right (G. is A. Hunker) May
I make a
and just. Punishment is not inflict statement?
ed in courts to gratify the spirit of
Court) Yes the court will
revenge of any individual, but in the ' (The tO hear VOU.
Kd
helief
evil
wroi.trht
an
..
......
...
.ha.
iH
I
l,n. h. mi.He.,! of an individual will lMra. me, ......
I. 5CI.IS III
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Ih
,ra
s avo
Mr.
man
a
of
Clevenger
thereby be remedied, in so far as
""
'" V
human agency is able to effect a
V".."
u..
j
tU
:(,neer a man whom I believe has ta-

EDDY
Shipping Hay
Hay shipments from the Otis district are very heavy, shippers having
to wait for cars. Last week. Wednesday, Lange Bros., and C. C.
each loaded out a car of the
pea green variety. Carlsbad Argus.

Six-Mi- le

-

cases against Jerome Clevenger, W.
G. Ogle, and C. N. Higgins was written when Judge David J. Leahy
sentenced each of the defendants to
six months and not more than nine
months in the state penitentiary, at
Santa Fe. Attorneys in each case
gave notice of appeal.
In passing sentence, Judge Leahy
outlined briefly the gravity of the
offense and drew a most unfavorable
comparison between a cattle thief,
who, he declares, must spend not
less than one year in the penitentiary, and the man who deliberately
seeks, to destroy the character of

'

Showers Reported
Good showers have fallen" both
east and west, according to travelers who were east of the Pecos or
hill. Other reports
west of
are of small rains to the northward
DE VARGAS HOTEL WILL BE
and the heavy clouds to the south
TAKEN OVER BY GIDDINGS
indicate that Roswell will be in the
NEXT MONDAY, JULY 1ST belt of favoritism, soon. Roswell
News.
J. Wight Giddings, for two years
editor of the State Record, and Mrs. Car Rolls Down Embankment
As John F. Schweiger and his 16
Giddings, have purchased the DeYapp
lease on the De Vargas Hotel and year old daughter Cecilia wi.re drivwill take possession July 1st.
ing their car across the Hondo
Mr. Giddings is one of the most bridge on south Main in Roswell
Mexcongenial personalities in New
recently, the steering gears went out
ico, has
large acquaintance and of commission, and the auto went
while we understand it is their first over the embankment, turning over
hotel venture, we believe they will two or three times. How the occumake a success of it and give better pants escaped certain death is a
satisfaction to the traveling public mystery. The young lady's arm was
and large summer tourist trade which fractured just above the wrist and
has not been properly catered to in she was otherwise bruised up. Mr.
this city in the past.
Schweiger was not hurt to speak of.
The car was badly smashed
R. M. BISHOP, CLOVIS, BARS
HEARST'S PUBLICATIONS
COLFAX

CURB ON THE PRESS
IS UPHELD BY UNITED
STATES SUPREME COURT

court deFederal
Washington.
crees prohibiting newspapers from
publishing articles held to embarrass
the administration of justice, although not acts committed within
the presence of the courts, were sustained by the Supreme Court in upholding judgment against the Toledo
Newspaper company, publisher, and
N. D. Cochran, editor in chief, of the
Toledo (O.) News-Be- e
fo(r contempt
of court.
Chief Justice White rendered th(:
pinion. Taking up the contention
of the defendants that the act authorizing courts to punish for contempt was inapplicable .because the
publications complained of related
to a matter of public concern and
were safeguarded
by the sacred
freedom of the press, he said:
"We might well pass the proposition by because to state it is to answer it, since it involves in its very

IMPROVEMENTS OF

FRIDAY JUNE

Cattle Shipped From County
John Queen, of Carlsbad loaded 15
cars of cattle last week, bound for
pasture near Stanton, Texas.
D. R. Harkey shipped 9 cars of
cattle to Ute Park, near Raton, last
Wednesday.
They were loaded at
Red Bluff.

,.

iman. as he states and as 1 tuiiy be- whatever
lowed by swift and adequate pun- lieve, who had no idea
there was any great wrong in
ishment, persons intending to com- that
took the
mit such crimes will be deterred from what he did a man who and
libelous letter
only
so doing, especially where the crime alleged
and
there
two people
to be committed is deliberately plan- showed it to be
comman
another
ned as in this case, In determining happened to
with him who
the punishment to be inflicted, I be ing up the streetdoes seem to me
lieve the court should carefully con- - heard it read it
sider the effect the commission of the ,ha.t
tnSi
offense has on society in general,
f !"
rather than the effect it has on theli,e'
m Pass,nff
individual wronged.
This may be
done by comparing the offense withi"""'
(The Court) Your attorney
other crimes together with their
court I
consequences to society. For infiT asked for leniency, the
instance, the man who steals one believe should take into considera-hea- d
that the
of meat cattle, a vearlintr. docs tion every circumstance
f
a M"
no s'
great value, court is aware of in order to
blow t mine how much leniency should be
such
,fense aims
which is one rgranted. The court .did not see fit
cattle industry,
.
source of wealth in this part of the to give Mr. Ogle either the maxi- country, ana me man wno commns
SUn ouense, wnen conviciea, never
:
.. -preceives a sentence pi less tnan one j...
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Successful Meeting
Messrs W. A. Poore, F. G. Tracy
and William Craig, of Carlsbad, held
a successful meeting at Dayton rePintos Shipped to N. Y. .
cently, in the interest of the Lick
The Floersheim Mercantile com- the
Kaiser Club, a donation of $50.00
pany shipped an 85,000 pound carload was received besides several smallof beans to the government in New er ones.
York, this week. Springer Times.
Old Hostelry Burned
Cattle in Fine Condition
.L
The Bates Hotel, t
Robert Parker manager of the
28Tears he
Hotel
for
Calley-Abre- u
ranch southeast- of
l?.Pw
this city and one of the stockholdournca lasi rri- ers was ain town last Tuesday. Mr.
Parker says cattle are looking much
Many of the deals that developed
better than a year ago, and the grass southeastern
New Mexico from a
on the range in his district is also wild frontier to a
prosperous and
much better. Springer Stockman.
roductive community were con.um- mated at this hotel.
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Texas Stock Buyer
A. P. Bouner, of Amarillo, Texas,
a stock buyer, was in Carlsbad last
week in quest of some big
old steers.
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DISCORD SPREAD
BY ALL OF HEARST

PUBLICATIONS
(Albuquerque Journal)
The action of the Albuquerque Rotary club Thursday in giving its support to the barring of Hearst newt
papers and magazines from Near
Mexico is one more proof that the
people of the country are bepininf
to understand the true status of
William Randolph Hearst
His publications, both newspapers
and periodicals, have circulated widely in every section of America. People have read them because they
were written by men and women of
has been
talent.
Their make-u- p
Their appeal to a great
strik;ng.
number of readers (readers whose
tastes are not always of the hicrhest,
but of whom there are a great many,
nevertheless) has ben undeniable.
Accepted Without Analysis
These people were not the sort to
examine and analyse the literary
dishes set temptingly before them
by Mr. Hearst's highly paid cooks.
They swallowed the picquantly seasoned and appetizing morsels of
scandal and sex stews, thinking
them satisfying.
Now, however,
their stomachs have turned. Without knowing it, they gradually became surfeited with the Hearst brand
of literary food.
But it is due more directly to the
editorial policy of his many papers
that the country has risen against
Hearst.
He has proclaimed the winning of
the war the paramount object of his
heart, urging harmony and unity. At
the same time he has started controversies and bitter factional quarrels wherever his hand is felt. He
persists in them, and, not content
with carrying them on in his owl
papers, he has attempted to drag
other newspapers into the turmoil
through a skillfully thought out advertising scheme as unscrupulous as
any of Hearst's undertaking's.
Personal Fight Not Interesting
The country is tired of muckraking. The people are not intevtsted ia
personal fights, such as that betweest
Colonel Roosevelt and Hearst. As
long as there are four Roosevelt
boys fighting in France, nothing
that William Randolph Hearst cast
say about Colonel Roosevelt wii
carry any weight with thinking
we have had to operate. War
anyway.
There is little that Hearst cair say
on any subject just now that the
American people will care to listen
to. The people know' that the Jiearst
papers have done more than any
other agency to keep alive the
"Japanese problem" on the Pacific
coast. They know also that the.
"Japanese problem" waj made ia
Germany. Germany never misses ttf
opportunity to remind the United
States of the Japanese peril.
Have Sown Discord Everywhere)
Hearst papers have tried to keep
labor dissatisfied, have stirred up
strife and have engendered bitterness toward employers. They have
sown discord wherever their scouts
found soil ready for other and better cultivation.
Now they are beginning to gather
their harvest.
coo-perso-

Ju'c",ln,m'!,,?tnob,y
J
l",'0

Jfl

of the Post Office
Bishop,
News stand has barred them from
his news counter and will no longer
handle any of the Hearst publications. Mr. Bishop has for a long time
handled all recognized publications
in accommodation of the public, but
he now thinks the time has arrived
when the public, as well as himself,
statement the contention that the demands that everything must stand
freedom of the press is the freedom for America first, last and all the
Hearst
th' "'
to do wrong with immunity and im- time, and he believes theanti-wa?
.
... S
w.
r,
r
have been
u i me IWU I". ,
J
Ul pJW.
I,UW, W 1
plies the right to frustrate and de- publications
the graver offense, the cattle
my oath I felt it my duty and I
and
commits
in
fact
PRACTICE WAR COOKCURRY
feat the discharge of those governin many respects, and he therethief who steals a yearlings or the do not see how I could escape it, to
mental
duties upon the performERY
Fierce Sand Storm
THIS WEEK
send that man to jail. Your offense
ance of which the freedom of all, in- fore has notified his news distribut- Youthful
Carlsbad was visited by the worst character assassin who would ruth- is
much
so
the
than
scanfalse
and
stealing
exclude
all
to
Burglars
of
the
graver
ing
agencies
- lessly, by circulating
cluding that of the press, depends.
Albuquerque, N. M June 24. The
Chief Sadler arrested half a dozen sand storm which has been exner- dalous
statements.
destroy: the of a sack of flour that I can not most
"The safeguarding and fructifica- Hearst publications from his orders.
elaborate and important and
14 years of age ienced for over a year, last Thurs
all
from
believe
to
that
boys,
Clovis
young
and
myself
character
possibly
bring
Journal.
indestroys
reputation
free
tion of
and constitutional
extensive demonstration of culinary
down to 8, this week charged with day night at 9:30. The storm came that miliate his family? Which is the 1 could properly give you the
stitutions is the very basis and
in the
Hooverization ever
almost no warning! and for a
GoIIman & Co s. dry with
REPRIEVED BY
burglarizing
menace to society? These mum sentence which is a fine of one southwest started attempted
time threatened to be quite serious.
mainstay upon which the freedom STARR
today when the
Did the statute
GOV. LINDSEY FOR 21 DAYS goods store. .They have broken inquestions are worthy of careful con-- 1 hundred dollars.
of the press rests, and that freedom
Current.
Carlsbad
and
War
Congress
to the store several times Clovis
sideration.
The man who steals a. provide incarceration in the jail in
therefore does not and can not be
Cookery Demonstration Week got
On Wednesday Gov. Lindsey grant- News.
yearling, steals something that is these cases I would gladly impose under way with a savory aroma and
held to include the right virtually to
Bail' And Sparkling Fluid
The statute a
ed a twenty-one-dareprieve for J.
replaced and the entire trans- - such punishment.
blare of trumpets and the busy
destroy such institutions."
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man makes no such provision.
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A new photograph of United 8tatee
Senator Edwin 8. Johnson of South
Dakota. He Is serving hie first term
In the eenate.
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INDUCT 718 COLORADOANS
TO GENERAL SERVICE.

IN-

The 185 for Mechanical Lines will Re-

ceive Special Instructions
at Colleges.
Western Newspaper Union New Servtoe.

Denver. Two draft calls, Inducting
Into service 903 Colorado registrants
about July 16, were issued Friday by
Provost Marshal John Evans, following dispatches from Washington. One
la for 718 men for general military
service. They will entrain for Fort
Logan barracks during the five-daperiod beginning July IS. The otber
Is a call for 185 men who have bad
grammar school education and are
AUSTRIANS SURRENDER proficient in mechanical lines. They
will be instructed as radio telegraphers and electricians and operators at
Rout of Emperor's Forces Veritable Colorado college, Colorado Springs,
following which they will be prensed
Debacle Enemy Losses Placed
into service both in front and behind
at 200,000 Men.
tbe firing lines in France.
The 185 men for special training (or
Rome, June 26. Italian troops have
service are included in
forced the last rear guard of tbe re- occupational call
the general
by Provost Marshal
to
Austrians
surrender
and
treating
General Crowder for 8,976 draft regiswest
bank
the
completely reoccupled
trants.
of the Plave, the war office anCoincident with the call for nearly
Diaz
the
nounces.
General
places
1,000 men from the state during July
number of prisoners at 40,000. One came word from Washington amplifyreport places the Austrian casualties ing the "work or fight" order that is
at 200,000 men. In addition the enemy to be enforced July 1.
lost large stores of munitions and supIt directly affects men of draft age
plies and many guns.
engaged in games of all kinds, workEarlier reports emphasized the ing as domestic servants, elevator
crashing manner in which the Aus- men, bellboys, waiters, sales clerks,
trians have been defeated. The mag- auto salesmen and those engaged gennitude of the Italians' victory grows erally in serving food and drink in
, more apparent
with every fresh report. public places, including hotels. They
The Austrian retreat has been turned are regarded as non producers and
Into virtually a debacle.
must seek other employment before
The Italians have opened fresh at- July 1.
tacks in the mountain zone (sector of
the Asiago plateau) and have scored
Britain Spending $34,240,000 a Day.
an advance there despite strong presLondon. Great Britain's daily aversure from the enemy. There has been age expenditure during the current fibard fighting in tbe Monte Bella and nancial quarter was
6,848,000, said
Monte Asolone Bectors.
Andrew Bonar Law, chancellor of tbe
On the front in France and Belgium
exchequer, in Introducing a vote of
bombardments and raiding operations, credit for
500.000,000 In tbe House
tbe latter in considerable strength, of Commons. Mr. Bonar Iaw said
continue. The French, near Leport, that the present vole, which would
north of the Aisne, have repulsed a bring the total war credits to
German attack, but on several other
woulld cover expenditures un
ectors, notably in tbe Woevre and in til the end of August. The debt due
1,Lorraine, themselves bnve carried out Great Britain from ber allies is
successful raids and taken prisoners. 370,000,000, Mr. Bonar Law said, while
Tbe Canadians near Arras have been the dominions owe
206,000,000.
successful.
of
defeat
the
w'th
Synchronously
Divorcee Held as Broker's Slayer.
the Austrians In Italy and the spirit
Trinidad, Colo. Mrs. Frank J. Van'
monof unrest prevalent In the dual
ders, a divorcee, arrested by local of- archy, comes Foreign Secretary von floers at Raton, N. M., is being held in
Kuehlmann's acknowledgement from
jail here aa Mrs. Mattle Howard, who
Germany that tbat country Is desirous it wanted In Kansas City, Mo., for the
of peace.
murder of Joseph Morlno, a wealthy
BERLIN BLAMES RUSSIA FOR WAR pawnbroker of tbat city, who was
killed and robbed In a rooming bouse
on the night of May 24,
Foreign Secretary Says Germany Will In Kansas City
last. With her when arrested was
Welcome Peace Proposal.
Amsterdam. Chief blame for insti- Frank Thomas, who is believed to be
the crime.
gating the war was laid at Russia's Implicated in
door by Dr. von Kuehlmann, the GerHawaii Governor Is Inaugurated.
man foreign secretary, in an address
to the Reichstag, in which he also
Honolulu, T. H. Charles J. McCar
dealt with Germany's war aims. thy was Inaugurated as governor of
France and England were named as tbe territory of Hawaii, succeeding
Lucius E. Pinkham.
the next powers in order of culpability.
Bolshevlkl Press Commissioner Shot
With reference to the peace quesMnuov. M. Volodarskv. commis
tion. Dr. von Kuehlmann quotes from
former Premier Asquith's speech of sioner for press affairs and a promiMay 16 in which he said that the Brit- nent Bolshevlkl, was shot dead In a
ish government would not turn a deaf street of Petrograd.
ar to a peace proposal if it was not
couched in ambiguous terms.
Marines Leases In War Total 717.
"We likewise can make the same
Washington. Total casualties among
declaration," added the foreign secre- the American marines overseas from
tary, "knowing it to be also our po- the date of their landing to June 8
licy."
nomber 717.

Washington. While the national
capital throbbed Monday with elation
over the Italian victory on the Piave,
Congress struck a "win the war now"
gait and speeded toward passage some
of the most important legislation on
the victory program. With the Senate
preparing to pass on the proposals to
mobilize for tbe war emergency nearmen of the naly all the
tion both houses passed bills appropriating billions of dollars for war activities with an unprecedented rapidity
and unanimity.
Following is the record for the day:
House passed $5,500,000,000 fortifications bill to provide artillery and
ammunition for an army of 4,000,000
men.
Senate passed $3,300,000,000 sundry
civil bill, containing approximately $2,- 000,000,000 more for tbe shipping program.
Senator Fall of New Mexico proposed an amendment making the draft
age limits 18 to 45 years.
Senate virtually completed the army
bill, appropriating
$12,000,000,000 for
an army of 3,000,000 men, and granting the President unlimited authority
In Increasing the fighting forces.
Senator France of Maryland proposed an amendment to enroll all per
sons between 18 to 45 for Industrial as
well as military service.
Senate ratified the British and Can
adian draft treaty to serve aa a model
for similar conventions covering more
than 1,000,000 men of military age.
While the House was passing the
fortifications bill at the rate of $18.- the Senate put
000,000 a minute,
through the big sundry civil bill.
When the fortifications bill had
been passed" by tbe House, Representative Fess of Obio arose and called
attention to the fact that tbe money
for guns and ammunition had been appropriated at the rate of $1,250,000,000
an hour, $18,000,000 a minute and
$500,000 a second.
able-bodie-

Stock Yards to Go Under License.
Washington. AH stockyards in the
United States were ordered by Presi
dent Wilson to be put under federal
license. A presidential proclamation
was issued which requires that li
censes must bj obtained from the food
administration on or before July 25,
Licensing also la required of com mis
sion men, order buyers, traders, spec
ulators and scalpers handling or deal
ing In live cattle, sheep, awlne or
goats "in or in connection with such
stockyards" except those exempted by
the food and fuel law.

London. Tbe Health association recently discovered one of the queerest
cases of Insanity In Canadian medical
innals. As a result, Frank Bolton, a
former regimental bandman, now Is In
DIAZ CAPTURES
in asylum for the Insane, while his
wife and two children are In a hospital, recovering from starvation and
APPALLING LOS8E8 8HOWN A8 n'ounds inflicted upon tbem by the insane man.'
AU8TRIAN8 8TRUGGLE TO
Bolton's Insanity manifested Itself In
CROS8 PIAVE.
1 novel form.
He labored under tbe
delusion tbat he was a famous British
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Rome, Juno 25. Tic dcfoU of tho

Western Newspaper Union Neni Service.

London. The ultimate defeat of
Germany Is sow Been by the allied
powers. Tills flat and
Important slaterueut was made by
Premier Lloyd George Id the House
of Commons. He told his auditors
that the scales were being turned fast
by the continually arriving American
army.
"We are on the eve of a great
event," the BrltUih HtutoKman said,
and the benches of the chamber were
transformed into a wild demonstraa blow coming,
tion. "There might
within a few hours," the premier
In predicting the important
events be was visualizing for Parliament. "Certainly," he added, "it will
come within a few days.
"Tbe allies never felt better prepared," be added, and another tumult
of cheers greeted tbe statement.
"The number of Americans who
have come since March is sufficient
to satisfy the allies and ultimately defeat Germany," Lloyd George then
flatly declared. He then added:
"The next two months will be
anxious months but the allies are improving and are confident regarding
the relative strength, which now Is
nearly equal.
"The Americans are coming and
shortly it is possible the allien will be
rtronger than Germany.

TEUTON DEAD LITTER BATTLEFIELD AS TERRIFIC 8 LAUGH.
TER CONTINUES.

Chloroforms Wife and Children
Then Seriously Slashes
Them With Razor.

45,000

ACT

ARE
ARMY
APPROPRIATIONS
NOW VIRTUALLY COMPLETED
IN THE 8ENATE.

Western Newnpaper I'nlon News Service.

Lady Randolph Churchill, formerly
Miss Jennie Jerome, daughter of the
late Leonard Jerome of New York, has
been married to Montagu Porch, an
officer In the British army.

TRAIN WRECK KILLS

60

WHEN CIRCUS CARS STALLED ON
INDIANA SWITCH.
Injures 129 When Pullman Troop
Coaches Plough Through Light
Car on Indiana Switch.
WeHtern Newspaper Union News Service.

Gary, Ind., June 24. The known
death list in tbe collision between an
equipment train and a
circus train was increased to at
least sixty with the recovery of eight
additional bodies and tbe death of one
of the circus troupe at a Gary hospital. In addition to the known dead,
129 are in hospitals in Gary and Hamcollision occurred
mond. The rear-enat dawn Saturday between an empty
troop train of Pullman cars and a
circus train on tbe
Michigan Central railroad, five miles
west of Gary. Virtually all victims
were members of the circus. Thirty-eigh- t
bodies, all except one charred
beyond recognition, were placed in
establishments.
undertaking
Gary
bodier have been taken to
Twenty-twHammond.
Clowns, bareback riders, trapeze
performers and acrobats, many of
tbem veterans In the circus world, perished in the first great crash. Other
victims were suffocated and burned.
Wallace-Hagen-bec-

Wallace-Hagenbec-

k

k

o

Charles l.ave bte'n torced to evacuate
tbe Montello plateau, over whicu tbey
bad hoped to preHo their way and
gain the Venetian plains, and "some
sectors" of tbe positions they attained
last week on the bank of tbe river
between tbe plateau and tl.e point
where tbe stream empties into the
Adriatic. Bad weather and the rising
of the Plave under tbe heavy rainfalls
are assigned as the reasons for tbe
withdrawal of the AuBlrians. But the
Rome war office asserts that it was
tbe ImpetuouB attacks of tbe Italians
tbat brought about the failure of an
operation which was started with tbe
intention of crushing the armies of
Gen. Diaz and forcing the Italians,
like the Russians, to accept a Teu
tonic allied peace. Along the river
the Italians have p. eased back the in
vaders of tbelr territory until only
small units remain on the western
bank, and across tbe stream King Vic
tor Emmanuel s men are keeping well
on the heels of tbe retreating enemy,
who is fleeing in disorder. Again tbe
cavalry has been , thrown into tbe
fighting and Ib harassing tbe enemy,
while machine guns from the ground
and from aircraft, sone of the latter
operated by Ameriran aviators, are
working havoc among the ueeing Austrian columns.
The losses of the enemy are de
scribed as enormous, both in men
killed, wounded or made prisoner. An
official statement from Rome to tbe
Italian embassy in Washington asserts
that the Austrians have lout 45,000
men In prisoners alone. The Austrian
dead cover the ground of the battle
in extraordinary numbers.
So hurried was tbe retrograde move
ment of the Austrians at some points
that they did not take time even to at
tempt to save their guns and stores,
great quantities of which now are in
Italian hands. All but one of the
bridges left for the Austrian retreat
across the Piave have been destroyed
by tbe Italian artillery.
On tbe front In France and Flanders
tbe operations continue of a minor
The Italians again have
oharacter.
defeated tbe Germans near Bligny, in
the Marne sector, inflicting heavy casualties on tbem and taking a number
of prisoners.

Jn

Operated on His Wife.
surgeon, and his mania led him to
"keep his hand In practice" by operating on his wife and children.
Bolton obtained a bottle of chloroform and, mounting an ironing board
on tbe backs of chairs, he put his wife
to sleep for the purpose of operating
for the removal of an Imagined cancerous growth. The woman did not
explain why she submitted, but when
found by investigating nurses she was
suffering from Incisions made in three
places. A dangerous wound had been
inflicted In her abdomen, another in
ber hip and the third In her right leg.
Bolton, after cutting his wife, had
d
taken his
daughter and
had operated upon her, making numerous incisions with a crude collection of
Did razors.
"Why did you do It?" he was asked
In court
"I am a noted Burgeon," he replied,
"I operated to scrape the bones."
A younger child, a boy of four years,
was just recovering from an anesthetic when the nurses arrived. He, too,
bad been operated upon.
eight-year-ol-

Yankees In Franco Total 900,000.
Washington. Definite word from
Rome of the report of the failure of
the Austrian drive In Italy, coupled
with the announcement
of General
that American
March,
troop movements to France had now
exceeded 900,000, added to the growing cheerfulness that has been appar
ent at the War Department recently.
General March told the newspaper
men in his weekly conference that
with the 900,000 mark passed, the
United States Is five months ahead of
its schedule for troop movements.

Insults Court; Heavily Fined.
Chicago. John Lopuch was thrown"
out of a saloon and nearly mobbed because of disloyal utterances. He was
brought before Judge John A. Swan-so-n.

Collision Sinks U. S. Ship.
Washington. Sinking of the American steamer Schun In collision with
the American steamer Florida off the
North Carolina coast was announced
June 21 by the Navy Department On
seaman was killed, but all others of
the Schurt's crew were saved.
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Nurse's Tongue and Hands Severed.
Uptown, Wyo. That an American
Ind. The will of
Indianapolis,
Charles Warren Fairbanks, admitted nurse had both her hands and part of
tongue cut oft by German soldiers
to probate, disposes of an estate of ber
is mentioned In a letter received here
$2,000,000 In real estate and $150,000
by A. G. Ramsay from his son, Ray
personal property. Tbe beneficiaries
who was a patient In aa Amerare three sons, Frederick Fairbanks, mond,
ican base hospital. Just behind the
Warren
Fairbanks.
Cat:
Pasadena,
lines, where the nurse was brought
Chicago, and Capt Richard Fairbanks, for treatment
to
Trade
Five Killed In Missouri Tornado.
from
Captives.
Camps
who arrived
France, and one
Paris. French prisoners who have daughter, Mrs. John W. Tlmmons of Week's British Casualties Total 88,880
Green City, Mo. Five persons were
killed and a score Injured, some aeri boaa la Oermaay since August. 1114, Indianapolis. A large portion of the
London. British casualties report
sly. In a tornado which swept the will bo exchanged oa Juno 24, accord- estate is bequeathed to charitable and ed during tbe week ending June 81
educational Institutions.
Petit Journal.
rsjral districts south of here.
aggregated 16,620.
ing to
Red Guards Kill Former Slav Ruler.
Copenhagen, June 26. Russian Red
guards ha broken into the residence
of Nicholas Romanoff, the former
Rassian emperor, at Ekaterinburg,
and murdered him, according to the
Russian newspaper VJia, says a Stockholm dispatch.

Paris (Via Ottawa).
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Dressed Poultry.
Tha
prices on live poultry
If O H Denver:
ara netfollowing
10
fit
Turkeys, fancy d. p
26
24
toms
Turkeye, old
10
choica
pit
Turkeys,
27
Hens, lb
27
plO
Ducks, young
K 111
Oeeaa
18
16
Roosters

Memphis, Tenn. Otto
a German arrested as a
dangerous enemy alien, asked
the jailer to shoot him. The
Jailer told him he was not worth
the powder and lead tbat would
be necessary to kill him. "Here,"
aid Dohrmann, as he extended
a doUar bill through the bars of
the cell, "take this. Shoot me.
Tbat will pay for the ammunition."

Trench Gun Explosion Kills Two,
Baltimore, Md. Two soldiers were
killed and a third severely Injured by
the premature explosion of a trench
mortar bomb at the army proving
grounds at Aberdeen, Md.

bl-0-

.1.

British Transport Sunk by Torpedd.
Washington. Sinking of an allied
transport under American charter on
June 18, about 700 miles east of the
Delaware capes, was reported to the
Navy Department. The transport had
no troops aboard. Three boats wltb
of the crew art
about
missing. The crew of 148 got away
from tbe vessel In seven boats, four of
which have been landed. Two boatloads arrived by steamer at New York,
one by steamer at Hampton Roads
and one by sailing vessel at Bermuda.

Great W. S. S. Demonstration.
In the glow of a golden mountain
sunset, 75,000 people sent a prayer In
song to heaven and pledged themselves anew to loyalty in tbe cause
ml their country aa they sang:
"Onward Christian soldiers.
Marching aa to war.
With tbe Cross of Jesus
Going on before "
while the great united band f 1M
pieces crashed Into the big, strong
chords of the triumphal march, when
Denver set out to win victory la Its
War Savings Stamp campaign.

U. S. Credit Given Greece.
Washington. A credit of $15,790,000
to Greece, tbe first under tbe new fi
nancial agreement between tbat country and tbe United States, was an
nounced by the Treasury Department.

record-breakin-

ll-0-

Carload Prlea.
Hay.
Frlcaa.
Buying
00 11.00
Colorado Upland, per ton.
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 16.00 18.00
Colorado
and
Prairie Hay,
16.00
16.00
Nebraska, per ton
16.00018.00
ton
Timothy, per ton
15.00
14.00$
Alfalfa, per
It.00t0.00
South Park, per ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .16. 00017. 00
6.00
Straw, per ton
Ureln.
Oata, Nebraska, 100 lba., buying.. (J 65
2.66
Colorado oata. bulk, buying
Corn chop, sack, selling
Ml
8.10
Corn In sack, selling;
1.71
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., selling. 1.621
Flour.
Hungarian toPatent, (8 lbs., sacked 14.76
discount
subject
Hungarian, 49 lbs., aacked, subject1.16
to discount

Te Launch 88 Hulls July 4.
Washington. Celebration of July
Fourth this year will be made notable
for all time by the launching from
American shipyards of tbe largest
number of ships of the greatest aggregate tonnage over put Into the water la
one day. Independence day's contribu
tion to the merchant fleet will be at
vessels with a capacleast eighty-nin- e
ity of 439,886 tons deadweight Workmen are straining to complete other
bulls in time, whloh would make the
total tonnage 470,816.

Drawing In New Draft June 27.
Thursday, June 27,
Washington
was fixed by the War Department as
tbe date for tbe drawing to establish
the draft order of nearly 800,000
youag men of 21 who registered for
military service June 5. A call to mobilise 220,000 white draft registrants
between July 22 and 25 was issued by
Provost Marshal Crowder. Colorado
will send 1,100 and New Mexico 740, to
Camp Travis, Tex., and Wyoming 800
to Fort Riley, Kan.

Labor Renames Oompers as Chief,
most of
St. Paul. After
its officers, the American Federation
of Labor concluded its sessions here
and adjourned to meet next year in
Atlantic City, N. J. President Samuel
Washington;
Secretary
Gompers,
Frank
and
Morlson, Washington,
Treasurer Daniel J. Tobin. Indianapwithout opposi
olis, were
tion.

good.
steer,
11.901
'
Helfera, prime to
choice.. 11.001 H1.I0
Cows, fat, aood
To
0.(01 10.7
Cows, fair
sood
7.000 9.00
Cows, oommon to fair , . , 11.004
16.26
Veal calves
7.501 10.00
Bulls
Feeders, good to choica . . . 10.7(1
9.60
10.(0
Faedera, fair to sood
.t(
Feeders, common to fair.. 1.600
11.00
0.75
to
choice.,
Stockera, good
btockers, fair to goou . . . . (.000 .(0
Hoaa,
Good hogs
(15.75le.ia

F.

Allies Bag 835 Boche Planes.
Eight hundred
German airplanes have
and thirty-fivbeen destroyed since Jan. 1, accord
ing to an official announcement
which tends to prove that the German
communiques ar not reliable wbea
dealing with losses of airplanes. The
statement says that on Jun 2 the
t
while on
Germans lost
June and 10 there were forty-ninof their machines brought down. The
British were responsible for tbe de
of those lost
struction of thirty-thre- e
oa the latter date.

-

Cattle.

ll7.es
Fat steers choice to prims, ,11.00
Fat attars, good to choice. 14.601 16.76
, , , lLOOirl- fair to
Fat

HAY AND URAIN MARKET.

Agreement Is Extended.
The Senate ratified a
Washington
treatv extending for five veara the
general arbitration agreement between
the United States and Great Britain

7,342,-000,00-

Weatem Newspaper Unloa News Service.
DENVER MARKET.

Kvree

Adof the Piave river is complete.
mission, is made by the Austrian war
office That tbe troops of Emperor

1

QUOTATIONS

Spring iambi

Austrian armies on tue western bank

finwitnrrri

MARKET

Lambs

Aero Club Plans Overseas Flights.
New York. Tbe Aero Club of America announced that it bad notified
John D. Ryan, director of American
aircraft production, that it was willing
to assume tbe expense of attempting
a transatlantic flight, In order to assist the government in solving the
problem of delivering thousands of
Tbe club stated
airplanes overseas.
that two weeks ago it asked for bids
for machines capable of flying from
With the American Forces' on the
continent to continent.
Marne, June 25. American troops on
the Marne front captured the northGuests Omitting Tips Drugged.
The
western part of Belleu wood.
Chicago. Four persons were arrest- Americans cleared this strategic posied and more than 100 waiters' were tion of all Germans, captured some
taken into custody by the state's at- prisoners and took five machine guns.
torney's office in connection with the The Americans now are in complete
alleged wholesale drugging of patrons possession of the woods.
of leading hotels, clubs and restaurants by waiters whose displeasure tbe
Rome, June 24. The first phase of
patrons Incurred when tbey neglected tbe Austrian offensive has ended in
to leave a tip on the table after being failure, in defeat. The culmination ot
what was intended to be the crushing
served.
of Italy between the jaws of the Austrian pincers Is rout of the invaders.
Ship Laden With Coal Sunk.
With their backs to tbe swollen
steamer
Havana. Tbe American
tbe Austrians for several days
Piave,
848
tons
laden
with
gross,
Mary Olson,
had been trying to ward off the
past
was
at
at
Cien
burned
her wharf
coal,
vicious counter attacks of the Italians
fuegos. The captain and crew of the and save the situation. Now
they are
vessel have been arrested pending an
endeavoring, and still under great
Investigation.
pressure, to ford the stream and reach
safety on tbe eastern bank.
$220,050,000 Pension Bill Passed.
Since the abortive attack on tbe
The
Senate
Washington.
passed Rheims front
last week, tbe
tbe largest pension bill in its history, western front baaearly
been quiet. Berlin
an
for
of
increase
$220,050,000,
calling
officially reports the presence of Ital$12,000,000 over the
ian troops in the Rheims sector. Amerbill of 1912.
ican forces have continued their intense activity on the fronts where
Von Seydler Cabinet Resigns.
they are holding positions. Northwest
Amsterdam. The Austrian cabinet of Chateau Thierry they have pushed
met Sunday and decided on a collec- tbelr lines forward once more and east
tive resignation, according to advice of tbe city have bombarded bodies of
received here from Vienna.
German troops.
It Is reported that Nicolal Lenine,
U. 8. Casualties Number 8,634.
tbe Bolshevik premier of Russia, has
Washington. Casualties in tbe Am- decided to resign. In spite of a vote of
erican army overseas thus far report confidence given him by the soviet
er by General Pershing, up :o June 23, committee.
total 8,634, as compared with 8,088 a
Washington. American soldiers are
week ago.
now holding the fighting line for a distance of thirty-eigh- t
miles on the westCuba Bars Germans from Coast.
ern front according to information
Havana. A decree signed by Presi given members of the House military
dent Menocal bars subjects of enemy committee at tbe weekly conference
nations from residing along tbe shores with Secretary Baker and General
of Cuban coasts.
March, chief of staff.

Broom Corn Tax Officially Denied,
circulated
Rumors
Washington.
among Colorado farmers tbat tbe gov
ernment intends to tax broom corn
and otber crops $5 an acre was offi
cially denied by the Department of
Agriculture with the announcement
that steps have been taken to stop the
spread of such stories, designed to
food production. County agri
cultural agents have been asked to assist in locating the sources of the re
ports.

LATE

UP HIS FAMILY

STRIKING WAR
STRIDE, CONGRESS ENACTS MEASURES
APPROPRIATING BILLIONS

EXPECT ANOTHER BLOW

INSANE MAN CUTS

VIENNA ADMITS

BILLS PASSED

PREMIER LLOYD GEORGE TELLS
HOU8E OF COMMONS U. S. AID
MAKES VICTORY SURE.

TEUTON

MRS. MONTAGU PORCH

ALARM

CLOCK

DRAWS

FIRE

American Patrol Leader 8trung It on
Wire In Front of German
Trenches.
Paris. Americans who bad been
trying to draw the Ore of certain German batteries used an alarm clock to
fool Frits and caused the Germans
useless expenditure of large quantities
of machine gun and rifle ammunition.
In order to fool the Germans an American patrol leader tucked an alarm
clock under his arm and crept Into
"No Man's Land" in the darkness,
fastening the clock to a wire.
Soon the alarm rang, whereupon the
Germans opened fire. The alarm had
been so arranged that the clock cut
loose Intermittently, and each time
drew a violent fire from the enemy.
Meanwhile the Americans rested In
their trenches and enjoyed a hearty
laugh.
BOY'S

INITIALS

ON

INSTEP

Girl's Love Changes and She Now
Finds Tattooing la Embarrassing.

Live Poultry.
Roosters, lb
10 lba. or over
Turkeya,
Hons
Ducka. young
Ducklings, lb
Oaese
Broilers, 118, Ib

Eggs,
graded
11. Denver
graded
Eggs,
B. Denver

No.

10
11
20
26
22

Esse.
1

No. 2

net, F.
net, F.

12

wit
4 26
4

27
30
24
40

O.
28
O.

31
22

Batter.
44
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
40
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
36
37
Process
28 4(30
Packing stock
Fruit.
Apples, Colo., fancy, box. . . .$2.60475.60
2.26
Oooaeberrles, crate
1.7662.00
Cherries, Colo., pie, t.
Strawberries, homeg'n, pints 2.7503.50
Vegetables.
8
10
Asparagus, Ib cwt
12.0013.00
Beans, navy,
8.00
Beans, pinto, cwt
16
16
Beans, lima, lb
8
10
Beana, green, Ib
10
Wax beana
10
Beeta, Colo., dos. bunches 25
5.00
Baeta, new, cwt
1.00
Carrota, cwt
1(0 20
Cauliflower, lb.
70
66
Lettuce, head
400 (0
curly, dos.
lettuce,
200 25
Unions, table, doi
Onions, Crystal Wax .... 1.264? 1.65
26
20
Parsley, dos
80 10
Peas, Colo., lb.
1.000 2.00
15
10
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. 1.26
1.60
Turnlpa, cwt
20
25
Turnips, Colo., dos. bunch,
H1DKS AND PELTS.
Pound.
28c
Flint, butcher, lb
26a
Flint, fallen, lb
16o
Flint, bull and atab, lb
16c
lb
culls
and
Flint,
glue,
Bait hides, lb
2022e
to
Horae hldea,
price of green salt.
Green Salted, Cured Hldea.
Over 40 lba., lb
120120
12
Under 60 lba., lb
lie
lOo
Glue hldea and aklna, lb. ......
Bulla and etags, lb
910o
lc less
Part cured, lb
4
Green, 2c lb. less than cured.
Flint
Palta.
Dry
Wool pelts, lb.
42045c
Short wool pelta
37040c
27c
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, Ib...
No. 1 Murrain shearings, lb. . . .
10s
Bucks, aaddlea and pieces at value.
Tallaw aad Urease.
Prime rendered tallow, lb
10011a
No. 1 tallow, lba
10&iic
No. 1 tallow, lb
810o
Brown and yellow tallow grease
8
10c
lb
Calf aad Kla Grcca Salted.
280 12c
Calfskin, salted
12
17o
Kip, lb
Ho
Branded, lb
each
Deacona,
11.2501.(0
each
600 76c
Slunka, No.
1. each
Horae
15.5006 00
Morse no. i, eacn
14.604 l6.00
Olua and pony, each
(2.606 plOO
606i (Oo
Colt, each
ureea Sanaa rats.
Lamb and sheep, each
(OcOll.tO
15046c
Spring lamb, each
100500
Shearlings, each
ci--

two-thir-

one-ha- lf

MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS,

Prices Mr Metala.
Oakland, Cal. A pretty Oakland
New York. Lead t7.7607.82ta.
maiden who thought ber romance with
121.
Copper 98 12 H.
Silver
He
a soldier would be a lifelong love afLouie. Spelter (8.05 01.16.
St.
fair had his initials tattooed across her
London. Bar ailver, 48d per ounce.
Bouldar, Colo. Tungaten concentratea,
Instep. She Is now In grave distress.
60 par cant, (22.00022.60
per unit.
Tbe bathing; season la here. She Crude
oraa, 60 per cent, (22.00026.00;
has forgotten her first love in spite of 26 per cent, (12.00 12.60; 10 par cant,
(8.40012.20.
constant reminder and Is now InfatuBatter. Eg cm, Fatataea aad Poultry.
ated with a sailor whose initials unChicago. Butter Creamery, 17048c.
fortunately aro different Wardell
Eggs Firsts, (10l4t4c- ordinary
Martin, Oakland tattoolst has been ap- firsts, 18012c; at mark,
cases Included,
pealed to in an effort to remove the 12011c.
Old
Potatoes
Wisconsin,
Michigan
e
Initials. Martin says he will and Minnesota, aacked, (1.4001.461o
bulk, (1.1001.20; new Louisiana and
try to cover them by working In two Texas,
(1.4001-60- ;
aacked
Artriumphs,
flags on a blue ground.
kansas. (1.6002.60; Louisiana white,
(1.7101.16; Virginia barrala. (4.7606.00.
Poultry Fowls, 15 c; aprtnga, 100
wwwwaMrttwftaftanpnannpft 14a.
-

tell-tal-

I

Offers

to Buy Powder

Prtcoa af Sugar.

Maw
Turk. Sugar
Centrifugal,
05c; fine granulated. 7.46c

for Own Execution
Dohr-man-

n,

chlef-of-staf-

"What do you mean by saying the
president of the United States can go
to henr demanded Judge Swanson.

CMcae Un Stack ttuatattoas.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk of galea,
016.16; butchers, (16.1(016.16; (16.lt
packing. (16.6601t.16; light. (16.11016.46;
rough, (16.16016.(6;
pigs,
good and
16.60.
chorea. (It It
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice and
prima, (14.15018.0; common and medium, 111.7(016.16: butcher stock, cows
and half era, (7.75011.00: cannera and
cutters. 86.76017.76; stoekora and feeders, good, choica and fancy selected.
(16.7601t.25; Inferior, oommon and medium. 8.16016.76; veal calves, good
and choice, (15.60016.16.
Sheep Shorn lambs, choica
and
prima, (11.76017.16; medium and good.
il4.O014.76; culls. (8.(0011.00; spring
awes, ehoice and prima. jlL760ll!6O;
maaiura ana gooa, B.BUC11.7S; culls.
(4.600 M0.

meaups tJraln aad Piatlalaa riliset
Chicago. Corn

Pi.L,C-1io-

Oats

No.

1

w'

1
No.
white,
Rye No. 1. il it.
Barley (1.10 tt 1.16.
Timothy 66.00 0 7.66.
Lard (24.86.

7807c

11.71:
yellow,
Ho. 4 yellow.
.

7IK078t6c-standard-

(12 6021. 66.
Mew York Cetlau Prices.
.
New York. Cotton Mtarill,.
16.47; October, 14.76;
I4.il; January. 14.16; March,Deecembar.
14.il.
Dulnth, Minn. Una eed (I 94 A
arrive, (1.94; July, (8-- l aakad; Sal:
XUbe

"Ton can go te bell, too," fired back
Lopuch.
"Two hundred dollars and costs
take that man out of here," roared
Jndae Swansea)
teembar,
aakad.

.

Jlr.

(.1

asked;

October, t3.fr

II

Our Part In Feeding the Nation
(pedal

Information Itrvtot, United State Department of Agriculture.)
MARKETING EGGS BY MOTOR.

America Aroused and
United Is Following the
Shining Figures of the
Leaders of 76

oris

posed to poison gas or liquid fire, felt that It Imposed
a reputation for patriotism to make virulent orator!
cal attacks on these "swivel-chai- r
warriors" who were
remaining out of the zone of fire remaining In Wash
And so, some of the
Ington, with the congressmen.
departments, yielding to oratory and other pressure,
threw out many men who had learned their Jobs
and were working more hours a day than any union
would have allowed ; and then other men, some of
them far less competent, and all of them beginners,
were put Into the swivel chairs, and the work of
the war was thereby Just so much disarranged and
Just so much delayed ull of which means something
In the casualty lists.
We had to lourn that criticism must know its
own Job thoroughly; it mustn't be merely "blowing
off stenni."
Anil enthusiasm Is useful only when It
never takes its eye off the ball. Thousands of unfit
men were themselves III used and made a useless expense to Uncle Sum by too much Indiscriminate en- -

BooikTarki$oiv

ll

I
n--

CHINO the spring of 1917 certain group
of patriots In the Gust, particularly in
New York and Boston, did a great deal
of worrying about the Middle and Western states.
These Easterners
would
come together at luncheons and committee meetings, and after getting Into
a condition of collective depression about
the apathy of the country, they would
appoint one of their number to act as an oratorical
commission. "Rudiger, go out there," they would say
to him. "Rudiger, for God's sake, go out there and
rouse the middle West!"
And Itudlger would go
out on his rousing expedition and make speeches before commercial clubs, and at larger meetings, and
then go back home without having noticed that the
Middle and Western stutes were already
passing their
quotas for enlistments of lighting men, whereas Rudl-gerown state, at that time, had filled Just about

--

J

vi fau

D

fiYi

Pvty

Pel--

$

COST

OF HIGHWAYS

Construction and Maintenance Invetvfl
Expenditure of 93M,OOOlOOO- Burden on Roads.
by the United States Depart(Prepared ment
of Agriculture.)
Road construction and maintenance
In the United State 1 evolve an annual
outlay of over $800,000,000, a sum
which, If capitalized at S per cent
would represent an Investment of $6
000,000,000.

As recently as 1900 there were only
100,000 motor vehicles In the United
States compared with nearly 5,000,000
of 1017, while in 1004 the total outlay,

r

's

i

ANNUAL

a third of Its own enlistment quota. thusiusni on the part of boards that
However, tbe Rudigers were not pucked them off to training camps.
all Easterners, About 100,000.000 And too often certain drafted men
people seemed to feel that the United were sent to the camps in sullen
States rftfl nnt raBll.a (l.u I. ..,. . moods, when tact and an eye on the
war. Rudigers nome was not legion, but
populace; and vet he believed ball would have sent them not In a mood at ail, but at least beginning to
On of the Motor Truck Used to Gather Egg and Transport Them to Market that
rv
he; was almost the only person In America who "comprehended the glow with that steady fire of patriotism which no normal man can lack
full seriousness of the situation."
He got a somber, satisfaction out of when, he feels and knows, understanding!',
his country needs him.
thnt
his forebodings.
"They'll see!" he would predict.
'They'll wake up and No doubt the word "slacker" has hod Its uses; but It Is possible that we
find out what they're in for, some
day when it's too late muybe; but I tell should have done better not to adopt it ; and one thing is certain ; those
they won't know what It means! They're at war with the greatest of us who have never worn a uniform are not well entitled to use "slucker,"
$ TRAIN FOR HARD WORK $ you
military power In the world, and they're sound asleep!
I tell you It In its military sense, as a condemnation of any other man who is not in
drives a man almost crazy to see. as I do, what this war
We can use the word "traitor" wheu we can make It good by Vitrified Brick for Paving Country
means, and then uniform.
Is there a physical training
look about him at all these millions of
as if there weren't proof, but we should leave "slucker" to soldiers and those who have been Roads Filling the Joints, First Coat.
people
class In your town?
behaving
any war at ail 1"
soldiers. We must Judge not, lest we be Judged. Let us suve our bitter- in
If not, this Is a good time to
money and labor on the public roads
East, West, North and South, Rudiger got the habit of
start one a physical training
scolding. He ness for our enemy.
felt
he
that
had
the
whole
war
on
his one pair of shoulders.
To a nation war comes as a great trouble conies to a family. When a aggregated only JSO.000,000. compared
For a day
w class to harden the soft muscles w he
With some $300,000,000 for 1917. Thus
might forget it a Uttle. and go out and play
Producers Find Experiment So
Then another duy great trouble conies to a family the members of that family draw closer ; they
of town and city men, so they
the public roads have been changed
would come, when the weight of the war would golf.
on him, and depend upon one another as never before; nnd they are kinder to one anlie
can
to
heavily
farms
and
do
effective
go
with bewildering rapidity from the
hed see some other Rudiger playing golf, nnd Rudiger would watch him other than they have been In
Satisfactory That They Will
that
differences
times.
forget
huppler
They
C1UCI CUl.J
UOCUO
nf nuin UU1IU
status of the purely local utility to that
from the clubhouse verandu, and groan and scold. "The
dunderheads 1" have come among them, and they make sacrifices to help one another. They of a
Extend Service.
big
for farm labor In their counties
he would sputter.
utility of national importance and
"They Just can't reullze It! Nobody doing anything! flud many goodnesses and nobilities In one another thnt they have not disand communities.
scope.
even worrying!"
Nobody
covered
to
before.
Their
from
their
their
meet
trouble
conies
Kansas City started a "loyal
strength
It Is well known that the railroads of
Yes ; almost all of us had a touch of
Rudiger in those days. We imag- unity: they cannot meet It If they bicker nnd fall apart. If one does not do the United States are unable to
physical fitness class" some $ ined that we felt the war more
carry
IS RESULT
QUICK DELIVERY
our
than
his
the
will
the
if
him
others
less
from
than
made
neighbors
share,
did;
by scolding
get
thought
they say: the enormous truffle now offered for
weeks before the time for the
us Irritable, and there was a vast scolding. We
"Come,
thousands
brother!"
produced many
wheat harvest. The Idea spread w of editorials
and it Is to be expected
and posters founded on the YOU theme.
. . , One day Inst April we had a "Liberty Loan" parade in Indiunapo-li- s transportation,
The kaiser will
all over the state. In many
that the public roads will from now on
YOU If YOU don't enlist, or If YOU don't subscribe to the Red
get
us
on
looked
to
Some
of
marched
and
the
rest
and
40,000
Cross,
towns and cities similar classes
helped
Fruit, Vegetable and Other Product
have added to their present traffic bur-or If YOU don't buy Liberty Bonds. Are YOU doing your duty? If
not cheer, nnd perhaps tried not to cry when the flags went down the street dens such
were organized, and men made
In Season to Be Carried Merfreight as may be shifted to
YOU will be painted yellow.
who
with
the
carried them singing "Glory! Glory Hallelujah!"
themselves fit for the hard work
chandise I Hauled by Truck
them to relieve railway congestion.
Of course this going nfter YOU in such an obstreperous way was con- There werepeople
soldiers Infantry and artillery In the parade, and hospital
they were to undertake In the $ sidered by
It Is beyond question that for pas
on Return Trip.
advertising experts to be the most effective form of rousing, but units, and lines and lines of surgeons and nurses, and there were stnte
fields as volunteer harvest work- senger haul the public roads are used,
In the light of later events one may venture to
hut the
express a doubt and to ex- and city ofllcluls, and governors nnd senators and
The Kansas wheat crop $
erg.
Last year producers of eggs near
press also an opinion that the YOU Camrjalirn wns Innnlrpil malnlv hv great part of the marchers were Just the people of a city at wur. Factory to a greater extent than the railroads.
couldn't have been harvested If
These Impressive conditions have been
Vlneland and MlUvlUe, New Jersey,
its
with
nervous
the
.
congeniality
irritability of the time. It was Rudiger-Ism- owners marched with their men; lubor leaders marched with millionaires, created within the span of a
thousands of patriotic men from
single gen
bad difficulties getting their eggs to
what
has
Whereas,
made
really
The merthings happen on the great scale is and unless you knew them you couldn't tell which was which.
the towns and cities had not 4
dealers In New Tork City. This year,
neither the attack on YOU nor YOUR susceptibility to scolding, but the chants, the bankers, the lawyers, the doctors, the dentists, the clerks, the eratlon.
to
save
volunteered
On
croD
this
July 11, 1010, President Wilson
however, they travel direct by motor
na, uo aim uuu spirit.
railroad men, the barbers, the bricklayers, the steel workers, the dinners, approved
that will help feed the fighters
a measure generally known
When a poster shouts at me, "YOU aren't In the trenches," I am
truck to the dealers' doors and arrive
the carpenters, the plumbers they all marched and they all sang when as the federal-aiat
And a great many
front.
apt
the
road act which carto
In less time and with less loss from
feel
a
Uttle
i
antagonized, and my thought mav be: "What hnain-a- a
The Catholic orgunlzations ried an
the bands played and when the bands didn't.
of these men couldn't have work- appropriation of $75,000,000 to
it of yours, you poster man, or advertising specialist? YOU aren't fn the marched, and the Protestant organizations marched.
breakage than in other seasons.
Thousands of ne- aid the states In the construction of
ed as effectively, and some of
either. YOU are as safely at home as anybody, and YOU haven't groes marched In their church orders, singing and free and In the war, like
This community of producers has
them would have been forced to $ trenches,
the right to be screaming reproaches and warnlnm at me.
found the results of their experiment
vnn dnn' the rest. And there were great clubs and organizations that hud been rural post roads and $10,000,000 to be
out
If they had
drop
altogether,
know what I'm doing or trying to do for our cause. YOU seem to think called German, but would no longer be culled German, they marched and expended for the construction and
of shipping eggs by motor truck so
not been prepared for the physl- $
It's more your war than It is mine, and YOU thiuk YOU have to wake me sang and were most absolutely and violently a part of the war on Ger- maintenance of forest roads.
successful that they are planning to
cal strain by preliminary train- and YOU make me tired !" Or, If I'm a selfish and
extend their efforts to cover fruits and
person, many. There were Bulgarians, shouting the allied battle call, singing "The
2 up,
Ing.
the kind at whom the YOU shooting Is chiefly aimed, my emotional process Battle Cry of Freedom," and there were Roumanians, and Serbians and BUILDING ROADS IN ALASKA
vegetables, poultry, and other products
Uncle Sam needs the help of 4
In season.
may take this form: "Cut out the bull I Yelling 'YOU' Isn't going to get Greeks and Russians, nil Americans and all In this war. There were Chi
every loyal American citizen.
me to do anything I don't want to do. Ton can't work ME. 'bo!" ,
nese and there was a, bund of Japanese, dressed as antique bowmen. No- Road Cemmlselonera Find Trouble In
Eggs by Motor Truck,
Either work or fight I Ton can't
Of course there were Individuals who had to be shamed Into war efforts, where In the city was there anything that wasn't at war with the Germans.
Maintenanc on Account of NarFollowing a season In which transdo your best work, either at
and no doubt the YOU work helped to get them into line, but the really Im- And overhead sailed the airplanes.
row Tired Trucks.
But It was not so with Indianapolis
portation troubles made shipments to
yonr present Job or at any other 2
portant American pronouns have proved to be those of the first nerson alone, or with all the cities and towns and villages and countrysides of
New Tork City unsatisfactory
the
Job, or In the fields temporarily
Alaska has been building roads slnca
It was WE, US and OUR that reached those citizens whom we Indiana alone. The same manifestation was visible all over America where
plural.
farmers sought assistance from the
as a farm volunteer, nnless you
1905. It has built 920 miles of wagon
It was WE, US and OUR that there are 100,000,000 people!
rormeriy called
bureau of markets of the United States
are physically fit
left nothing of the hyphen and the hyphen had only smarted the redder
So we said: "If that Rosenkranz and Gullderstern pair of worthies in roads, 629 miles of winter sled roads
A few weeks' work In a physidepartment of agriculture, and spe- under the mustard plaster pronoun YOU. When the
view of and 2,210 miles of trails. One of these
Germany, Hlndendnrff and Ludenburgh, could only get a bird's-ey- e
delists on motor-truc- k
marketing made
cal training class will "harden"
as we called them, found that OUR country was at war, they erased the what Is showing forth today, If they could get but a glimpse of this America roads was built for motorcar traffic,
a survey of the situation. This was
class
a
Start
you surprisingly.
but more than 250 trucks and passenhyphen. They might have remained
If we had gone roused, they might also get a glimpse of what Is coming to them 1"
followed by a group of producers agreeIn your town. Be ready to go to
to war with any country except Germany, and this Is one great benefit
. . . America not only roused, but America united.
Our trouble ger cars were In use over them at the)
work effectively, be able really
ing to ship their eggs by motor truck
that Germany conferred upon us when she attacked us: she killed the has taught us our unity. We have said: "Come, brother!" and we stand close of the last fiscal year.
and to bring the cases to designated
to accomplish something In the
Much damage has been done to the
She counted on killing It and so far her calculations were cor- together, steadfast. We are at war with militarism. The kaiser, knowing
hyphen.
was
route
the
the
truck
fields
comes
places along
when the call
for
roads
Is
rect.
But
she
not
: "Those who wish to dehe
Is
front
and
with
of
by heavy narrow-tiresuccess
In
that
the
said
her
trucks,
tbe
pleased
militarism,
for
she
to cover. A large commercial motormade
symbol
matter,
men
emerto do
patriotic town
a mistake in an important detail: she thought tbe
He knows well enough what we and the board of road commissioners
"
stroy us are digging their own graves."
truck company, operating a fleet of
gency farm work In your section.
would drop the American side of the hyphen; she thought they were really mean to destroy, and in his rage he talks graveyard to frighten us. His finds troubles of maintenance with
trucks between New Tork and PhilaAn open space the courthouse
Germans.
The hyphen Is gone forever, and there aren't worst mistake has been his thinking that "terrbrlzatlon" terrifies; that them always. In addition, they found
They weren't.
delphia,, was Interested and agreed to
square or a vacant lot, or a big
e
"
road
citizens any more In our country; there are only murdering a man's child subdues the man and keeps him quiet
any
make a detour on their trips to New
Zeppelins, It necessary to build a
back yard a leader who knows
American citizens.
From August 1014, until April, 1917. the
guns, poison gas, rope, setting peaceful towns on fire, along a hillside last summer by coversubmarines,
the army "setting up" or other
Tork, to which city their tracks bad
often said YOU to the rest of us and the rest of us often said turning machine guns on women, children, priests and old men these are ing the road bed with willow corduoften traveled without being loaded,
movements and exercises and
TOU to them ; but now all of us say WE, US and OUR.
the raw head and bloody bones he uses, hoping through fear to make all roy and surfacing the corduroy with
to take In Vlneland and MlUvlUe. Lodetermination on the part of the
A young friend of mine, of German descent, told me how It was with the wide world his own private ogre's castle.
But America will not have gravel because the material underlying
cal farmers and merchants In these
men of your town these are all
him.
Until April, 1017, he had been
and at times critical It so. Let blm wave his raw head and bloody bones; let him threaten the location consisted of six feet of
two towns agreed to give their hauling 2 the things yon need.
of our government's attitude toward Germany.
business from Philadelphia to the truck
Only a week or so after us with graves, and let him make tbe German people believe thnt It Is gravel on the bed rock, forty feet of
war was declared I met him and he was In uniform a fightlna man's uni Germany we mean to destroy; be knows what this republic means to do; clear Ice on the gravel and two feet of
company and thus Insure a full load
form.
"Of course I am!" he said.
"Oh, yes; everything was different he knows what the united democracy of the world means to do and It Is moss and tundra on top.
for the trucks ail the way from Philauntil my country went to war. I loved Germany, and I naturally thought he that Is afraid, and proves his fear, like a coward talking big in the dnrk.
Finding Help for Harvest
delphia to New Tork.
Leaders go before us, mighty and implacable PERMANENT ROAD IS FAVORED
America Is marching.
Kansas answered the call for in that Germany was right In her struggle with other foreign countries. Don't
Capacity of Truck.
and for the freedom of man, and we see them not In dimness,
for
America
old
and
take
admired
side
friend's
he
when
you
your
a
contro
into
Kansas
food
creased
gels
production.
plantThe truck have a capacity of about
Kansas knew, of versy with people who are strangers to yon? Well, I think I was all but as shining figures, alive today and alive forever, at the head of the na- Saving In Cost of Rebuilding Would
five tons, and can take 200 crates of ed more wheat
tion: Washington and Franklin and Hamilton and Adams and Jefferson
to
right to have felt that way and to have taken that attitude
Pay for Them in Comparatively
eggs. On the first trip only ISO cases course, that a tremendous amount of the united States went to war, and I cant be ashamed of up eventhe time and Patrick Henry nnd Francis Marlon and Paul Jones and Light Horse
Few Years.
It
though
were ready at the roadside and the bal- man power would be required to har I
But Germany Is no friend of mine now. No. Harry Lee; and Decatur and Madison and Scott and William Henry Harmay have been mistaken.
ance of the load was made up of crated vest that crop. But Kansas wasn't dis sir!
Not from the moment when she became the recognized enemy of rison and Zachary Taylor. And the solemn, great figure of Lincoln marches
A writer on the advantage of per
glass from Vlneland and Mlllville. This mayed. Uncle Sam called for mora my country.
My country's enemy is my enemy and I'm going to fight there, at our head, with Grant and Sherman and Sheridan nnd Robert E. Lee manent highways makes the point that
first load went the 140 miles In the wheat Kansas planted more wheat
We know what these men said to us: that the the saving in the cost of
inis enemy or my country ir it costs my lire. Germany Is my enemy I I'm and Stonewall Jackson.
rebuilding
record time of 15 hours with not an Kansas knew that wheat would be har- out to
word to us was always the same, yesterday and today and tomorrow al- would pay for them in a
help get the kaiser, and we're going to do It!"
comparative
truck
on
The
broken
the
way.
egg
!"
And
to
us
Is
we
word
"Forward
hem.
.
follow
.
.
their
The
ways
encountered
towns
and
vested
the
that
skepticism from people
people in
ly few yearsand then there would be
went across on the ferry boat from the
Their way lies straight upward over emperors and kings. For a while.
wno rouna it aimcuit to see now a viewpoint can change with changed
prospect of valuable returns. The
New Jersey shore, and the eggs were and cities would go to the fields to
we
had
seemed
It
our
In
our
that
we
was
the
doubt
forgotten
that
had
leaders,
and
and
as
prosperity,
galling
unhelpful
suspicious doubts
thing would be like making a few paydelivered on the sidewalks in front help do It!
Is
of
the
the
than
the
that
A
power
greater
are.
of
power
spirit
dollars, ments to secure an annuity. Wherever
great many good Americans who couldn't get Into forgotten
And that Is precisely how It Is being nearly always
of the wholesale houses. On the reuniform and fight Germans felt the need of attacking somebody they could that we had even forgotten to keep ourselves a nation, one and Indivisible, the money can be raised there should
turn trip the truck hauled merchandise harvested
y people from the towns
of
on
a
collection
become
had
fat
and
and
grabbers,
and
make
at
living
wince. They suffered from the natural and Just anger
laughing at cor- be permanent highways. That Is the
from New Tork direct to Philadelphia. and cities of Kansas. A literal exo- get
but Germany was too far away, and too sheltered behind ruption and shame and It was thus the German thought of us. Never was good roads gospel par excellence.
Germany,
against
Some of the dealer in New Tork dus of all the urban people hasn't been
Hlndenburg, to be directly affected, and a lot of us Just couldn't contain there so false a He I Tbe time has come that brings us our test. America
City are offering a premium of from necessary, of course. But all that were ourselves; we were so hot we had to let out and give something or some- woke and woke In arms. Not one true son of America dauhts the future.
Poor Roads a Loss,
needed wentand mora were ready if
one-hacent
to on and one-haWe cussed the
The farmers of the United States
body within our reach a "good cussing."
doxen for eggs shipped by motor needed.
and made it a little harder for them to declare their loyalty, but the
have been allowing $300,000,000 In
The state-wid- e
truck from Vlneland and Mlllville. becampaign for town vast majority of them behaved so well under the stress that after a while
real money to escape from their pockcause the eggs arrive In better condi- volunteers for farm labor service dur- we had
to abandon this means of blowing off our steam.
So we picked
ets each year because of poor roads,
tion and In quicker time than when ing the harvest was launched at a Kan- up the British word "slacker" and used
It to vent our Irritation; and perFor home ctosumptlnn Great Brit according to experts.
A gasoline engine driven dynamo
This
alone
sas
raiL
conference
of
the
latter
premium
hipped by
City
part
we did a little good, here and there, with our "slacker" talk; and that is entirely automatic In Its action ain imports about 30.000,000
pounds of
more than cover the difference In cost May. Representatives of the United haps
we did some harm. We were very free with the word, we editors, Is attracting attention In England.
conee annually.
Cart Before Horse;
of shipping lay motor track and by ralL States department of agriculture re- certainly
and speakers, who were not In uniform ourselves. We were espethe
Wisconsin
writers
is
moderate
rain
must
and
the cart before the horse
Increase
her
Frequent
wheat
Putting
In
aU
addition
to
minded
the time saved, the
and.
the
agencies
bitter against what we liked to call ,th "swivel-chawarriors" In most effective of all sanitary
acreage 30 per cent over last year If Installing truck lines before building
motor-truc- k
service Is more dependable at that conference of the policy that cially
sne is to produce her share In 1918.
There' were men of draft age. It appears, serving In some of
adequate roads.
and gives better delivery. The eggs, department has been urging since the Washington.
Over 300,000 loads of sawdust and
the departments in Washington, and without pausing to Inquire how many
men a thousand are now be
Sixty
a yet, are not pooled, but consist of beginning of the war the use of town of these were physically unfit for service In the field, or how many had beother
150
mill
waste
about
were
and
Causa of Mottled Butter.
used during last
ing killed In the war,
Individual-shipment- s
to a number of man power for local farm labor need come
Mottled butter is caused by the unIndispensable In the positions they were filling, we raged against them. men out of each thousand are wound year in the United States for making
dealers.
during seasons emergencies.
no
had
who
themselves
intention of ever being
Virtuous congressmen,
paper pulp.
even distribution of salt
ed.
Four working parties building a
Almost automatic In Its operations
across Australia keep la touch
Boll for Sugar Beet.
Is a new cabinet for quickly developToughen tomato plant gradually.
grand host; Immeasurable, marching ing
The sugar beet needs a deeply loosphotographs for dentists' with one another by wireless telegever forward since the beginning of use.
raphy.
ened,
Dont let crust form In the garden.
soli, uniformly
the world.
The enormous,
On the canals of Europe the boatNearly 20,000 British South African mixed and offering the root easily
Is to you, ye workers, who do
But
it
conquering host noble every men are usually astir before five In the natives have been recruited for serv- available plant food.
By using the cultivator frequently, a
and are as grown men, soldier In It; sacred and alone noble. morning and seldom turn in much be- ice behind the lines In France and
field of corn can be kept clean and already work,
honorable In a sort, that the Let him who-- la not of It hide himself; fore midnight
and
noble
Flanders.
Modern Potato Growing.
Avoid flatting tbe market with there will be no need for the hoe.
whole world calls for new work and let him tremble for himself. Stars at
Ten thousand workshops in Great
On the Isle of Han fresh herrings
Modern potato growing ia most sucy oar early crop of potatoes If yon
every button can not make him noble; are packed In ferns, and arrive at the Britain are engaged In the production cessfully done through a combination
would get fair price for yonr crop.
To control or eradicate a weed It Is nobleness. Subdue mutiny, discord,
nor bushels of market In as fresh a condition as when of munitions, of which 5,000 are con- of brains and horse
by manfutaess, Jus- sheave of
first necessary to determine die kind, widespread dlspalr,
power.
Flowwisdom.
trolled and 150 are national factories.
Georges; nor any other contrivance they were shipped.
Tb nrsakmeloo, or cantaloupe, does the character, and habits of growth and tice, mercy andand
but
TuIn
ers,
builders;
of
Thousands
the
prophets,
of
of
water
spinners,
manfully
The
enlisting
cords
of
It
Treat'
valiantly
supply
city
Petatoea for Scab.
wood, useful
beat on sandy loams of good fertility, reproduction, and sufficient about Its
poets, kings; Bfindleys, and Goethea, taking place and step In it O heavens, nis Is obtained from tbe same source for fuel, are rotting on tbe forest reserBefore cutting the seed potatoes In
or en tho lighter ant and bottom land, life history to fix the time when It la Odlns
all martyr will he not bethink himself; he. too. that supplied ancient Carthage and vations of New Tork because the conand
Arkwrights;
or tb light day loam.
I Boat susceptible to treatment
pieces It Is advisable to treat them
and noUa men and gods are of one Is so needed In the host Carlyie.
stitution forbids their sale or removal for scab.
soma of its cisterns still are In use.
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"PATRIOTISM

COMBINATION

WALTON-LUCER-

Mex-

QUESTIONED"

The Stat Record printery com- IMPROVEMENTS ALL KINDS
SHOWN BY STATE REVIEW
pleted delivery this weak of the 3rd
annual report of the State Bank
(Continued from page one)
Examiner, being the first report of
Mr. Van Stone, the present examin- He was past 70 years of age and had
The book includes about IN been in failing health for several
er.
pages, including Mr. Van Stone's years.
resume? of the banking conditions of
It was in the southern part of the
the state, and a detailed report of county that Mr. Weems was best
each bank separately, all of which, known and the hospitality extended
collectively, show that the banks of guests and travelers who stopped at
this state are in good condition and the Weems ranch was proverbial. He
well supervised.
took great delight in making people
feel at home and his friends were leIt is estimated that the closing of gion' The deceased was a bachelor,
the saloons in Texas this week re- his companion for many years being
leased ten thousand men who have a sister, now past 90 years old, the
been tied up with that useless and two making their home together.
The funeral was held last Monday
expensive occupation for labor and
useful service in connection with the afternoon at Lordsburg, burial being
and
of
foods
in
the
It
the village cemetery there.
support
production
of our armies and government.
was largely attended by friends from
that section of the county and also
We have heard enough of the Hun by friends who motored to Lordsprison camps to know that wo do burg from Silver City. Silver City
not want any of our boys put in Enterprise.
them if we can help it. When you
save to the utmost of your ability
GUADALUPE
and invest your savings in War Savour
to
keep
ings Stamps you help
Cement Stored
boys out of the prison camps.
Judge Harbin is having his barn
Do not expect our men to die for remodeled for the purpose of stor
you if you are not worth living for. ing four car loads of cement which
Show our Army and Navy that you is to be used in the construction
are worthy of protection. Save to the of bridges on the road through the
utmost of your ability and buy W. Romero pasture. Cuervo Clipper.
S. S. with your Savings.
LINCOLN
If you will think more of saving
than of spending you will be surMiss Louise Coe Died
prised to learn that there are many
At her home in Clencoe, June 9th,
things which you do not need after

over $15,000, but it hat been made
necessary by the growth of the town.
The company is also drilling a new
well at Camp Cody, in addition to
those that are already in operation.
Deming Headlight
Ship Manganese Ore
Fritz Kohlmayer and his associates, Mrs. Elizabeth Copper and Jack
Lee, are now working a group of
claims two miles north
twenty-thre- e

resident of Roy as a starter for the
new Church which will be built here
in the near future. Roy
Jailed

Pro-Germ-

Pete"
Henry Tilge, alias "Shot-guwas arrested in Roy recently for
a
sympathizer.
being
At a preliminary hearing last week
he was held for trial in the Federal
court and in default of $5,0(10 bail
of Mirage station, east of town, and was taken, to Tucumcari for safe
are taking out manganese ore that keeping.
has assayed 58.9 per cent.
OTERO Will Double Capacity Of Plant
in
meet
increase
the
to
In order
its business 'the Deming Ice Cream Fina Cherry Crop
Visitors to Mountain Park and
Company will enlarge its plant.
New machinery to the value of that vicinity are profuse in their
$8,000 will be installed which will description of the sight that the
double the capacity of the plant. The cherry orchards afford,. The crop
output of ice cream now is 600 gal- is an unusually good one and the
lons a day, and there is a ready sale trees are laden with the beautiful
for this amount and for all the addi- fruit. Alamogordo News.
tional cream that the firm can turn
out.
Big Rabbit Driva
Last Sunday afternoon the citizens
of Tularosa participated in a big
M'KINLEY
rabbit drive. Men, women, boys and
All fire
girls joining in the sport.
arms were barred so no unpleasant
Theatres Combine
taken
occurred.
have
accidents
Garrett and Garrett
over the Park theatre and will run
it in conduction with the Rex. The
QUAY
Empress has been closed as a theatre
and the building will be put to other
uses. Gallup Herald.
Water Supply Low
Owing to the scarcity of water on
account of the dry season Mayor
Buys 40 Acre Tract
the
into
M.
I. H. Ford has ventured
R. James of Tucumcari has rereal estate business and recently pur- quested that the usage of city water
chased a 40 acre tract of bind on the for the purpose of irrigation and
north side of the town of Gallup, watering trees and lawns be dewhich will be surveyed into lots and creased as a necessary protection
sold at a reasonable figures.
against possible fires, until the reservoir be filled again. The city water
Will Erect Rooming House
supply ran low two evenings recentwas
Paul Bona has purchased a couple ly and great uneasiness
of
Mrs.
W.
of lots from
J.
Green,
Gallup and will erect a large rooming
houses Work has already begun on Cattle Shipped To Texas
T. J. Coggin shipped 202 head of
the foundation.
cattle last Wednesday to Campbell
& Hardin at Amarillo.
MORA
S. R. Schooler from near San Jon,
shipped a car of cows and calves to
Farmers Mora Cheerful
O'Donnell, Tex., last week. Glcnrio
The drouth appears to be broken-ho- pe Tribune.
in
clear
broken
not
it's
two,
merely bent. Several good showers Calves Purchased
have
few
made. Bonnie Parrish bought 16 head of
the
days
past
during
the farmers more cheerful. Mills', steer calves of J. Z. Isler, last week,
at $30.00 per head. San Jon ben- Developer.
n.

Pro-Germ-

SIERRA
Exploring Mine Shaft
A
power gas engine Is
being installed at the Snake mine
for the purpose of exploring the mala
shaft of that property which it in
bad condition. An investigation wiB
decide whether the operator! of the
mine will repair the shaft o.-- sink
a new one. Hillsboro Advocate.

SOCORRO
Liberty Dining Room Leased!
Chahin Brothers have leased the
Liberty Hotel dining room from Mr.
and started
Payne of Magdalena
business last week. They will make
a specialty of Sunday dinners and
promise good meals during the week.
.

Consignment Of Wool Shipped
The Aragon Brothers of Aragoa,
and L, P. Garcia, of Magdalena were
among those who shipped a large
consignment of wool last week to
the United States government ware
houses. These shipments were made
Co.
through the

When we net to be governor of
the state of New Mexico, we hardly
think that we will follow altogether
the uolicy of one W. E. Lindsey,
in the mater of appointments.
If
there is an appointment to be made
by the present governor be sees to
Magdalana Backery Purchased
it that the appointment
is made
F. G. Nickel, has purchased the
from the republican ranks, if it is
fore attempted.
Magdalena Backery from the New
Their state chairman, Arthur Selig-- at all possible. Even to the extent
Mexico Cafe Co., and will conduct
man, some time ago perfected a very 'of appointing some men, whose
the establishment up to the excelfile of ind xej and class- - riotism is not questioned. Raton Relency and standard maintained by
ified information cards which show porter.
the former proprietors.
at a glance, not only the name and: Why bless your unsophisticated
address of practically every democrat soul Bro. Busenbark, if what you say
Selling War Stamps
in the state, but much information of Lindsey is true he is following the
Hon. M. U Mechem, head of the
relative to each, personally, so th:t exampl-- ' of your party dictator,
War Savings Stamp committee for
her illness being brief. Miss Coc,
may be appealed to in the most President Wilson, to the letter,
Socorro accompanied by Sheriff J.
had decided upon going to France
forcible manner for bis support of How many republicans have you
S. Baca spent last Tuesday at Lemi- propositions as they arise, covered in Wilson's cabinet, or
The governor of Montana says that as a Red Cross nurse last year, but
tar, where they succeeded in selling
full advantage of their res- - ntong bis diplomatic, federal judge, "thrift and
plans after her brother
are handmaid- - changed her
Socorro
of stamps.
worth
$975
enlisted. She was one of the most
pective positions and availing them-- ' or his departmental appointm nts r ens in the house of victory.1
Cheiftain.
active R. C. workers in Lincoln county-selves or me use or ine party in- - now many nave oecn cnargea wuu
y
formation and equipment provid d the duty of spending the large
Thoughtless spending is o
TORRANCE
Coe was a niece of State
Mr. Seligmnn, Mr. Walton and propriations of congress?
silent allies.
Senator J. V. Tully well known all
Mr. Lucero. as early as last fall,
The fact is that Lindsey has not Germany's
over the state.
conceived the plan of forming a done any thing of the kind. He
FOR OUR SOLDIERS
Busiest Town In Tka Wast
which would be strong pointed Charles R. Brice on the
We believe our little town is the
LUNA
enough to control the next Dem- - State council of Defense, that he
busiest town in the west according
Youth does not carry all the burdbe
selected as tho disbursing en, nor expend all the
ocratic convention and thus secure might
that
to its size. Trucks are going both
to Mr. Walton, who is not anxious agent to direct the expenditure of will be used in this war.energy
The sec- Latest Addition To Establishment
early and late, always busy and never
the
a
to
$750,000 appropriated by
to submit
congressional elections
lines of defenses, hardly less
idle, but that is the vim a .town
A. T. Heiser has bought the cleantwo years, the senatorial no- - publican legislature for emergency ondary
needs to make it grow, watch us and
important, in the final analysis, than ing and pressing business of J. J.
n
mination, and to Mr. Lucero, who war purposes the largest single
and
see.
the first line, will be manned
Mr. Heiser is
not again be a candidate for a propriation ever made in the state, womaned by those who are older. Williams, of DemingNew improvements have been takin the laundry business
also
state office, the congressional nomi-- Mr. Brice is now a democratic
ia
As an instance of faithful service and engaged
place among the residence
ing
connection
a
wide
has
already
for one of the judgeships in cheerfully rendered, we find pleasthe northeast part of town. '
customers
he
which
will
draw
from
The plan of these gentlemen is the Roswell district. . Linds y's se- ure in referring to the record of Mrs.
lhe adobe work for Mr. Christian s
addition to his
given publicity and support from a lection of him for disbursing agent S. M. Corrick, of Santa Fe. Seventy- - for the latest
shop is still going on and the
repair
him
into prominence for, th ree years young, she knitted and
Democratic source for the first time, brought
tinel
blocks piling up higher and higher.
L.as
Vegas Journal, of June and promoted his candidacy in the fashioned the following for our fight
by the
Encino Enterprise. :
Perhaps A Rival
News Agency Purchased
20th, which, after an eulogy of Mr. democratic primaries for that nomi
While Mr. and Mrs. Remigio Lopez
ing men and for use in war relief Doming
ROOSEVELT
E.
have
Holt
W.
A
and
Maple
'
in
Lloyd
Lucero, in which it is regrettrd that nation more than any thing else,
and family of Roy were
work:
To Busy To Think
the two term law prevents him from He appointed H. J. McGrath, one
11 sweaters for the American
last week a burglar entered
Red purchased the Deming News Agency
The G. W. Bond & Bro, Mercanfrom Henry bchutze.
Ihe transfer their resjdence
and appropriated Cattle Moved
being a candidate for governor this of the strongest democrats in this Cross.
tile Co, are too busy to think the
An k.lnntrinn- tr thrir HaiirrMpr Mi
A. J. McNutt, one of Upton's pro past week, every man available befall, says:
state, politically and in efficiency, as 2 sweaters for two grandsons who includes the agencies for the CurtiS
publications and some of the leading Loja
"He can, however, be the candidate Captain of the Mounted Police, an are now serving in France.
A dress Df tne young ady minent cattle men, has moved 100 ing put to work moving the goods
magazines and newspapers.- in the had been cut and completely ruined head of
steers to the from the old store to the new.
for our representative in congress office that has greater political pos14 pairs of socks for the Ameri
Mr. Holt will .be general and other damage done by the in- range north of Floyd.
county.
and if Mr. Walton gets the nomina- sibilities, if used for such purposes, can Ked Cross.
Encino Enterprise.
and
Mr.
and
than
in
but
other
Holt,
the state,
secretary
Several
any
tion for senator he will no doubt
truder.hair pins were
9 pairs of socks for individual sol- manager
is
which
safe
from
such
treasurer.
be our next congressman."
found scattered about which indicat- Separators And Jersey Cows Pay
absolutely
diers.
UNION
ed that the party was not a man.
The people who are getting by
7 pairs of wristlets for the Ameri
Certainly, Mr. Walton's democratic desecration under Mr. McGrath. demHe
seven
or
Mexeight
the best these days are the men
Waterworks
in
appointed
southwestern New
can Ked Cross.
following
Enlarging
ico added to Mr. Lucero's in the big ocrats to county offices, out of ten
The United Land & Water Com- Contract Let For School
who have good separators and Jer- Death Was Instantaneous
20 suits of underwear for Belgian
A tragic scene was enacted at
central counties will make a control-in- g in each of the new counties, and relief, to be distributed by the Ameri- pany, the owners of the local waterFather Felix Vachon advises us sey cows. U. S. Markland's check
combination in the convention gave the democrats a majority on can Red Cross.
works, are enlarging their plant to that the contract for the- Sisters each week for cream is around $40. Guy recently, when an aged man
and when these two groupes are two or three of the state boards. No The work described has been done meet the increased demands made on School has been awarded to W. A. J. J. Jones near Upton, receive about whose identify is not really known.
further strengthened by the dele governor of New Mexico ever be- since the middle of last December. them by the enlargements of the Lewis, formerly of Springer but now $25 per week. W. H. Cook is also a shot himself. Death was instantan
gates from the northwest, who will fore made any where near as many In addition Mrs. Corrick has done population of Deming, and within a resident of Roy for a time at least. big cream producer. Look at these eous. He was traveling and seemed
demented.
Said he started from
coma solidly for H. L. Hall for gov- - appointments, or as important ones, the work in her own home, which the next few days they will bring in
The building will be 24x34- feet figures and think what they mean.
Canada four years ago.
He was
y
and basement and will be Portales News.
ernor, and will have no objection to from the ranks of the opposition included the keeping of two board a new well which will deliver 800 gal
buried
near
which
Pleasant Hill and hit
minute
and
from
combina
the
of
the
of
Ions per
cast
party.
ers.
the rectory building now
being
winning
part
Thrift and War Savings Stamp team and other possessions were
Isn't this an inspiring service that water will be driven by compressed under construction,
ation, it is easy to see that control And as for those "whose patriotism is questioned." Bro. Busen- is being rendered
is practically certain.
for America! New air... The cost of the installation of The Padre is much pleased with a campaign starts June 28 are you turned over to the state. Dei Moines
This combination has also develop bark, you will do well to inform Mexico War News.
Swastika,
the new system at the waterworks is 'gift of $2,000.00 from one not a ready?
ed a tew lesser lights in the per yourself a little before opening the
faction of its strength who are to be argument. About 55 per cent of the GRANT COUNTY WILL
county councils and boards have been
"taken care off.1
MAKE EFFORT NEEDED
One of these is J. M. Casias, of republicans and about 45 per crnt
TO RAISE ITS QUOTA
democrats.
have
There
been
some
Guadalupe county, who will probaand
some
traitors
on
both
slackers
for
be
nominated
state treasurer.
bly
To buy $351,360 worth of War
A situation which has given the sides not many, but of those "whose
Stamps in Grant county becombiners considerable concern is patriotism has been questioned" the Savings
fore Jan. 1. 1919, is a task
the
Colfax county, but they do not fig 45 per cent has furnished vastly more highest efforts of the loyalworthy
of
ure they will need these votes in instances than the 55 per cent, Neith this county. The quota is people
based on
list would look well in print, and $M for
the convention and are afraid to
every man, woman and child
take sides with any of the factions no doubt many of the charges and and as all
cannot buy to that extent,
there, for fear they will maka a bad intimations are unfounded, but there those who are able to do so are supwho
are
for
some
of
the
th
good
guess, so are just letting it strictly
posed to buy mucTi more than that.
alone at present. If John W. Mor- country ought to be working the The
"Baby Bond" as a War Savings
CHAUTAUQUA AND THE WAR.
row could bring the delegation and state roads.
CAPTAIN FALLON, Author of War Book.
Certificate is called is not only a
would join the combination they
mark of ability and badge of loyalwould be very greatly pleased and
Captain David Fallon, formerly war editor of the New York Herald, to
THE SAVINGS PLEDGE
Recently President Wilson wrote
ty but it is the finest investment
willing to run him for state super- author of a new book on the war, called "The Big Fight."
the following letter to the president
that has yet been offered. Silver
irtendent of public instruction but During the present intensive War City Enterprise.
He went through the entire, terrible Galli'poll campaign. He commanded
of the International Lyceum and Chauthey dara not make any offers for Savings campaign wo ara asked by
a tank In an amazing war adventure. He ha served aa an aerial observer,
rear ne cant a uver.
tauqua Association, concerning the
the President and by Secretary Me
Senator Fall 'has reconsidered his
The commissioner of public lands, Adoo to pledge ourselves to save and determination to retire at the end
potted enemy positions and fought enemy aeroplanes.
continuation of the Chautauqua durwhich is one of the big of '"ices, is with our savings to buy at definite of his
He has been wounded fifteen times. He was awarded the Military Cross
present term as United States
the war:
ing
conceded to the Pecos Valley, "to times a specific amount of War
senator and will again be a candifor daring service by his King.
"It has been on my mind for some
Davidson", said one prominent ings Stamps. Why should we be
date for said office. That he will
of tha combination, "or who- - led upon to do this and why should ne renominated and reelected is a
Captain Fallon speaks at our Chautauqua on "The Big Fight"
time to thank your organisation for
lever they want but it would not we do it?
conclusion.
The demand
toregone
the very real help It has given to
hurt our feelings any if they want
We are called upon to do it
for a man from southern New Mexelse as George is a good cause, as President Wilson says, this ico is answered in him. The de
America in the struggle that la condeal of a four flusher."
lis a war of nations, not of armies, mand for a
man is answer
cern ed with every fundamental eleOf course the combination has and everyone in the land must do his ed in him capable
He further
suffi
ment of national life. Tour speakers,
"heard" of Judge Richardson's can-- j share. So far more than 2,000,000 cient political strength to has
command
U.
for
S.
the
but
men have gone into the Army and the nomination
.djdacy
Senate,
going from community to community,
and election.
The
that is all. It has not disturbed them Navy and 1,000,000 mora are to join
have no superior timber
meeting people in the friendly spirit
in the least. They are sure of their before August 1. These 3,000,000 men Republicans
wh-'lthe Democrats have not his
engendered by years of intimate and
strength in their own counties, sure give themselves as their donation to equal. We would advise Congress
of the national administration sup-- 1 the war. The remaining 97,000,000 man Walton to be content with h's
understanding contact, have been efport for Walton, and sure that with people left at home must give some-the- present job. As a candidate for re
fective messengers tor the delivery
present start they will bo able thing else as their share,
election he would probably be suc
and interpretation of democracy's
to trade officers for delegations until
This savings pledge gives the stay-the- y cessful, though by a reduced majorhave 75 or 80
r
cent of the
an opportunity for service, ity, but as a candidate for the senate
meaning and Imperative needs. The
votes "framed" for the whole pro- - We arc asked to pledge ourselves to
work that the Chautauqua la doing
against Fall he would have his last
gram, so why worry about abortive 'save and economize, tn tit
ami majority wiped out and replace ! by
booms like that of Richardson, or materials only as necessity demands, i defeat of a
haa not lost Importance because of
The
larger
Tallmadge, or Young, or any one elss and to invest our savings in War fact is that he is not inmargin.
but rather has gained new opporclass.
Fall's
war,
who has not succeeded in getting on Savings Stamps.
Tularosa Tribune.
tunities for service.
the inside early in the game.
The Government asks us to do this
The nomination for secretary of because the amount of labor and
"Let me express the hop that you
Somebody ought to arrange to line
long coveted by Adolph A. Hill, terials in the
is limited; there up the home guards so they can prewill let no discouragement
weaken
Mr. Lucero's assistant, is held in is not enough country
of either to permit us vent a panic when the people begin
and
that
the
activities,
your
people
it
Mr.
abeyance,
may go to
Duran, to use it in the same free way as we crowding up to the main entrance to
of Union, but not likely, as they did in peace times and at the same "demand"
will not fall in the support of a patrirenomination of Senthe
consider corporation commissioner time tn leave enaneh in th ma.1,.1. ator Albert Bacon Fill. Ft. Sumner
otic Institution that may be said
"good enough for him" so it ia like- - for tha use of the Government. It is Review.
an Integral part of the national dely to b: tossed over to Albuquer- - purely a question of supply and do- fense."
que on tha theory that the metro- mand. If we use the supply the Gov
The Knights of Pythias of Santa
polis must have something,'' and ernment does not have it for war Fe will hold a patriotic meetiner next
Cordially and sincerely yours,
"Hill must be side tracked."
needs. And the smaller the amount
at the Scottish Rite Cathe
WOODROW WILSON.
The combination is not particular- the Government has for use the long- Tuesday
dral which they have been tendered
,
.,.
V
v
.A
I
to
...,..L
ly friendly
Harry Patton, the er will the war last. That is the the use of for the occasion. There
present democratic attorney g neral, primary reason for tha savings cam- will be speeches and music and a
who has been a great surprise to paign.
. basket for contributions to the Red
them in that he is independent of
But there is another side to the C ross.
the party whip, they can neither coax question. Tha Government asks us
him nor push him into any d;al that to nleda-- ourselves
mmwm tn l.Widely Known Merchant Dead
aocs noc iook right to him, and also win tno war. It does not ask us
because he has developed , a great to giva it anything except our coLeo Loewenstein, 60
of age,
deal of personal strength, both with- operation. In return for our help member of the local firmyears
of Loewenin and without the party, by his we receive a Government security stein Bros., and one of the most
straightforward patriotism and un- which pays us a good rata of
widely known merchants of Socorro
wavering adherance to a given course
county, died at his home Tuesday
ones adopted after careful consideraIf we do as the Government asks, night, paralysis being the direct
tion. Patton hasn't changed any of ana as we snouid. this, then, will xause of death.
Mr. Loewcnstcin
his opinions to get combination sup be the result: fit Wa shall buv onlv was a 32 degree Mason a Shriner
Not once
five
twice,
crowds
pon, nence tne combination says those things necessary to maintain and a Knight of Pythias.
"his opinions are not worth and ,"
in
best
and
of
cheer
health
His
the
services
exceeded
and
funeral
under
the
Afer
of
spirits;
scores
and that thev have to "anolosriza for jus
k.
f1 k
auspices of the local Misonic lodge.
him." Other people seam to be fair-- 1 necessary things we shall leave in (the
remains accompanied by Mrs.
is
war
chance
who
of
a
year
Capt.
speak
V wall satisfied with his opinions the markets for Government ust
and two daughters, and
and with him and it ia good sru'ss a ereater eunnlv of labor and niltr. Lorwenstein,
Mnrrii Tirwrnctrin
Isltm tn
hm
Big
that he will have all the votoa he ial with which to win a quicker vic- Albuquerque, where a religious cere
needs in tha convention, without en- tory) (3) by not frittering our mon- mony was conducted by R. M. Bergtering the combination, and that the ey away on things that do not make man, and interment made in the
combiners will ba wise enough to for efficiency wa shall keep our- family
plot in B'nai B'rith cemetery.
let hint strictly alone.
selves ia better health and increase
A season
1918
14
you
I our
powers of production! (4) by in- - The Woman's department is now
popula-'vestinthe
g
terrified
civilian
Help
our savings in War .Savings assisting in the war work. Several
The Ladies
B.
Hon now under the keel of tha Han. Stsnes wo shall h.
!
;! fnr sweaters have been completed and programs,
Boy War Savings Stamps for qakk j those days which inevitably come, if sent to the local R. C Chapter.
of
I we live
Songs of
Soldiers,
long enough, tha sswaas to New Mexico Penitentiary Forward.
Encouraged by partial lucctii at
two out of the last three stati elec- tions certain Democratic politicians
of New Mexico are ciuietlv lavins
plans, perfecting organizations, and
framing up combinations for the con-trol of their state convention on a
scale more extensive than ever be- 1
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Hear Capt. Fallon's Famous War Lecture
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In New York, Philadelphia and Kansas City and all through California.
Capt. Fallon addressed crowds of thousands of people who cheered and ap
plauded repeatedly at his great message. The war has produced no man
with a more remarkable record or a more brilliant speaker.

-n

j

.

greater napnia.se.
Help fight tha war. Pay your way
When ea muck can he accomplish
Lincoln
reports the organwkh War Savings Stamp if you ed by Joining ia this War Savings ization of county
six community councils.
Jpaa net go to the front.
campaign, why should we not die it? Others being organised.

stand
famous
"The

or
times during his thrilling address, the immense
but three, four and
his statements.
that any other of the
reception in California
lecturers
have'toured that state. It
the
to hear
Fallon

of
on

Fight."

Hear him at the SANTA FE CHAUTAUQUA on the fifth night, JULY 15.

ticket to the
Brilliant and
Including Cimera's Band,
"The Climax" the Marr Entertainers in Tales
Capt. E. H. Lougher, Harriet Warren, American
E. P. DOYLE.

Patriotic Program entitles
to hear most delightful
Regimental Orchestra, John
Ratto, the Premier Artists,
the Trenches and
the
Dr. Irs Landrith,
Ambulance Nurse and others. For other information se

NEW MEXICO STATE LAUD SALES
STATE OP NEW MEXICO

VALENCIA

of

Office

the

TIMBER

AND

COUNTY

Commissioner

of

Public

Laud,
Mexico.

Santa Fc, New

is hereby given thet pursuant
to the provisions of on Act of Con
rest approved June 20th, 1910, the
lawa of the State of New Mrxico, and
ralea and regulations of the State Land
Office the Commissioner of Public Lands
will offer at public sale to the highest
bidder at 11 o'clock A. M., on Tuesday,
Los
August 6th, 1911, in the town of New
Lanas, County of Valencia, State of
Mexico, in front of the court house there
in, the following described tracts of land
ad timber, via:
Notice

-

WXWJ4, Sec. 4; All of
14, II, 20, 22, 24; 26:
M, 30, 32, 14; T. 9 N., R. 12 W. All
of Sections 2. 4, 6, I, 10, 12, 14; Eyi,
Sec 18; NWU, Syi, Sec. 20; All of Sec
tions 22. 24, 26, 28, 10, 33, 34; T. 10 N.,
R. 11 W., SWX, Sec. 32; T. 10 N, R
12 W.,
All of Sections 4, 6, 8, 32; T
M N . R. 13 W.. All of Section 2. I,
U, K. 18, 20, 22, 24, 26. 28; 30; 32;
ec,
K, 11
W.,
34, T. 11
12:
Ii I. 11 N.. R. 13 W.. 11NKSEia.R. Sec
14 W.,
N.,
Wii, SEH. Sec. 26; T.
All of Sec. 2;
E'A, Sec. 4; sy Sec. 6;
NWtfNWtf, SJ4NWJ4. SWK, Sec. 8; All
of Sections 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26;
V
All
28, 30, 32, 34; T. 12 N., R. 12
111,
12,
of Sections 2
18;
4, 6, 8,
14,
26, 2S, 30;
20, 22, 24,
SEtf, Sec.
32;
EtfNIitf, S'jtiW'A. S'i. Sec. 34; T.
R. 13 W.. W,. Sec. 24; NWil
12 N..
NE'A, TMSVM, SW'ASktf, Sec. 32; T. 12
V.. K. 14 W.. All of Sections 22. 26; El
All
SWJ4, Sec. 34; T. 12 N., R. 15 W
of Sections 32, 36; T. 13 N., K, 13 W.
All of Sections 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20; S'A,
Sec. 22; Wi, SEM, Sec. 26; All of Sections 28, 30, 34; T. 13 N., R. 14 W., Wtf,
Sec. 2; All of Section 4; Ej, Sec. 8; All
f Sections 22, 24; NEJ4, Sec. 28; T. 13 N
R. 15 W., All of Sections 2, 4; Eyi, Sec.
8: All of Sections 10, 12, 14, 22, 24, 26,
M, 34; T. 14 N., R. 15 W., containing
6t.954.71 acres, referred to as schedule "A"
hinds in form of contract printed below.

No.
Sections 6,
Sals

1222
8, 10,

.!

AND IN FURTHER CONSIDERATION of

and conditions
hereinafter set out to be kept ana
formed fay the Purchaser, the Commissioner agree to convey by a jgood and sufficient deed to the eaid Purchaser, the
lands described in Schedule "A" attached
hereto, when paid for in full a herein
provided.
t. The Purchaaer ngree
pay at
tie rate of not less than Two Dollars
and Fifteen Cent ((2.15) per thonssnd feet
board measure for all timber of Western
Yellow Pine and other species ctanding and
growing on the said Lands, th amount
of stumpage of such timber to be ascertained aa hereinafter provided.
H
Not less than ninety (90) day before the Purchaser shall desire to
cutting the timber upon any of the
lands covered by this contract, it ahall
the
Commissioner notice of its ingive
tention, together with a legal description
to
of the section Irani which it vrishe
feenove the timber, and upon receipt of
acb notice the Commissioner shall cause
a cruise to be made of the designated
sands, by a timber cruiser appointed by
bint, who shall make hi erase and estimate
strictly according to the teems
hereof. The amount of timber ebown to
b oa the land It these cruise, (subject
to the condition hereinafter recited) shall
be the bast for navment for the timber
in ttaae ft
ky tana contract,

the covenant, agreement

t.

nl

and

srswVl

hr

av

aaree- -

mutually
tiafaetory
ac tssaginai so
red br
this cwa- 1 1 ss, i
!
Ike
the State Seventy
pay

per

STATE OF MEW MEXICO

thirty year from the date of the con.
tract and to provide for the payee eat oi
any aapaid balance at the expiration
thirty years from the data of the conPUBLIC LAND SALE
tract with interest on deferred pey meats
at -- the rat of four per cent per annum
QUAY COUNTY
payable in advance oa the anniversary of
the date of the contract, partial payments
Office
of the Commissioner of
Public to be credited on the anniversary
of the
Lands,
date of the contract next lollowing the
New
Santa Fc,
Mexico,
date of tender.
Notice la hereby given that pursuant to
The above sale of land will be aubiect
the provisions ol an Act ol Congress ap- to valid cxiating rights, eaaements, rights
proved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the oi way an observations.
state ol new Alexico, and rules and regulations of the State Land Office, the ComThe Commissioner of Public Lands or
missioner of Public Lands will offer at his agent holding such sale reserves the
sale
to the highest bidder at right to reject any and all bids offered
public
10 o'clock, A.
M., on Tuesdsy, July 16th, si said sale.
of Tucumcsri, County
1918, in the town
of Ouav. State of New Mexico.
In frnnl
Possession under contrscts of sale for
of the court houae therein, the following! the above deacribed
tracts will be given
on or before October 1st, 1918.
uescriucu iracie oi lana, vix:
NOTICE

-

Sale No. I2S7
Kyi, WSWJe, Sec. 13;
Witness my hand and the official seal
NEWNEJ4. Sec 14; SEUNEM, Sec. 23; Nyi of the State Land Oflicc of the State of
NW'K, Sic. 24; T.--17
Lota New Mexico, this twenty-seventN., R. 36 E
day of
2, 3, Sec. 7; Lots 1, 2, 3, NWM, Sec. 18; April, 1918.
T. 17 N
R. 37 E contsining 906.82 acres.
ROBERT P. ERV1EN,
There are no improvements.
Commissioner of Public Lands of the
State of New Mexico
Sale No. I2M
Sec. 3; T.
SEHSEJ4,
6 N., R. 27 E,, containing 40 acres. There First Publication May 3, 1918.
are no improvements.
Last Publication July 3, 1913.

Sale No.
SWK,

Sec.
160

ments.

12W
10;

-

T.

acrea.

NySSEM,

Sec,

;

t,..Im

tih...

(

Wyi

14 N
R. 35 E.,
There are no improve-

of Sec. 16;
"K
of fencing,

1211

T.

awe.

Era, SWM, Sec. 13; All
16 N., R. 34 E., contain-- 1
a tie
improvements consist

UNION

value $157.50,

-

Sale

Office
of
Landa,

Sale No. 1212
ZKA, Sec. 28, T. 12
R. 32 E., containing 160 acrea.
There
are no improvements.
N

No bid on the above described tracts of
l,C acccPtct
for ,c" than FIVE
$5.0U) per acre, which
it the
aporaiseu value thereof snd in audition
the successful bidder must pay
for the improvements that exist on the
land.
DOLLARS

-

Sale No. 1213
All of Section 36, T.
5 N., K. 29 E.,
contsining 640 seres. The
improvements consist of house, well, snd
fencing, value $640.00. No bid on the ahovc
uelcriDed
tract of land will be accepted
for lets than $10.00
acre.

pT

Sale

No. 1214

provements
R.

All of Sec. 36; T. 6 N.,
contitt of house, theds, wind

E., contsining 640 acres. The
well, windmill,
fencing, and plowvalue $1341.00.
No bid on the above
deacribed tract of land will be accepted
for leas thsn $10.00 per acre,
29

ing,

15.

N.

FOR

PUBUCATION

PUBLIC LAND

No. Mil
NEtf, Sec. 2; T. 11 N
R. 36 E.. containing
160.46 acres, selected for the Santa re and Grant County
be made aa Is Railroad Bond Fund.
The improvements
Five (5) here consist of fencing, value $20.00.

Payment shall thereafter
provided for in Paraeraoh
of; but if the timber on the aections cul
upon during any one year shall exceed
ten million (10,000,000)
feet, such excess
shall be paid lor on December 31st, foi
On or before January
the preceding year.
1st. 1''39, payment in full for all lands
and the timber thereon must be made in
order to avoid forfeiture ol the contract
and all previous payments.
In the final year of cutting if there
It ss than
dial I remain
ten million
(10,
Iff t of timber on the lands, thr
000,000)
payments provided tor in i'ara
mopihiyFive
(5) hereof, shall be made oa
graph
a basis of
of the amount
of such timber so remaining.
14.
It fa understood and agreed by both
parties hereto that the ourooie of makinc
provision herein for annual payments on
me purcnase price oi tne lanas is strict
ly in the interests of and for the benefit
and protection of the State of New Men
ico ,ii Dong aunmica io oe in ine interest of the Stste to require a more
stringent contract in this regard thsn is
specified by statute.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

g

NOTICE

Sale No.

Sal No. UN
All of Bsc. ti All of lee. L tl L. conti
M mSEM, Sec M, WHNWtf, SEMNWM. imrovsssenls
consist
f fencing, mfaa
See, 23 T. 23 N.. R. 33
No bid oa this tract of bad v3
, contsining $306,011
1440.00 acrea. The Improveaaeats consist ol os
tor less taaa $MU per
scceptea
SSUU.0U
vans

FOR PUBLICATION

Esch of the sbove described trscts will
It is understood snd agreed by be offered for sale separately.
both parties hereto that inasmuch as the
The above sale of land will be subject
sale of the lands and timber herein desterms and conditions,
cribed, is made at public auction and up- to the following
on advertisement setting forth this contract vis:
in full, no modification of this contract
or of the terms thereof shall bercsfter
Except for the land selected for the Santa
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund,
be made.
the successful bidder must pay to the
16.
This agreement shsll inure tov the Commissioner of Public Lands or his sgent
benefit of snd be binding upon the parties, holding such sale,
of the
their respective successors and assigns. If price offered by him for the land, four
the office of Commissioner of Public per cent interest in advance for the balLands shall be abolished, the public of ance of such uprchase price, fees for adficial most nearly performing the present vertising and appraisement and all coats
duties of the Commissioner of Public Lands incidental to the sale herein, each and
shall be substituted for the Commissioner all of said amounts must be deposited in
of Public Lands for all purpose of this rash or certified exchange st the time
of sale and which ssid amounts snd sll
agreement,
of them sre subject to forfeiture to the
THE PURCHASER AGREES that the Stste of New Mexico, if the successful
to be made as hereinbefore set bidder does not execute a contract within
Jiayments be msde promptly and on the thirty days after it hss been mailed to
dates on which they become due and him by the Stste Land Office, ssid conpayamc, ana mat an taxes ana assess tract to provide that the purchaser msy
ments that may be levied or assessed on st his option make payments of not less
ner cent
of ninetv-fiv- e
such land shall be paid by said Purchaser; thsn
that this contract shall not be sold, aa of the purchase price at any time after
signed or transferred in any manner what- the sale and prior to the expiration of
soever except aa provided herein, and in thirty years from the date of the conno event shsll it be sold, assigned ot tract and to provide for the payment of
transferred in any manner whatsoever to any unpaid balance at the expiration of
any person, corporation or association ot thirty years from the dste of the con.
persons, who are not qualified to purchase tract with interest on deferred psyments
state lands to the extent embraced here st the rate of four per cent per annum
in; that thia land is being purchased for payable in advance on the anniverssry of
the purpose of grazing and agriculture the date of the contract, partial payment!
to be credited on the anniversary of the
only; that 'while the land herein contract
ed for is believed
to be essentially non date of the contract next following the
mineral land, should mineral be discovered date of tender.
thereon it is expressly understood and
The tale of land aelected for the Santa
agreed that this contract is based upon
the express condition that the minerals Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
therein shall be and are reserved to the will be subject to the sbove terms and
conditions except thsv the successful bidfund or institution to which the land belongs, together with right of way to tne der must pay in cash or certified exchange
of the
Commissioner, or any one acting under tt- the time of sale,
his authority, to at anv and all timet
price offered by him for the land,
move upon said land and mine and re lour per cent interest in advance for the
move the jninerals therefrom without let balance of such purchase price end will be
But no reservation of min required to execute a contract providing
or hindrance.
erals shall be made in deeds given under 'or the psyment of the bslance of auch
the terms of this contract for lands not purchase price in thirty equal annual in
known to contain minerals in paying italmenta with interest on sll deferred psyution of ments at the rate of four per cent per
th time ol the
iuantiie,J
innum in advance payments and interest
IUIU UCCUli
fue on October 1st, of esch yesr.
AND
IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD
The above sale of land will be subject
AGREED by and between the parties here
to that time is the essence of this con- to vslid existing rights, easements, rights
tract, and that if default is made by the of wsy an dreservations.
purchaser in any of the payments ss proThe Commissioner of Public Lends or
vided herein, or if any of the conditions
snd agreements set out herein are not hit agent holding such sale reserves the
aaid
right to reject any and all bids offered
truly kept and performed by the
purchaser at the time and in the manner at ssid sale.
as herein provided, then this contrsct caa
Possession under contracts of sale for
and may be cancelled at the option of the
Commissioner, and all payments, with in- the above deacribed tracts will be given
terest, shsll become liquidated damages, up- on or before October 1st, 19M,
on failure of the purcnaaer to comply with
thirty days' notice of intention to csncel Witness my hsnd snd the offieisl seal
mailed to the address given herein, and of the State Land Office of the State of
all rights of the purchaaer to acquire the New Mexico, (his twenty-sevent- h
day of
above land shsll cease, and hi right in
and thereto end, and the Commissioner
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
shall be entitled to immediate and exclusive possession of the berein described
Commissioner of Public Lands,
and enjoy aa though
premises to
Stste ol New Mexico.
this contract had never been made,
First Publication May 1, 191$.
AND Last Publication
IT 'IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD
July 5, 1918.
that possession to lands herein
AGREED,
-contracted for and held Under existing
leases at the date hereof, do not come
into the possession of the purchaser until
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
October 1st, following date hereof.
NOTICE FOR PUBUCATION
(Signatures, etc.)
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Sal Ne. 122S
S& Sec. 20; All of Sec
tions 28, 30, 22, 34; T. 11 N., R. 14 W-- .
MORA COUNTY
All of Sections 2, 4, 10, 12, 14, 22, 24, 26.
Sec. 34; T. 11 N., R. 15 Office
28; NH, SWM,
of the Commissioner of Public
No bid on this
W., contsining 9120 seres.
Lands,
trsct will be accepted for less thsn $3.15
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
per acre, to be paid as provided ia ParaThese
contract.
one
of the above
Notice is hereby given thst pursuant to
graph
Isnds ire referred to in psrsgrsph 12 ol the provisions ol an Act ot mongrels ap- said contract a
schedule "B" lands.
roved
20th, 1910, the laws of the
Stste of June
New Mexico, and rules aad reguSal Ne. 1224
SX, Sec 2; All ol Sec lations of the Stste Land Office, the Com4; Eyi, Sec. 6; SH, Sec 8, AU ol Sec missioner ol Public Lands will offer at
R, I) W, NEM, NSEVj
12; T. 11 N-- ,
sale to the highest bidder at
Sec 2; T. 11 N., R. 14 W., SWM, NWjil Jublic
P. M., on
July 18th,
WM. 1918, in the town olThursday,
SEX. Sec 6; NXNEM,
SWMNEM,
Mora, County of
NWMSEM, Sec i; All ol Sec. 11; SWM Mors, State of New Mexico, in front of
Sec. the court house therein, the
SWMNWM.
Sec. 20; Eyi, NMNWM,
lollowing des.
28: All ol Sec. 30; W, Sec 32;
cribed tract
ol land, vis:
SWMSWM, SEM, Sec 34; T. 12
N.. R. 14 W., All ol Sections 4, 10; T
All ol Section 11; NM
Sale Ne. 1ZZ
All ol Sec 32; T. 13 N, NM. SWMNEM.
12 N., R. 15 W
WM
SWM,
SEMNWM,
R. 14 W.,
SWM, Sec 26, T. 11 N.. SEM, Lot 4, Sec 12; NM, SEM, Sec 13;
15
W., containing I0M.80 acrea. No bid EM EMWM, Sec 24; NMNEM, EMNWM.
will be accepted for leaa than $3.15 pet Sec: 25; T. 22 N.. R. 22
, NMSWM,
acre, to be paid as provided ia paragraph SWMSWM, Sec 1; All ol Sections 3, 4. 9,
one ol the above contract.
10, 15, 16; EM, EMWM. WMNWM, Sec 21;
Lot 2, EMNWM, SWMNEM, NWMSEM, Sec.
rv.il... rranmi
All ol Sec 12; NK. Sec 30; T. 22 N., R. 23 E.. All ol Sections 20,
Sale No. I22S
certified by a national bank, or banks, in
NX, Sec 22; EM, SWM-Se21, 22; WMSEM NEMSEM. WM, NEM, Sec
the State ol New Mexico, each ol which 14; SWM, Sec 20;SWMSEM.
SEMSWM, Sec. 23; WMNEM. NWM. Sec. 24; All of Sec24; EV4EX,
ahall have a capital paid in ot not lets
ec 21; All tions 29, 22; SMNM. SM Sec. 2; T. 23 N.,
NWMNWM,- - SMNWM, SM.
thsn Fifty Thousand Dollara ($40,000.), with 26;
12 W., All of Sec
10
R
N..
of
T.
Sec
30;
ll
one-haR. 23 E., contsining 11548.41 acre.
The
of
a surplus ol not lets than
10, 14, 18; Kyi, Sec 20; All of Sec
consist of fencing, value
the paid-u- p
improvement
capital; but the Purchaser tiona
13
R.
10 N
T.
28,
26,
22,
24,
ti.ms
34,
30,
lieu
of
in
$1180.00.
time
may substitute at any
W., All of Sec 2: EM, Sec 4; All of SecThoussuch certified check Twenty-Fiv- e
Sec 22: All of SecSale No. 1221
NM, Sec. 10; NEMNEM.
and Dollars ($25,000), of United State Gov- tions 10, T.12, 1214; NM,
N.. R. 14 W., All of See. 36. SWMNEM. WMNWM. SEMNWM. Sec 11:
ernment Bond.
Only coupon bond will tions 26,
13,0.93 T. 22 N R. 25 E., contsining 520 acres.
be acceptable, but the Purchaser ahall be T. 13 N., R. 14 W., containing
tract haa been There are no improvements.
entitled to tne interest on such bond as acres. The timber on this
No bid will be acsold but not cut over.
it accrue.
No bid on the above described tracts of
cepted lor less thsn $3.15 per acre, to be
The Commissioner shall hold such de- paid as provided in paragraph one ol the land will be accepted for less thsn FIVE
form ol contract.
above
DOLLARS
($5.00)
aad
Purchsser
the
default
ol
per acre, which is the
upon
posit
value thereof and in addition
in the performsnce of
ny of the terms
The successful bidder will be reouired t. , spprsised
tiidrfrr fnu.t flt.v
tk.
of this contract, aaid sum of Twenty-Fiv- e
tren
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.) ahall inure to pay for the advertising and all costs in- lor the improvement, that exist on the
lend.
the Stat of New Mexico as liquidsted ciaeniai xo tne eaie ncrcia.
And it is hereby expressly
damages.
Esch of the above described tracts will
improvements existing on the land
sgreed that the amount of damages which atAny
the time of the first publication of be offered for aale separately.
ahall accrue to the State of New Mexico
shall be paid for by the sucthis
notice
by virtue of a breach of this contrsct cessful bidder.
The above sale of land will be subject
by the Purchaser shall, and the aame iae
and condition,
term
to the lollowing
hereby declared to be, the sum of Twenty-FivAU ootstsnding lesses oa Isnd (old will vis:
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.), and upon
oa October s, 1918, and pos
such bresch this contrsct ahall terminate. be cancelled
session will be given the successful bidThe successful bidder must psy to the
Upon faithful compliance with the term
Commissioner ol Public Lsnds or his agent
of this contract (aid deposit shsll be re- ders oa that data,
of
second
ol the
turned to the party
tne
holding such Bale,
part
Is
to
landa
of
above
The
aale
subject
olfered by him lor the land, four
at the expiration of the period covered
ol pricecent interest
valid
easements,
balrights
rights,
in
existing
the
advance
contract.
.for
life
of
thi
the
per
by
way and rcacrvatioaa.
ance of auch uprchase price, fee for adend sppraisensent aad all costs
The Purchaaer snay assign the contract
vertising
The Commissioner of Public toad ol incidental to the sale herein, esch and
for the purchase ol lands in whole or in
no
of th same shall New Mexico reserve the right to reject all of aaid amounta must be deposited in
Crt, but for assignment
cash or certified exchange nt the time
lands ia aa, township un- any and all bids offered at aaid aabk
of sale and which aaid amooate and all
less all of th land in each township
Witness ss band and th official seal of them are aubiect to forfeiture to the
and covered by this contract be , includel the State Land Office of the State State of New Mexico, if the successful
ed therein.
of New Mexico, this th day of Map, bidder doe not execute a contract within
1L
A
es the Purchaser shall
thirty day after it ha been mailed to
him by the State Land Office, aaid conit
obseivc the ev
at herein aaree by
Mwr. p.
tract to provide that the pal chaser saay
to be pel hit and. it shall bars and em Joy
oi rushes Lsnds of the at Ma option
Basse payments of not less
the right to ocenpp and mm aasd lands.
Mexico.
Meet
tat of
thea
of ninety-fiv- e
Aad tha Puirhssir shell have aad Mjor
per ceat
mO
KcaHasi
oi the parehaas pric at any tJsnc after
tight, of way ptlsakana uicssssr, and Fir
MsyJT, Itlsi
the aale and prior So th tsajlisllia of

The timber on the following described
6.
In the event that the
shall
lands estimated at 110,000,000 feet board be unwilling to accept the purchaser
cruiser's essaessure, will be offered for sale together timates as basis for navment for the timbetv
with the timber on the above deacribed a joint cruise shall be made at the exlands, making a total estimated amount pense of the Purchaser,
one cruiser
of timber 450,000,000 feet board measure. named by the Commissioner byand one named
No bid on the timber will be accepted by the Purchaser,
and the amount of
1000
feet board timber thus determined
air less thsn $2.15 per
be taken as
easure. All ot sections it, Jt; i. u n., the basis of settlement, may
but acceptance or
M. 12 W.. All of Sections 16. 36: T. 12
i
k.
k. h.
rir.nn
l!00". 16
!!
,T' Purchaser within thirty (30) lays of re-oi CPT
of joint cruiae.1
W7.,AIL.?f ?eSUonl 164, 11
J5
rtpott
11
T.
N.f R.
w.. All of. Sec. 36;
Unl i mo ttnt ,hall the timber cover- V., R. 14 W.t All of Sections 16, 36; TV ed by such cruise be cut or removed un
U N., R. 15 W., All of Sections 16, 36; til the smount of stumpage has been agreed
T. 10 N., R. U W., All of Sections It, upon; and if the parties shall then be
; T. 9 N., R. 12 W., All of Sections 16, unwilling to accept the amount determin16; T. 14 N., R. 15 W., All of Sec. 16; T. ed by such joint cruise, the Commissioner
U N., R. 14 W., All of Sec. 16; T. 13 N., shall designate a scaler to be paid by the
15
W., Si4, Sec. 20; All of Sections Purchaser, who shall mark the timber to
M, 30, 32, 34; T. 11 N., R. 14 W., All of be paid for and scale and measure the
Sections 2, 4, 10, 12, 14. 22, 24, 26: 28; Nj4; same by the Scribner Decimal C Log Rule
SWtf. Sec 34: T. 11 N.. R. IS W.. refer. Scale, or by such other Log Rule as may
red to ss schedule "B" lands in form pf then be in use In thia district bv the
'United States Forest Service; and in the
event ot a scale being nad as provided
Each bidder will be .reouired to sub for herein all of the
live standing timber
mit a separste bid on the timber and having a diameter of ten (10) inches or
separate bid on the land offered, more inside the bark, three (3) feet from
ad highest total smount offered by the ground, on any section shall be scalAll
live trees ten
any one bidder for both the land and ed and paid for.
the timber will be considered the nigh (10) inches or more In diameter inside the
est bid.
bark, three (3) ' feet from the ground,
shall
be
marked
for
The
cutting.
Anyone
desiring to bid must, before Purchaser shall then pay for all such
as determined by said scale and marktimber
bidding deposit with the Commissioner
f Public Lands or his agent hold-saWithin thirty (30) days after the
ing.
this sale, the sum of $25,000.00 in expiration of six (6) months .from the
cash or certified exchange of the char- commencement of the cutting on a secacter set forth in paragraph ten of the tion so marked, all timber marked and
form of contract printed below
uncut shall be measured and estimated by
the scaler and paid for by the Purchaser.
The successful bidder will be required No deduction for defective timber or logs
to execute the following contract oa or shall be made in scaling or settlement.
before October 1st, 1918.
7. Nothing herein contained shall operate
CONTRACT
to prevent the Commissioner from ordering at his expense a scale of the timber
THIS AGREEMENT made and entered on any section or more, and upon a scale
into in duplicate this
day being so ordered and made, the Purchaser
, 1918, bf and shall pay on the basis of the scale and
f
between the State of New Mexico, acting not on the basis of the cruise.
yr and through Robert P. Ervien, its Commissioner of Public Lands thereunto duly
The Commissioner shall designate by
authorised party of the first part and markings tne timner to oe cut wn n set
iMrcinafter called the Commissioner, and Element
is to be made on the basis of
Parasranh Six (6). and all of such umber
of the second part, and hereinaftet shall be paid for by the Purchaaer whether
farty
ailed the Purchaser.
cut or not cut.
WITNESSETH:
8.
The word "section" a uaed in this
contract.
shall be construed to mean all
L
That for and in consideration of the of the land in any one aection which is
owned by the Mate, wnetner a lull secDollars, cash in hand, being ten per cent tion or otherwise.
of the total purchase price of the lands
teot including the timber) described in The word "stumpage" as used in this
Schedule "A" . attached hereto, comprising agreement, ahall be construed to mean the
acres at
amount ol timber in board feet, determinpew acre, but at a price of not less than ed by cruise, scale, or estimate, as proThree Dollars and Fifteen Cents ($3.15) vided, for herein.
per acre, and in further consideration of
the agreement to pay the remaining ninety
9.
The purchaser shall be entitled to
(90) per cent of the said purchase price receive a aeea lor any ol tne una cover
with interest at the rate of four (4) per ed by thin contracti
cat on all deferred payments in advance
ta the following described manneri
a.
When payment in full for all landa
a
a. Interest at four (4) per cent per
and all timber shall have been made aa
to be paid at (he date of the delivery provided for herein; but the Purchaaer ahall
of this contract, upon the unpaid ninety have the privilege of making full pavment
of the purchase price of the at any time for all the landa and timber,
2D perupcent
to and including December 31st, and shsll thereupon receive a deed in fee
1918,
simple for such land and timber,
On January 1st, 1919, interest to be
b.
b.
At anv time after the date of this
mM at the same rate for the yesr end-te- agreement the Purchaser (hall be entitled
December 31st, 1919, on the aaid unpaid to a aeea lor all ol tne lanas ownea oy
the State in anv one townshio affected by
pvrchase money.
this contract noon full payment for landa
c On January 1st, 1920,
ana limner in sucn sownsnip.
of the nnpsid purchase money shall
be paid and also interest at the said
c At any time after the date of this
rate upon the remaining unpaid purchase agreement, the Purchsser shall be entitled
price.
to a deed for any number ol outlying
sectionst or aections forming exterior
4.In like manner thereafter on January boundaries
of the land described herein,
1st of each year until the total purchase if selection shall be made by the Purto clean up a line of boundprice shall have been paid, the payment chaaer so
of ninety (90) per ary section
f
running East and Wet or
eat of the said purchase price, together North and South, aa further explained thus:
with interest on the unpaid portions of for instance in Township 12 North, Range
Cbc same at four (4) per cent per "aa-- 13 West, the Purchaser must select first
a mm shall be paid.
either section 12 and 24 or 2, 4, and .
The Purchaser agrees to select, if any.
All payments on the purchase pries of the outlying row ol sections urst ana tnen
lands or timber herein provided tor. and later to select those sections adjacent and
latere st thereon remaining due ana un- - lying next toward the center of the town-shiBut no deed for such land ahall
paid, shall bear interest at tha rate of
i) per cent per mom a ana ine rar- be given by the Commissioner until all
er ahall he considered to be in de of such aection
and the timber thereon
limit of thia contract uoon failure to mt shsll have been paid tor in full, aa herein
for Isnda or provided.
nay or all of the sums due
timber or interest thereon under the terms
10.
Before thia contract fa delivered,
hereof, after thirty days notice of aame
of month- the Purchaser agree to deposit with the
by registered mail; but no notice
ly payments for timber, as provided for Commissioner, aa a gusrantee for the faithla Paragraph Five (5) hereof, shall be ful performance of all and singular the
terms hereof, a check in the sum of
grvea or required.

bo changed when necessary and
of th parties.

It is understood and agreed that

the timber on all of the lands described
in Schedule "B, attached hereto and made
a part hereof, shsll be sold, cut, logged,
psm . lor, unucr an anu singular inr
woodsman
shall have police power and fe ana
,
mt.,,.d. And
r.'!!-"""'the event of the sale of any or all
t2r!S: :0..,.n.,"a n0.inof the
."
aaid lands described in said Schedule
"13" to other than the Purchaser herein.
4. The unit area for cruising shsll be or if the said lands are not sold a genone or more sections at any one cruis. eral
y
for cutting, logging, and
The cruiser on the completion of operating thereon, shall
ing.
be reserved, and
sny cruise shall submit his estimate of the same is hereby granted to the Purthe amount of the atanding live timber chaser.
Dut if the lands in aaid Schedule
on the area designated to be cruised.
All "II" shall be bid in
snd sold to the
tin'ber with green tops shall be deemed rurcnaser nerein, men bysam lands snail Dr
to be live timber.
Such estimate shall subject to all of the conditions in thii
be so msde as to show separately the contract which are applicable to the lands
amount of atanding ' live timber estimated described in Schedule
A
hereto attachto be on each forty (40) acrea or each ed.
of any aection. His
fractional
estimste shall be based on the Scribner
13.
At any time when there shall re
Decimal C Rule, or such other Log Scale main not more than ten (10) sections ol
Rule aa may be adopted from time to the lands uncut, but not later than January
time by the United States Forestry De- let. 1937, the Commiaaioner will submit
partment in thia district but no allow- estimates of all the timber remaining unance for defective timber shall be made paid for upon the lands herein, and the
by the cruiser in his estimatea and such Purchaser ahall within
(30) days after
estimate report ahall be filed with the receipt of such notice,thirty
advise the ComAll live timber with a missioner of its concurrence or
Commissioner.
diameter of ten (10) inches or more Inin the correctness of such estimside the bsrk and three (3) feet from the ates.
If the Purchaser shall concur, final
rround ahall be included by the cruiser aettlement shsll be made upon the baais
n his estimates.
The Commissioner shall of auch estimates.
If the Purchsser shall
furnish to the Purchsser a copy of such refuse to concur in the estimates so
then the amount of timber in disreport, and acceptance or rejection of
same must be made by the Purchaser
shall be determined by a cruise and
within thirty (30) days of receipt of such pute
estimate made by one or more cruisers
copy, and in no event shall the timber appointed by the Judge of the United States
covered by such cruise be cut or removed District Court for the District in which
until the smount of stumpage has been the Capital of New Mexico may then be
screed upon.
situated.

5.
The Purchaser will pay for a minifeet of
mum of ten million
(10.000.000)
timber during each year beginning, with
January 1st, 1919, snd not less than one- twelfth of such minimum annual payment
shall be paid in advance on the first
day of each calendar month, beginning
October 1st 1918,
wilh a penalty
of Ten Dollars ($10.00) per day additional
W,
for each and every day during which
such monthly payments may be in tie- fault.
In the event that the number of
(eel of timber on the sections cruisM
at the requrnt of the Purchaser in any
year after 1918. shall be less than ten
million (10,000,000)
feet, board measure, the
difference between auch minimum pay ment
and the price of the timber so cruised
shall be applied to reduce the payment
to be made for timber in excess of such
minimum amount in any future year or
years in which, at the request of the
Purchaser an excess shall be cruised. If
the timber unon the section cruised at
the request of the Purchaser in any one
The timber on this land is estimated at year shall exceed ten million (10.000.000)
feet board measure. No bid on feet, payment shall be made on December
340,000,000
the land will be accepted for leaf than 31st of each year for such excess for
the preceding year.
33.15 per acre.

I
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ALE OP PUBLIC LANDS

on, and across the said lands, with rights
of ingress and (area at all times lor suck
And this contract is issued
Jiorposes. valid existing rights, eaaemcaU.
rights oi way and reservstloos.

SALE

COUNTY

ommiasioner

ol
Public
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice
is hereby
given thsl
to the provisions of an Act of pursuanl
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
Slate of New Mexico, and rules and regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of l'ublic Lands wilt offer
,
at public sale to the hiuheit bidder
A. M
9 o'clock
on Wednesday, July 10th,
1918, in the town of Clayton, County of
union, mate oi Hew iuexico, in Iront of
the court house therein, the following described tracts of land, viz:
Sale
KE'A,

No.

NVJ4, N',S!j. Sec. 15:
NViSttf, SESE, Sec.

1158

NK'SWX,

face. 24; T.
13; NEKNEtf, NfcShfc.
R. 29 E., SViNtf,
Shtf. EJ4SWJ4,

21

Lot

N.,

3,

a.

1

lencing,
Sal No.

Eseh of th
abovs deacribed tracts vrM
Lota 3, 4, SMNWM, Sec bs offered lor sals sepsrslely.
4; T. 24 N., R 32 E., containing 192.4acr.
Ther are no improvemcata.
Th above sal ol land will .be subjsot
to ths lollowing term
snd condition,
Sale No. 1172
Sec. 7; T. vis I
NEMNWM,
24 N.. R. 34 E.. contain, n
40.00 .ere.
lor th
land selected for th
Except
There are no improvement.
Ssnis Fe snd (irsnt County Railroad Bond
Fund, the successful bidder must psy t.
Sale No. 1173
NMSWM. SWMSWM, Sec. the Commitlioner of Public L.nri. nr him
32; T. 25 N., R. 28 E., containing 120.00 sgent holding such ssle,
oi
acres. There are no rooroveraents.
tne price onered Dy him tor the
four per cent cent interest In advancelend,
for
Sale No. 1174
the
Sec.
balance
of such purchsse price, fees
14; NJ4NEM,
NMNyj,
for sdvertitin
NEHNWtf, Sec. 15; T. 25 N., R. 29
snd anDrailement and all
containing .tfiu.uu acres, mere are no Im com incidental to the tale hereio, each
anu an oi sam smounts must be depositprovements.
ed in csih or certified exchange at the
Sal No. 1173
B'ANEH. SWMNEjt, NWtf. time of sale and which ssid smounts snd
Sec. 23; T. 26 N
R. 32
., containing .ill of them sre subject to forfeiture to ths
au.uu acrea.
mere are no improvement. Stile of New Mexico, if the successful
bidder does not execute s contract withSale No. irn
EH, EtfNWtf, NWia in thirty days after it has been mailed
to him by the Slate Land Office, ssid
Sec. 25; All of
36;
NWJ, DSWX,
e
E
tt
m &
niii.ouii.i
-contract to provide thst the purchaser
n, tr,
oii i, a,, j,
BWVYK,
Sec. 1; T. 26 N., R. 29 E.. containing
1435.49 may at his option make payments of not
less thsn
of
five per
trci, mere are no improvement!.
cent of the purchsse priceninety
st sny time
Sals No. 1177
All of Sections 13, 24; of thirty yeara from the date of the conT. 27 N , R. 29 E.. Lots 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, SM tract and to provide for the payment of
NE!m,
sec. an unpaid balance st the expiration ot
BE.)nvv, 30 E
r
6; T. 26 N., R. ntwswuj,
yesrs from the dste of the
containing 1682.82 thirty the
ssle snd prior to the expirstion
acrea,
no
sre
inere
improvements.
tract with interest on deferred psyments
Ssle No. 1171
All of Sections 14, 15, 16, at the rate of four per cent per annum
! NM.
NMSWM, Sec. 20; WMNWM, SEM payable in advance on the anniverssry of
NWM, Sec. 21; T. 26 N., R. 29 E., contain: the date of the contract, partial payments
There sre no improve. to be ofcredited on the snniversary of the
ing 3080.00 acres.
date
the contract next following the
ments.
date of tender.
Ssle No. 1171
Lots J, 4, SHNEX,
NWM, S'A, Sec. 2, SEM. Sec.
NW$ FeThe sale of land selected for the Ssnta
and Grant Counly Railroad Bond Fund
g
NE',, Sec. 11; T. 27 NV, R. 32 fe.,
will he . subject to the above terms and
719.36 acres.
There are no im- conditions
except that the successful bid-drprovement.
mutt pay in cash or certified exat
the time of sale
change
ot
Sals No. 110
Sec.
StfSEM,
4; NEtf
by him for
NLM. SWMNEM, NKMSKM. Sec. 9; T. 27 i lie purchase price offered
land four
cent interest in adN., R. 32 t., containing 200.00 seres.
There the
ptr
vance for
he balance of ttich purchase
are no improvements.
s
price ami will be required to execute
for the payment oi the
contract
providing
Sale No. till
S.N
NWMNEM. NKtf daintier
of
such
in
price
purchase
Sre. 32; T. 2H NY, H. 30 K
NWtf, S'
rriu.il annual in&taltnrnts with inThe improvements thirty
conlaming 560.00 acres.
l.T'-son all tlcitrred payments at the
consint of fencing, value $150.00.
rate of four per crnt per annum in
ant! interest due on OctoSale No. 1182
piyments
SWMNEM, S,NW, N'A ber 1st. of each
year.
NWMSEM.
SWtf,
Sec. I; SM
SEMSEM.
.
NWM. NWSW.
SK
SkiStVU.
above tale of land will he subject
Sic. 2; All of Sec. J; N'S. '.', ,SKM, Se . 1(1; toThe
valid existing rights, easements, rights
N'A. SWM,
Sec. 11; of way antl reservations.
SWMSEM,
T. 28 N., R. 33
Sec.
IIT1

-

-

-

-

EHSW& SWSWM, Sec.
SNW,
E., SEMSWM.
13;
NWHNWtf, Sec. 17; Lots 2, SWM, W,SI-M- ,
SEMSEM.
The Commissioner of Public
Lands or
3, 4, EVSWJ4,
NEW, NtfSEH, SEKSE& Sec. See. 15; E'S, NEMNWM. Sec. Sec. 14; SEM
24; NEMNEM, his agent holding tuch sale reserves the
18; Lot 3, NEUSWtf, NEtfNWX N,NE4,
25; SEMN'EM. SEM, Sec.
S&SA&
to reject any and sll bids offered
Sec. 19; NEJ4NWW, Sec. 20; T. 21 N.,
right
tj;
NEMNEM,
SMNEM, SEMNWM,
at laid sale.
30 E., containing 2396.92 acres.
The im- SEM, SWMSEM.
Sec.
NWM. NKSWm!
provements consist of fencing, value $100.00. N.NEM. Sec. 34: tlKi
s:.u
ninwu
Possession under contracts ot tale for the
5.W&.. SWMSEM. NEMSEM Sec. 35; Nj
ahovr detcrihed trattt will be given on
Sale No. 1158
SW, S,SE, Sec. 32;
MSEM, Sec. 32. EM, NWM, or belore October lit, 1918.
T. 21 N., R. 30 E., SNEtf,
SEtfNW.
fr
NWMSWM. Sec. .v,- - T no to
B
tt
EKSWK. Sec. 1; WNEM, SjSE, Sec SWM. Sec. 18;
NM, SWM, WMSEM, Sec!
Witnest my hand and the official seal
11; NEJ4NWJ4,
NNEtf, SfctfNEW, Sa, Sec.
anan. Bee. w; Lots 1, 4, of the State Land Office of the State of
12; All of Sec. 13; N, Sec. 24; T. 20 N., "i
NEMNWM,
SEMSWM,
New
Sec.
SEMSEM,
31;
Mexico, this fifteenth dsy of April,
v
n, Yjn
ec. a ; EM, SMNWM,
riwn,
SWM.ec.
32; T. 29 N., R. 34 1918.
Lots 5, c,
6, 7, SKNEH, SEW, Sec. 6;
acres." ThV improve'
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
735
Sc
ofSecCo.8' .W?,W&. Stii Eof corrals, snd fencing, vslu.
!"'".!
Commissioner
of Public Lsnds of the
WMEM, WM, Se'c. 17; NM. SWM. WMSEMI '
Stste of New Mexico.
S
FWi
MWN N3i
A" of Sec. 16: NEM, EM First Publication April 26, 1918.
Last Publication June 28, 1918.
i'mprementrcr;'., c- of fencing value $650.00.
...CO"",0f,.
for the Santa Fe
Grant Cousty RailSale No. I1M
ENEM, Sec. 23; NtfNEM, road Bond Fund. snd
There are no improve
Sec. 24: SEMNEM, Sec. 25: T. 20 N., R.
ments.
30 E
Sec.
SEMNWM,
SEM
Sec. 7;
8; EKiW

-

""

a, SN,

& rM

J".

IS8

n""A

..fcu V" 'jJW

-

30,
NEMSWM,
Sec. 31; T. 20 N
ft.
SEMSWM,
Sale
WM. SEM,
NEMNEM,
31
t... SEMSWM, SMS EM, Sec. 6; T. 19 Sec. 16;So.jim
30 N.. R. 2K
containing
N
K. al
480
acres.
There
5i?0.00 acres.
containing
The improvements consist of
are no improvements.
fencing, vslue $300.00.
Sale No. 111
All of Sec. 2; SEMNEM.
NEU. FUNWU RFM
Sale No. tlK
NMSEM, Sec. 9; NM. NMSWM. Sec. 10; EMSWM, SWMSWM. Sec. 1, T. 30
N., R.
NMNEM. NWM, NMSWM, SEMSEM, Sec. 29
All of Sec. 36, T. 31 N., R. 29 E.,
E.,
11; NEMSEM,
SMSM, Sec. 12; All of Sec. containing 1160.28 acres.
The
improvements
13; NEM, EMNWM, SMSM, Sec. 14; SMSM,
Sec. 15; All of Sec. 16; EMNEM, NWM consist oi fencing, vslue enj.au.
NWM, EMSWM. SEM, Sec. 17; NMNM, Sec.
Sale Ne. HI
EM. See. 28; T. 31 N.,
20; NM. SEM. Sec. 21; All of Sections R. 34 E
There are
containing 320 acre.
22, 23, 26; SWM, Sec 28: EMSEM. Sec. 29; no
improvements.
Sec. 32; NM, SEM, NMSWM,
NEMNEM,
SEMSWM, Sec. 33; All of Sections 34, 35;
Sale No. 1117
NEMSWM.
NWMSEM.
T. 20 N., R. 31 E., All of Sec. 20; NM. Sec. 24; T. 32
N., R. 34 fc., containing
Sec. 29; SEMSWM, SWMSEM, Sec. 30; T.
arc
no
acres.
Hi.w
mere
improvements.
20 N.. R. 32 E.. containine 9570.08 acrea.
The improvements consist of fencing, value
Sale No. list
Lot 3, Sec. 19; T. 32
SI30U.UU.
n., n,
c,, containing 12.76 acres, selected for the Santa Fe and Grant County
Sals No. 11(2
WMEM, EMWM, Sec. Railroad
Bond Fund.
The improvements
4; WMEM, WM, Sec. 3; NEM, WMSWM, consist oi
reservoir, vslue xinu.uu.
SWMNWM, NMSEM, Lots 3, 4, SWMSEM,
Sic 2; EM, SWM, Sec. 1; NEM, Sec. 9; Sale No. tin
Lots 5, II, Sec. 24; SWM
SEMNWM, Sec. 10; NWM NEM, SEMNEM, SWM, Sec. 26; SMSEM, Sec. 27; NEMNWM.
WiiNWM,
NEMSEM, Sec. 11; EM, EMWM. Sec. 35; T. 32 N., R. 36 E,. contsining 200.00
13:
All
Sec.
of
EMNEM.
12;
SWMNEM, seres, selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
S,c.
Sec. 14: NEMNEM,
Sec. IS; All of Sec. County Railroad
Bond Fund.
There are
16; NfcNEM.
SEMNEM, WMSWM, Sec 17; no improvements.
WMWM. SEMSWM, Sec. 20; WM, Sec 29;
NM. SWM, NMSEM. SWMSEM.
Sec. 32;
Sale Ne UN
NM, See. 1; NM. Sec.
SWMNEM, SEMNWM. NEMSWM, Sec. 33; 2; T. 25 N., R. 31 fc,. EMNEM. NMSEM,
EM, EMNWM, SWMNWM, NMSWM, SEM Sec. 20; WMWM. NEMSWM, SMSEM, Sec.
24:
Sec.
Sec.
SWM.
SEM 21; SMNWM, SWM, SMSEM, Sec. 22; NM,
34; EM, SWM.
SEM. Sec. 23; NM, SWM, Sec. 25; EME. swm, nyise-M- ,
sec
;
WWM,
Pli, Nvt.NWM
EMNWM. SWMNWM.
SWM, Sec. 26; All SEMSWM. SEM. Sec. 26: NEM.
of Sec. 36; T. 19 N., K. 31
WM, WMEM, Sec. 27; SMNEM. SEM. Se . 34; WMWM,
SEMSEM. Sec 6; SMSWM. Sec 5; All of SEMNWM. EMEM, NWMSEM, Sec 35; All
Sec. 7; WM. Sec. 8; WM, Sec 17; All of of Sec. 36; T. 26 N., R. 31 E-- ,
containing
Sections 18, 19; NWM, NMSWM. SWMSWM. 4097.99 acres. There sre no improvements.
Sec. 20; NWMNWM, Sec 29; NMNEM, SEM
NEM. NWM. Lots 3, 4, Sec 30; WMSWM,
Sale No. 111
NEMSWM. NMSEM. Sec.
SEMSWM, SEM, Sec. 32; All of Sections 10; NMSM, SEMSEM, Sec 11; N WMSWM.
R. 32 E., Lots 1, 2, NWM.
33, 36; T. 19 N
SMSM, Sec. 12; NEMNEM. Sec. 13; T. 26
WMSWM. NEMSEM, Sec 2; Lot
1, 2, 3, N., R. 33 E., SMSWM,
Sec 7;
Sec. 3; NM, NMSM, Sec 5; NMNM, SEMNEM, Sec. 18;SWMSEM,
SEMNWM,
NM, Sec. 17; All
EMNEM. Sec. 8; SMNEM, SEMNWM, EM of Sec. 16; SWMNEM, SEMNWM,
NWM
Sec.
NEM.
SWMSWM.
10;
SM SWM, NWMSEM. SMSEM, Sec 15:
SWM,
SEM,
NWM. SM. Sec. 11; All of Sections 12, 13; Sec. 14; SMSWM, Sec. 13; NMNEM,SMSM,
Sec.
SM, Sec 14; NM, NEMSWM, NMSEM, SEM 23; NEM, NMNWM, Sec. 24; T. 26 N., R.
SEM. Sec. 15; EMSWM. Sec. 17; SMNM. 34 E., All of Sec 36; T. 27 N., R. 34 E.,
EM, EMWM, Sec. 22; All of
SM, Sec. 20;
3288.72 acrea
There are no imSections 23, 24: NMNEM, NWM. NMSWM. containing
Sec. 25; All of Sec. 26; NM. SMSM, Sec provements.
sec.
27; All ol
7"; n;4Nc,M, SbMNttt, NWMi
Sale Na. 112
NEMSEM, WMSEM. SWM,
WMSWM, SEM. Sec 32: All of Sec 36; Sec. 13; SM, Sec. 14; EwNEM, NWMNEM,
I. 18 IV.. R. 31 fc.. NWM, SMNEM. NM NEMNWM, SWMSWM. Sec. 22: SEMNWM,
NE3NEM.'Sec.23: JfMNWM, EMSWM. WM
S??- - SEH' Sec 24;
SM
'ANEH, NWMNWM,
2iS!4tN.iif
.AcL
NWM. NWSWM.
Hi SEg. .Sec. 25; NMNEM.
SEMSWM, Sec. 26: SWMSEM. Sec 27; All of
Sec.
KM
SWM, SEM,
X; SMNWM. SWM.
sec Jo: I.
rt.. sc. jo iu, All ol sec.
NEM. Sec 31; All of Sec. 32; SMNWM. 16; SMSWM. ju
NMSEM. Sec. 17; Lot 1. SEM
SWM. Sec. 27; All of Sec 34; T. 18 N., R. SWM. SMSEM. Sec. 18; NEMNWM. SMNWM,
32 E., WM, Sec 7; NM, SWM, Sec. 18;
EM, Sec 19; WMNEM. NWM, SEMSWM,
T. 18 N., R. 33 E., containing 29,868.37 acres. Sec. 20; T. 30 N., R. 21
., containing
The improvements consist of well tsnks, 4004.46 acres.
The improvements consist
barn and fencing, value $6274.50.
of well,
dsm, fencing,
plowing, vslue
$5060.75.
All of See. 16; NEM.
Sale No. 11(2
NMNWM, SEMNWM, NEMSEM, Sec. 21; All
Sale N.. 11SJ
SM, Sec. 14; EMEM, Sec.
of Sections 22, 27;
NEMNEM.
SMNEM, 15: NEMNEM.
See 22; NWM NEM, NM
SEMNWM. SEM. Sec 28; T. 17 N., R. 31 NWM, Sec. 23; T. 27 N, R. 32
., con26.
27; T. 17 tsining 640.00 acrec
E., All of Sections 22, 23,
There are no imN., R. 33
., SMNEM. SEM, Sec 24; NM provements.
NEM, Sec 25; T. 16 N., R. 30 E., NM.
SWM. Sec. 5; NM. SEM. Sec 6; NM, Sec.
Sale Ne. 114
SMSEM. Sec II; NM,
7; All of Sections 8, 17; EM. SMSWM, Sec. Sec. 14; T. 27 N., R. 32 E., contsining
18; WM. Sec 19; NWM. Lots, 3, 4, Sec. 400.00 acres.
There
are no improvements.
30; T. 16 N., R. 31 E., SMSWM. SWMSEM,
Sec. 2; All of Sec 11; SM, Sec 12; All
Sale No. 1IM
SWM. SMNWM, SWM
of Sections 13, 14, 23; WM. Sec. 24; Ail NEM, WMSEM, Sec. I; SEMNWM.
SWM
of Sections 26, 30; T. 16 N., R. 33 E., WM SWM. EM SWM. WMSEM.
Sec 2, T. 23
SEM. Sec. 7; SWM. Sec. 8; NWM. Sec. N., R. 30 E containing 600 acre.
There
Sec. 19; T. are no improvement.
17; All of Sec 18; NEMNEM.
16 N., R. 34 E.. EM, EMNWM, SWMNWM,
Sec 26; T. 15 N.. R. 31 E., NEM, NMSEM.
Sale Ne. IIM
SMNM, Sec. 15; T. 20 N.,
Sec 10; T. 15 N., R. 32 ., SWMNEM, R. 28 ., contsining 160 acre.
There sre
Sec 4; T. 14 N., R. 32 E., contsining
no improvement.
seres.
There sre no improvements.
Sal
Na. 117
EMNEM. EMSWM. SEM,
Sale Na. 114
Lota 4,5, 6, NEM, EM Sec. 21; SWMNWM. NWMSWM, SMSWM,
SEM, Sec. 19: SMSM, NEMSEM, Sec. 20; NMSEM. Sec 22; WMNWM, Sec. 27; NEM.
NM, SWM, WMSEM, Sec 29; Lots 1, 2, 3, EMNWM. Sec 28; T. 20 N., R. 28
., con4, 5, 6; NEM. NEMSEM. Sec 12; WMNEM.
tsining 880.00 acre. There arc n. improvSEMNEM, SEMSWM, SEM, Sec 33; NMNEM. ement.
EMNWM. NEMSWM, SMSM, Sec 34; T. 17
N., R, 29 E All of Sec 1: T. 16 N., R.
NWMSEM. SWM. Sec.
Sale Na. IIM
29 E., Lots 3, 4, Sec 3; Lot 1, Sec 4; 28;
Sec 33;
NMNEM, Sec 12; NMNWM.
EMNEM. SWMNEM. WMSEM. Sec 10; NM T. 20 N., R. 28 E., contsining 360.00 acres.
NEM. Sec 15; T. 16 N., R. 30 E.. containing There are ao

-

NWM,

f.

c,

X

n

-

-

t

-

'iRif!'
SuSMSSii.
ytxtUL
"'V.'fS'c,'
ivS,i.L

acre.

There are ao improvement.
Alt ol Section 4; T. M
N., R. 31 E., containing 681 JO acrea. There
are no improvement.
Sale No. 118
SEMNWM.!
SWMNEM,
Sale No.

1188

-

NEMSWM. NWMSEM. EMSEM, Sec 20; WM
SWM. Sec 21; T. 20 N., R, 28 E., containing 320 acrea. There are ao improve-

mcata,

All ol Sec 16; NWM
Sal No. 117
NEM. NEMSEM. Sec 17; SMSWM. Sec 18;
NM, NMSM, SEMSEM, Sec 19; NMSM, See.
20; T. 21 N., R. 28 E
contsining 1477.93
acre. The improvement consist of fenc-

ing, value $520.00.
Sale No. lis
SMSWM, SWMSEM,

Sec

1; NWM. WMNEM, SEMNEM. SM, Sec. 12;
NMNWM. N WMNEM. SWMSWM. EKSEU.
Sec 13. NM. NMSEM. SWMSEM. Section
21
33
:
K.
K.
T.
SM
E.,
NWM. EV5SWM. SWMSWM. Sec. 17: Lot.
A
nta-tHB- ,
, a, v,
wya per

ocoe";,
scm, sec
is;

PERSONAL
DO UNEEDA SWEETHEART, wife or husband? Our new, illustrated plan representing hundreds wealthy, worth up to $200,000
desires marriage. Tells you how to get
yours. Messenger Club, Los Angeles, Cel.
-No. 206.

I DARE YOU WRITE ME; Widow; worth
$50,0y0;
Lonely; will marry; G .Mission
Unity, San Francitco, Calif. No.
i

r--

WILL YOU WRITE to lonely young widow
worth $35,000? Would marry. Addrett. Msry.
Box 584, Los Angeles, Calif. -- No. 190.
ATTRACTIVE
YOUNG WIDOW. 34, worth
$55,000, Anxious
to marry honorable gentleman, Mrt. Warn, 2216M Temple St. Los
209.
Angeles, Cal.-- No.
MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me;
best snd most successful "Home Maker";
hundreds rich wish marriage aoon; strictly
confidential; most reliable; years of exfree.
The Successperience; descriptions
ful Club", Mrs. Purdie, Box 556, Oakland,
Calif.

No. 208.

.

H- MARRY
members,

THOUSANDS

lonely,
congenial
worth $J5.llili up, will marry. DesI'K'KE.
li.i!j,h Hyde, San Fran-

criptions
cisco, Cal.--

214 198,

ARE YOU SINGLE? Would you marry if suited? Let me find your ideaL
absolute satisfaction ; Many wealthy
wishing marriage; honorable confidential; member description free)
VI rs.
Oakland Calif.
Cappel. Box-75- 7

-- No.

112.

i

i

WESTERN CONTRACTOR.
Would marry. E Box
ledo, Ohio. No. 207.

43,
35,

worth
League,

To-

HOSMATERNITY
NEW FAIRMOUNT
PITAL for confinement; prices reasonsblei
may work for board; babies adopted. Write
for booklet, Mrs. T. B. Long, 4911 E. 27th,
Kansas City, Mo. No. 203.
i

WILL YOU WRITE TO LONELY YOUNG
WIDOW worth $35,000?. Object, matrimony.
Mary, Box 584. Los Angeles. Calif. No. 180.
MARRY IF LONELY. For speedy marriage
largtry my club; very successful; best,
12
est in country:
estsblished
yearc
Thousands wrslthy, wishing esrly mar;
Old
confidential descriptions free.
riage
Reliable club, Mrs. Wrubel, 732 Msdison,
Oakland, Cal.-- No.
H- WILL YOU WRITE to lonely young widow
worth $35,000? Would marry. Addreas Mary.
Box 584. Los Angeles. Cslif.No. 188.
DRUO AND LIQUOR HABITS treated by
the most humane snd scientific methods
at Magdalene Hospital, Magdalena, N. M
Addrett all communicationa to Dr. H, J.
Abernathy, P. O. Box lOJ.-- No.
MARRY A FARMER
Worth $40,000. Full
St. San Francitco, Cal.-- No.
particular! by return mail, H ,253a Minna

LAND FOR SALE.
RANCH AND
CATTLE
FOR SALE
Two waters six miles apsrt on edge aad
in Forest Reserve. Completely equipped
MOUNTAIN

with

pastures,
stables, houses.
tools etc rive miles
seres of pstented land.
snd mineral lands. 250
Home ranch has
600,
two etorv houae with
electric lights, phone if wsnted, dailv mail,
an-near graded school. A beautiful home
aa well as a line cattle propoaitlon. Altiimprovemcata.
tude tpO high for present owner.
Price-Rs-nce
$15.COO.0O
Cattle $50.00 around
Sale Na. 1198
EMSEM, Sec 27; EM not
counting 1918 .:alf crop. ( Bulls $500.00.
NEM. Sec. 34; T. 32 N, R. 2 E., con- Libersl
terms.
Address
Csrl E. Free
owner.
taining 160 acres. The improvements con- man. P. O. Box 180, White Oakt
New
sist of fencing, value, 8260.00.
lexico.-- Nc
No bid on the sbove described trscts of
Isnd will be accepted for less thsa THREE CATTLE RANCH West of Engle, N. U..
springs; two houses. Range
DOLLARS
($5.00)
per seer, which is the with10UImountain
head. There are 250 cows. 110 calves
spprsised value thereof and in addition for
steers two yesr olds. Price comthereto the auccessfnl bidder must pay for and 8 tfc.OOO.OO.-No.
195.
the improvemcata that exist on the land. plete: THUS.
(.. AH KEN, Drmiag. N. M.
All of Sec 38, T 20 N
Sal Ne. Its
R. 25 E., contsining 640 acrec The im- TWO THOUSAND
acres in
solid bod
provements consist of well and lencing, between Mcintosh snd Morisrty, Torrance
No bid oa this tract of
value $396.50,
all under tence, title clear, every
land will be accepted for less thsa $10.00 ere csa be cultivated, good pure water
a every quarter section at 10 to 60 feet,
per acre
-xeeptine two quarters oa which the wells
All of Sec M; T. 22 N are 90 feet, one good two story six roos
Sale Ne. 121
R. im E.. contsining 69 acrec
The im noose one live room nouse snd otner
provements consist of tank and fencing, smaller houses No. S2. Stste Record. Ssn
vslue $500.00.
. No .- bid on th tract of ta re, is. m. lata la A
l.--.-

-

3187.47

CLASSIFIED

11 k.
acre
Sale Na 172

-J

t

I

corrsls,

Flack-smitshop,
of drift fence. 6i0
71) acres of lrssed
cattle. Range for
fine eleven room

.in on

OUTFIT located South of Tucson,
Arisona, having seersl living wsters, good
nooses, corrals, pastures, etc. Will tslly
out 30H0 hesd high ersde hereford cattle
84 registered and. pure bred bulls, 70 saddle horses; Price for complete outfit. $150,-O00. Terms: $90,000.00 cash, $20,000.00. Jan.
1st, IV18, and bslance in three year at g
This is a epleadid
Sale Ne.ua
WM, Sec 12; T. 28 N, per cent,
R. 29 Ep containing 320.00 acrec
There ranch with good stock. Nc 197.
THOS. & ATTKEN, Denting, N. St.
No bid on thist
are no improvement c
tract of land will he accepted for leas
a;
than $10.08 per acre.
WANTED
About three sect loos of leased
and with plenty of grass and water. Desire
location where cattle caa grace all tha
Sale No. 124
An of Sec
; T. 28 N,
R. 22 E- - containing 640.00 acres.
Please give full deccriprioa
There rear round.
No bid oa this 4 water awpply, bvildtaga and other
arc ao tmpewvementc
tract of lastd will be accepted far leaa tboa
in first letter. No. 138, car
$3JOS.OO.
4s ate Record, Santa Fa, New Menatsa.
Sale Sf. IM
Wyrsrryt WWU NFU
AM of Sec
tele No. tm
; T.
SWM. NWMSEM, Sec 11; NWMSWM, Sec
so B9 aoctioaa ot good glee
WANTED
24
R.
sv ssalsiaiag aaMP acrea. The
E N.,
12; WMWM. Sec M; T.
have mania, water sand
K, mR. w30 cxtsi lead.of Moot
NEMSWM. flee, ns, f. gs ar
rt. Western New Mexico sssv- jtestty
$23L2.
bad
No
oa
NEM, SEM, Sec 28; T. 24 H R. 3 L. con- se
not
Win
f
i.
pa, lane, seven, hot
tain utg tuM acres.
There are no sas- Record, that Fa, st. Bi.

wftbM.

SbM.

SEMSWM, Sec 19; WMNWM, NEMNWM,
SEM. Sec 20: T. 21 N.. R. 34 E Lots 2.
3. 4, SWMNWM.
EMSEM, Sec 4; Lots L
2, 4, SMNEM. NEMSEM. Sec. S; Lots 1. 2,
; NM. NEMSEM.
3, 4, 7; NMSEM. Sec
SWMSEM. SMSWM. Sec 7; WMNEM. SEM
NEM. WMNWM.
SEMSWM, SEM, Sec 8;
NWMNWM, SMNM. SM, Sec ; All of Sec
All of Section. 26.
16: T. 21 N R. 35 F.
27; EMNEM, NEMNWM, WMWM. SEMSWM,
sec
Ail ot sections 29, 12 33;
NlfM, WMWM, SEMSWM. SWMSEM. EM
SEM. Sec 24: SMNWM. SWM. SMSEM. Sec
con
35; All ol Sec 36, T. 23 N B, 24
taining nmm.m acrea. To improvements
consist of welL tank aad teuciuc. value

containing

DANDY

Sec 2; T.
acres. There
are no improvements. No bid on thia tract
of land will be accepted for leso thsa $1000
per acre
24

N

R. 34

E

NWMSWM.

43.00

srj.

t,

NfelMatarfaWaaiU:
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DRAHATIZED AJiD PRODUCED
IN. PICTURES ly THE
VITACRAPH

COMPANY.
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EIGHTH

We must get to the bottom of this.
Shall we go on in your car, as we were
going, and trace the mystery, step by
step, along the road by which this
cart has come? Have you no plan?"
asked the Marehese Impatiently. "We
must do something."
"I've a thought not a plan. Did
you notice anything peculiar about the
gray leader?"
"Only that he's an unusually good
He's
horse to draw a market-cargot blood In him."
"That's what I meant. He's almost as
mysterious as everything else about
the curt, more like a riding horse than
a curt horse somebody's favorite.
Well, he'll lead the others and the
curt back to where he came f,rora
back to where that somebody Is wult-iu- g
for him."
"Good !" said the Marehese, thrilling
at the thought of the danger, the mystery, ahead. "Good But the cur "
"We'll tow her, lights out, behind the
cart, so that she may make no noise.
You shall sit in her to steer and put
on the brake if necessary. I'll lie low
in the curt, ready for anything with
tuy revolver."
"We may be going Into a den of
thieves and assassin" said Baria,
cheering up as he prepared to change
places with ltace.
"If so," said Christopher, trailing the
ray of his lantern along the canvas
cover of the cart, "It may not be long
before we get there. Look! here's
the name of the owner
or alleged owner Ravelll;
Valeglo.
that village, you remember,
whose lights we saw twinkling far
above us about half an hour ago as
we came down the puss."
Christopher, lying among the
the reins held loosely in his
hand, his revolver ready, let the gray
leader go nt his own pace and In his
own wuy.
Soon, us he had prophesied, the gray
horse turned without hesitation at a
rough branch road, leading steeply uphill. Far above hung the lights of
high Vuleglo, like a thin crescent made
of yellow stars. But the cart was still
a long distance below the level of the
mountain village when the gray
horse abruptly took another turn.
Confidently he walked through an
open gateway, yawning black In a
rough stone wall. And in the darkness Race was aware that a man had

EPISODE

The Glove and the Ring.

normal. There were cold winds and
bursts of rain, which delighted the
Marehese ituria. He would wear no
overcoat, and insisted upon sitting in
front beside Christopher. Each night
he expected to be 111 j but he had Instead an enormous appetite, and slept
as he had not slept since the marriage
of his faithless lady.
They drove through I'adua and
Verona, and on to Alessandria ; so
across the plain of l.ombardy to
Cunco, all by easy stages; and when
the sun shiiue on them again liurla no
longer coughed.
Now Scarlet Kunncr was set to climb
the mighty harrier of the Alps which
shuts oil I'ieilmout from the Mediterranean, and darkness bad fallen for
the third time since her start, when
she bad passed through the long tunnel of the Col dl Teudu, and had begun to descend past San Daliauzzo,
into the valley of the Hoya.
Christopher would have stopped at
Tendu while it was still dusk, for,
great as was his falih in the healing
power of fresh air, he knew it would
be cold in that narrow pass among the
mountains, perhaps dangerously cold
for the patient he was secretly doctoring. But the Marehese wished to go

d

"I ask nothing of life except
dcutli," said Murchcse Huriu.
"The one thing life can't give," answered Christopher Race.
They were sitting together nt Fiorina's, in Wilier, at one of the
doors tallies. They had met for tin
first time that evening at nine, when
the place hail been crowded, and Ihey
had been forced to sit down at a table
together, If they would sit ut all.
The Marehese ISaria hail talked more
than Christopher, because every Inch
of Christopher ltace was Kngllsh
while the Marehese I'.aria was half
Italian, and bad lived in Italy for more
than half hi twenty-siyears. He
knew that bis new friend was a gentle
man chauffeur who bad conducted n
party of American ladies from London
to Venice, where they hail embarked
In a friend's yacht, and left their guide
to go home alone In bis car Seurlet
Runner, lint of him Christopher bad
been told far more. He knew that
liarlti bad loved a lady, the most beau
tiful on earth according to her lover;
that they had been engaged ; and that on.
then be had lost some thousands of
Scarlet Itunner's lamps and searchpounds, and had received an adverse light threw a blinding glare ahead as
opinion concerning his health from an the car picked its way, round sharp
eminent doctor. The ludy admired curve alter sharp curve of rock, down
strong men, and threw Jiariu over to the slippery road.
take one whose lungs anil whose hank
They had met no vehicle since passaccount were both more satisfactory ing the gloomy barracks far away up
than Ids. She was now the wife of the Col, and no pedestrian since San
this person, who happened to he a Dnlmnzzo ; nevertheless Christopher
Prince, und the Marehese Burin wished was prudent, und caused his siren to
to forget her us soon as possible. The send out a melancholy wail of warning
only way in which he felt himself able at each turn of the narrow road. Vet
to do this was by death ; and at present suddenly, taking a quick curve, the car
he was engaged in shortening the short all but dashed into the leader of three
lease of life given him by his doctor, horses drawing a market-carby taking too much alcohol. He bad
Instantly Christopher put on the
promised his English mother on her brake and stopped the motor, Just in
deathbed that never, In uny circum time to save disaster, but not in time
stances, would he follow the example. to avoid frightening the horses. The
set by one or two of his father's
leader swerved, and would have
ancestors, and commit suicide. plunged over the precipice, dragging
Noxious microbes had refused to in- the other two horses and the greut
fect him. He could not take typhoid covered cart witli him, had not Baria
fever, or any other disease warranted sprung out of the car und seized him
to carry off a delicate patient. Hut he by the rein.
had hopes of pneumonia. That was
It was admirably done, not the act
why he had chosen to sit out of doors of a
invalid, but of alert
on nn unseasonably chill, cold, rainy youth, quick to think und do, because
in
clad
the
of
garments. full of Interest in life. Chrittophei belightest
night,
"It is really very damp, and the mist gan scolding in French the Invisible
gets into one's bones, doesn't it?" he driver of the cart.
"You deserve to be In the river," I
asked cheerfully.
Christopher assented, so far as the shouted, "or in Jail, for not lighting
Marcbese's hones were concerned. He up And on a road like this ! What's
refrained from adding that, according the matter with you? Are you drunk
to the newest theories, cold hurts no- or only asleep?"
Slill no answer. Nothing moved In
body, nnd chilled nothing but intrusive
the darkness under the big white hood
microbes.
"All my people nre dead, you see, ex- which urehed over the cart. As Baria
cept a few- particularly healthy ones, held the head of the. gray leader, who
whom I dislike extremely," went on seemed anxious to get on, Christopher
Jiaria. "So you see I've no one to live peered under the cover of the curt.
for; I cun do more for society by mak- For a moment he was silent; then he
ing a will than by existing. I suppose gave an exclamation.
"There's nobody to be seen in the
you couldn't by any chance be Induced
er to be charitable, and put an end art. Yet something holds the reins.
It's so dark I can't see what."
to me?"
He hurried buck to Scarlet Runner
"Glad as I should he to give you
"I'm and got out the electric lantern. He
said Christopher,
pleasure,"
What He Saw Was Christopher, His Revolver Cocked and Aimed.
afraid I must draw the line at mur- Hashed its white ray Into the dark tun
nel under the canvas roof. Empty egg
der."
prebend was Russian. These men's
leaped up nnd out of some hiding-hole- ,
"Is it murder to annihilate a person boxes were piled and tumbled in con to lead the horse, as the gray shape features were Russian.
un
tne
broken
a
tusion,
lay
heap
whose one wish is to die?"
glimmered towards him.
"Why did you come to us?" the last
"I'm Inclined to think the law would woman's cloak of blue cloth, torn from
Soon the bulk of a house loomed a speaker asked. In Italian; and Baria,
hem
to
collar
; and
under
blncker muss aguinst the blackness of prompted now and then by Chrisregard It so. But" and Christopher the folds of
this garment which had the
door let a flood topher, explained with perfect frankspoke slowly, as if on mature delibera not been made
sky. A
to
cover
the
shoulders
d
tion "I'll tell you what I can do. You
of yellow light flow out Into a
ness. "We wanted to know who had
a
of
a
wife
carter's
handsome
though
and huddled in the plotted the murder If murder has
say you're trying a course of freezing small
courtyard;
traveling-baof alligator skin
treatment to hurry up matters. Well,
been done and we thought the quick
doorway Ruce could see several f
this Is June, but It's more like October gaped wide and empty as if it had been ures looking out.
est wuy to find out was to travel with
wrenched
open in mail haste or fury.
The man who had guided the leader the cart. But it seems that you susweather, and I can give you a long, And
on
the buck of the driver's seat came towards the
strong dose of cold air In my motor. a little
curt, asking a ques pect us, as we suspected you."
gray, guuntleted glove held the tion as he approached, but he spoke no
"If there has been murder, there Is
reins, and was Itself kept in place by
which Christopher Race had not one of us who would not die to
language
a knife which pinned fast both the ever heard
before. When no answer avenge It," said the eldest of the young
delicate kid and heavy leather.
followed he
forward to look men.
The glove seemed so clearly to re- Intc the cart. sprang
"We should like to be with you In
tain the shape of the lingers It had
What he saw was Christopher, sit- that," said Baria.
once protected that at first glance it
"If they have Injured her, they shall
ting up his revolver cocked and
was as if a woman's hand, cut from aimed.
With a roar of rage lie risked pay for it sooner or later," exclaimed
the arm, were nailed to the wood by death and
leaped at the stranger as a auother.
that dagger-likknife, and a dark, tiger leaps, and Christopher did not
"Say to them that, with our motor,
smeared stain on the back of the glove fire.
we might help them to pay sooner,"
added an ugly realism to the Illusion.
In an instant the courtyard was cut In Christopher.
Christopher climbed on the step of
Baria said It And the men's faces,
with cries and footfalls. Baria,
the cart, and was peering within. "It echoing
fearless and excited, had dashed out fiercely set a few moments ago, sofis blood on the glove," he said ; "a light of the car and
run forward at the tened to a friendliness that was almost
smear of it. dry or almost dry. What- sound of
first cry, waving a re- guileless.
the
ever has happened here must have volver. But he could not
"You are brave men. We are sorry
fire, for three
happened an hour or more ago. And tali men had torn Christopher Race that we threatened you," he said to
there's something in one of the fingers nut of the cart and wrenched his
Baria. "Your friend understands Italweapsomething small and hard."
on away. Then, suddenly, someone ian, though be does not talk It We
With an effort, he wrenched out the seized his arms from behind and speak the
language, for we are Italians
knife which stabbed glove and reins snatched his revolver as he discharged by birth, every one of us
except me,
nnd wood. The dninty bit of gauntlcted It Inadvertently In the
air; and at the the eldest ; but when we have private
gray suede was released.
same moment a woman's voice things to say, we use the tongue of
"It's a ring !" he exclaimed. "A queer shrieked In Italian: "An automobile
our parents Russian."
"I Am Afraid I Must Draw the Lint ring with a shield of red enamel and an automobile I"
"Who Is called Ravelli here, If you
a raised black and gold crest on It."
at Murder."
Baria and Christopher were dragged are of Russian parentage?" Baria InAs he spoke he gathered the reins into towards the house, unarmed now and
quired.
What about coming on with me until his own control, and clambered on to
h
"We are known as the brothers Rahelpless. In the grasp of four
not
that, the seat.
you pick up pneumonia, or, if
or five strong men.
velli. Our father married an Italian
of
violent attack of inflammation
At once the horses knew that they
Some inner door opened, and for an woman of that name when our mother
the lungs or even pleurisy, as you may were under guidance.
The leader Instant a tall and magnificent old man, died, soon after we came to Italy ; and
do if it doesn't soon stop raining?"
ceased to start and tremble, but stood with long white hair falling on the this place now a farm, though it was
"You are a good fellow!" exclaimed still. Baria let go the animal's head. collar of a curiously-fashione- d
brown once a chateau was her property. My
Baria. "The moment we exchanged our and, as keenly alert with curiosity as coat, appeared on the threshold.
father took her name and became a
first words, I felt you would be a if he had never lost Interest in the
'Whatever happens, don't let him farmer. We have followed In his footfriend."
of
to
this
ran
see
be
!"
what te seen cried one of the men quickly steps; and I have married an Italian
world,
things
In Italian.
They started next morning. Their lie had heard described.
At this the woman ran wife."
was
southern
led
She
a
country,
way
through
"Ask them If they know French,"
gentlewoman young ahead Into the house, pushing the tall
where the days should have been sum- nnd beautiful, perhaps," he said, star- old man with her hands on his breast, suggested Christopher.
mer days; but the weather was ah-- ing at ring and glove. "Santa Maria! then shutting the door be bad opened.
They did, one and all, and began
out-of-
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ACTORS MAKE QUICK CHANGES
Some Record Tripe From City te City,
Which Have Been Made by
Noted Thespians.
Envious persons have been known
to
the actor who thinks that
his life Is not all cakes and ale. Many
years ago we thought the limit bad
reached when E. L. Davenport
ted at a matinee In Philadelphia
lud duplicated the performance in New
Xjt'c fie sum nlku Later came tie
mob-poo- b

Ira

sensational Jump of Lawrence Barrett
by special train from New York to
San Francisco In less than four day
and the Joseph
leap from Milwaukee to Philadelphia
between Saturday midnight and Monday In time for a regular performance In the latter city.
Once 'Richard Mansfield's energies
compassed a hurry trip between New
Orleans and Chicago. On a Saturday
evening be presented "Julius Caesar"
in the Crescent City and on the next
succeeding Monday evening he repeat
Brooks-Janansche- k

ed the experience In Chicago. Mean
while be had traveled
thousand mile
and transported all the ponderous Impedimenta of bis
pro
duction of the Shakespeare classic.
This Is how It was done:
A special train In ten cars was under steam In New Orleans at the close
of the engagement.
As soon as a
scene of the play was worked off It
waa conveyed on trucks to the waiting
special. When the curtain fell oa the
last act the players wbo appeared la
It without changing their costumes.

speaking It rapidly. Now Christopher car, and out came a strong whiff of
could enter Intelligently Into the con chloroform, which was a relief to their
versation, and presently they were con fears since It is not necessary to drug
versing like friends. There was a se- the dead. Reaching In,. Christopher
cret, evidently, and that secret none took the limp form In bis strong arms.
of those who were in It Intended to Baria snatched up a leather dispatch
reveal to those who were not ; but tbey case on the floor and shut the door as
admitted that one of themselves the noiselessly aa be bad opened it Then
second brother of six had gone to each of the young men supported the
load of girl, taking ber between them; and
Ventimlglla ostensibly with
eggs to dispose of, but really upon a the darkness of the night favored their
different errand, Be bad got rid of quickly carried out maneuver.
The door of Christopher's car stood
bis eggs that was proved by the
In,
emptiness of the boxes. Then be bad open. They flung the dispatch-bo- x
picked up a passengera lady. She
was the daughter of an old friend, to
whom the family bad been deeply In
debted In years gone by Indebted, in
fact, for their' escape from Russia In
a time of terrible danger. Nothing that
the Ravellis could have done for that
friend and for bis daughter would have
been too much; yet she was gone,
her belongings ransacked, ber blood
stained glove pinned to the reins. The
TEMPERATURE AND TEMPER.
sole comfort was that, if she were
dead, Lorls Ravelll must bave died in
Here Is a good old story that sometrying to save her.
body has taken the trouble to dress up
It seemed that hours must bave
In khaki or hospital blue:
passed since Scarlet Runner and the
Sister Anne was going the round of
driverle89 cart had so nearly come
the ward in the big hospital for woundinto collision ; but it was not an hour
ed soldiers, examining the medical
yet, when the door of the kitchen was
charts over each bed and taking temunbarred and three out of the five
peratures.
Ruvellls accompanied their guests
Reaching the side of one hero, in
late prisoners to Christopher Race's
whoso mouth she had left the thermotor-caTwo stayed behind.
mometer a minute ago, she was horriThe Ravellis had an Idea where to
fied to- find, withdrawing It, that it registered 120, although only an hour ago
go. "Tbey" would be anxious to get
the patient was normal. Swiftly she
away with "her," were she living or
summoned the house doctor, but be,
deud, and the papers they must bave
on arriving, was seriously perturbed,
found in the opened Dug.
as there was nothing in the patient's
"She" was called Alexa. Whoever
condition to account for the sudden
sho was whatever her errand her
rise.
coming bad had to be kept so secret
"Look here," he said to the soldier,
that she was to have been hidden In "We Must Get to the Bottom of This."
"have you dropped this thermometer
a kind of cave under the empty egg'
boxes, and her conductor had trusted and Baria, with Michael Ravelll, got or been fooling with It?"
"No, sir. Only been stirring my tea
to the familiarity of the douanlers with the limp form on to one of the seats
his cart and his frequent errands to while Christopher started the engine. with It!"
Scarlet Runner swept like a tornado
let the wagon pass back across the
frontier without a thorough examina along the deserted road, and reached
Upset Her Balance.
the Italian frontier.
tion.
Like a rose petal on a zephyr she
As
Runner
Scarlet
shot
away past blew Into the hosier's.
More than once the brothers said
"At least Lorls will have died for her.' the customhouse, Christopher beard
"I'm looking for something nice for
exclamations
of
Joy from the Ravellis a young man," she said shyly to the
"We don't wish to know your secrets,
exbut tell us one thing," said Chris upon the discovery that all they
gallant behind the counter.
to find was in the dispatch box,
"Why don't you look in the mirror?"
topher. "Is this lady a person politic pected
"They whoever they are will know asked the hosier, and she was so flusally Important, or merely of Impor where
to look for this lady, no doubt," tered that he managed to get an order
tance to private Interests?"
disfor four dozen raincoats that she
"She Is of great Importance politic Baria said softly, as If fearing to
turb ber.
didn't want, before she knew what she
ally not here, but In another coun
"Yes. They will know."
was doing.
try." answered Michael Ravelli.
thinking that she oughtn't
It would be worth a good deal of to "I've been
stay nt your farm not even for an
MORE COMING.
trouble, then, and a large expenditure
and If there's anyone she
of money to people in high position to hour. She one
on
to
also
that
loves,
go
ought
get her back to that country?"
somewhere else."
"Yes," Michael admitted.
You have
one
'There
is
she
loves.
"Then I don't believe they will risk
done so much for us all tonight you
traveling by train," said Christopher. and
that I'll tell you we
motor
a
for short distance, per are your friend
"By
her father. But where else
hiding
not
but
far. Knowing nothing
haps,
of us and our cur, they might calcu could they go?"
A plan which has been growing In
late on a few hours before you could
my mind is this. My friend and I
possibly follow. Doesn't it occur to could take them
both, father and
you that a yacht would suit their purdaughter, back to my paluzzo In Venpose better than anything else?"
ice. I am well known there, and my
Michael half sprang up in his seat
people have always had Influence, at
beside Christopher, who was driving. Milan
nnd Padua, too, In case we were
"A yacht!" he echoed. "You are
caught before reaching Venice. She
a
would
have
right. They
yacht."
if she would, and if her father
"The yacht would He In Mentone might,
would permit In such a cause, pass as
said
harbor,"
Christopher thoughtfully,
fiancee."
"It is as if you spoke on inspira my The
plan Is good, and you are
!"
tion
cried Michael.
good," said Serglus Ravelli. "But it is
They paid small heed to the greasi right you should know whom you are
ness of the road now, or the sharp and
offering to protect. They are Prince
dangerous turns, risking a smash, and Alexander Murgleneff and his daughter
"The fools are not all dead."
thinking only of the end they had to Alexa."
"That Isn't the worst of It; they
gain.
noble man, the 'militant Tols aren't all born yet."
"That
"Has another motor passed lately?' toi !' " cried
Baria. "But I thought he
asked Christopher, with a careless Blr, was In Siberia."
Christening the Baby.
of the sleepy douanler at the French
Brown has a lovely baby girt,
"All the world thinks so, and Russia
The
stork
left her with a flutter:
between
Men
and
frontier,
Ventimlglla
does not contradict the world. But
Brown named her "Oleomargarine,
tone.
he
For
hadn't
he
Incredible
difficulties
after
any but her.
"One got away not half an hour ago" and escaped
hardships. It was arranged by his
was the answer.
More Imposition.
friends that he should come to us If be
"How many talked with you one could. We are his
"Mrs, Diggs is going to read an imrelatives,
though
man and a chauffeur?"
distant. The daughter, being so young, portant paper before her literary club."
"Two men and a chauffeur."
"Ah ! In that case. Professor Dlggs
and still at school when ber father was
"Was there no one else in the mo sent to Siberia, was not
until will have to drop his scientific Investisuspected
tor?"
after his escape, when she disappeared. gations for a while,"
"There was a lady asleep Inside."
"He won't be compelled to bear her
Twice she was all but taken, yet we
"The gentlemen said nothing about
hoped the last plan would succeed, It read It, will he?"
their destination?"
"No, but he'll probably have to write
had been made so well and so secretly.
"Nothing."
But we were mistaken. Now, know It"
Scarlet Runner sped on towards
ing who they are, do you still wish to
Mentone, and made straight for the befriend them?"
Explained at Last
Mr. Flatbush Why In the world
harbor. Out of season as it was, there
'More than ever," Baria answered.
does a woman always get off a street
were two yachts In port one small 'Prince
Alexander Murgleneff Is no an
car the wrong way.
one, and a fine, large craft which had archist, but a
a friend of
Mrs. Flatbush She doesn't
got up steam and was ready to go out. peace as he Is of prophet and some
liberty,
day
"Of course she does. Instead of facAt sight of her lights in the distance his
will learn to value htm."
country
the way the car Is going, she faces
ing
Christopher slowed down Scarlet RunThey reached the farm without ac the other way."
ner and stopped the engine.
cident or sign of pursuit and the girl
"That's because the conductor-take- s
"What yacht Is that?" he asked the was
revived, and she and her father her beyond the street she wants to get
harbor-mastewhom he sought when were told of the
plan that had been off at, and of course she wants to face
he had left his automobile In charge
made for them.
the way she's going."
of the youngest of the Ravelll brothers. hastily
The old man did not hesitate, but de
"Nadege, belongs to a Russian Prince. cided for himself and his
daughter,
A Cute Thought
Been here a week," came the reply.
while she was still unable to decide for
Eva Was that policeman ever a
"What's she waiting for?" Christo- herself.
to
would
Venice
with
go
They
little baby, mother?
pher seemed to reflect aloud.
the Marehese Baria In the car of hla
Mother Yes, dear.
"Been waiting for an automobile
And, If necessary,
English friend.
Eva I don't believe I've ever seen
which she's to take on board," said the Alexa should
pass as the fiancee of the a baby policeman.
harbor-maste- r.
"It's come now, and Marehese.
they're going to ship It from a ponThey drove back over the Col dl
Its Nature.
toon."
Teuda, and the next night they
"Was your wife In a bad temper
was drawn up near a reached Venice.
The motor-ca- r
when she questioned you last night?"
crane close to the edge of the quay,
Christopher risked being late for
"Well, her questioning was someand late though It was, a knot of three Scarlet Runner's English engagement what
In the nature of a
to
or four Idle onlookers bad collected
by waiting to aee the refugees Installed
watch the sailors. Christopher and In the Palazzo Baria, while Baria himBaria Joined the group. A chauffeur self found quarters with a neighbor- Why Not?
stood by the bonnet absorbed In the cousin. Christopher left after three
Twaa In her darkest hours.
maid waa In despair.
When
the
g
preparations to sllng the automobile.
were
but
days,
they
Her lover sent her flowers.
As the Russians did not dream that days, and be was not surprised to rescent the air.
flowers
And
the
pursuers from the Roya Valley could ceive a long telegram when be bad arpossibly arrive before their departure, rived at Southampton and unshipped
Point Blank.
they were off guard for the moment, his faithful car:
Jack And when I proposed at the
and there waa nothing to prevent
Beat-o- f
friends. I cannot wait to ten dance she asked for time to think It
Christopher and Baria from going
that t am really engaged to her. She over. What do you suppose she did
youadorable.
close to the car. They peered Into the ia
There la no other woman.
never waa, except in my sick Im- that?
dark depths, while the two Ravellis en- There
Bess Well, a girl naturally hates to
Tou
aaved my lite, you cava
In con- agination.
me health and love, and love gives me think of disagreeable things while
gaged the weary harbor-maste- r
a hall be married aa soon
life.
We
of
love
folto
should
chance
lest
he
versation,
herself.
aa possible. She lovee me. I am perfectlow with bis eyea the movements of his ly nanny,
and hope not to die until I am a
ninety-onToura
hundred
and
aha
until
late questioners.
A Final Opinion.
hahul
In the covered tonneau of the auto- men,
"What did you think of the techsent
as
a
Christopher
wedding pres nique of the prima donna last night
mobile, half sitting, half lying, they
could make out the slender figure of a ent a Uttle model of Scarlet Runner, Mrs. Comeup?"
In
red enamel and gold.
woman, who appeared to be sleeping. done
"Why, It waa all old style. It even
(END OF EIGHTH EPISODE.)
waa buttoned down the back."
Softly Baria opened the door of the

bolted it, presenting his appearance,
They were now all inside the lighted
room, a big farm kitchen with whitewashed walls, and only one other door
besides the door of exit.
Christopher and Baria Haw themselves at the mercy of five young men,
all. tall and
beyond
the common, and not one beyond the
woman
stood before
age of thirty. The
the door she had Just locked, pale and
trembling.
"Are you going to kill them?" she
asked.
"We are going to execute them,"
answered the oldest of the five men,
whose age could not have been much
beyond thirty. "What else? They are
spies, and worse." Then, having quiet
ed the girl his young wife, perhupi
in her native tongue, he hud begun to
speak again In his own language to
his brothers, when Baria Interrupted,
In Italian.
"You hud better make sure first that
we are spies. My friend can speak
only French and English. He is an
Englishman, from London ; I, hulf Eng
lish, half Italian. His name is Chris
topher Race; I am Lorenzo Arnese,
Marehese Baria, of Venice. We came
here as avengers, not as spies. If
you miss any friends of yours from the
cart you hud better question us. Then,
if we see reason to think you as In
nocent as we are, we will answer. And,
meanwhile, if you doubt our Identity,
we have pupers as well as an automO'
bile to prove it."
His impudence was Impressive. The
men consulted together, asked a few
questions, and got dramatic answers,
with a description of the meeting of
cart and car on the road, and what
hud been found under the ennvus
cover.
As he finished Baria showed
the glove and ring, and at the sight of
them the tide of angry suspicion
turned against him and his friend
again, until Christopher whipped out
the knife which had held the reins fast.
"Tell them where we found it, and
why we came here," he said to Baria.
The men, still guarding their prisoners, but no longer wholly antagonistic, looked at the knife.
"It Is Russian," commented the eld
est in a low voice to his comrades.
That one word "Russian," spoken In
Italian, was a clue Instantly seized by
both Race and Baria. The language
which they had not been able to com- -
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proved on those of Montgolfler, of a
few weeks earlier, by the substitution
of hydrogen for heated air In the filling of balloons. All these first attempts
at aerial navigation were made at or
near Paris. In November of 1783
de Rosier made a successful ascent hi a Montgolfler "lire balloon," and
the Interest then awakened has continued to the present day, with the
honors still resting with France, HowBeginning of Ballooning.
The art of ballooning originated In ever, after all these attempts, a man
the year 17831 with the experiments of by the name of Blanchard was the first
Messrs. Charles and Robert, who Im to make ballooning a vocation, and he
were driven to the railway station, and
the train was out of sight of New Orleans before midnight Right of way
was given for the entire distance, and
relays of fresh engines were provided
from division to division. Thus a new
record between the gulf and Lake
Michigan was made. The running time
for the 1,000 miles was 23 hours.

re

Cares for It
died a natural death In 1809, after 66
"And do you care for the theater,
widow
His
without
accident
flights
was not so fortunate. She had served Mrs. Murphy?"
"Sure, I do not My husband does
an apprenticeship with her husband,
and was killed ten years after his that"
"Does what?"
death, In Parts, by a fall.
"Cares for the theater I He's the

Janitor I"

Man's Vocation.
To be active ta the primary voca- Pubber
,tion of man ; all the Intervals in which
he Is obliged to rest he should employ ing?
in gaming clearer knowledge of exGubber
ternal things, for this will In its tarn mark that
to hear It
facilitate activity. Goethe. -

Cruel World.
How did he lose his hear
Somebody made the re
money talks and he tried
even whisper.
.

Germany's
Treatment of the
Workingman
By DANIEL LOUIS HANSON

Of Tht VlfUontt

Listen to this!
"I look after my dear working people
does a father his children. I build
beautiful homes for them, pay widows
pensions; also pension for old age,
sickness, loss of work and Increases in
families. I pay high wages, limit working hours, make loans easy to farmers,
I have no slum as do America and
Great Britain ; I adjudicate all strikes.
and
Mine Is the land of the care-fre- e
Tiappy workingman."

That

Is

the

propaganda that
ered the whole world with before the
war with the ostensible purpose of
weakening the morale of her enemies
In the war she then was planning.
Great credit Is due to Chairman Eas-le- y
of the National Civic Federation In
bis published refutation of Germany's
claims; Just a few Items from that
valuable document will prove Illumi
Germany cov

nating:

Widows' pensions In Germany

dur-

ing a series of years averaged

35 cents
sick pensions 05 cents a week ;

week ;
invalidity pension the same; orphans'
Wages
pensions 87 cents a week.
averaged per day for carpenters $1.45 ;
plumbers $1.25; railway employees
engineers and conductors on state railways, 70 cents; shop workers $1.02;
male farm labor 72 cents ; female farm
labor 42 cents.
And this In a land where government statistics placed average cost of
keeping families at over $500 per year.
Bow did they make both ends ineett
By working the whole family; every
second woman In Germany worked durr
ing the
period nearly
10,000,000 all told and as the writer
can testify from an extended trip
throughout the empire, at the hardest
labor.
As to hours: those of skilled labor
ran about 68 per week, In textile and
other lines from 12 to 14 per day. In
1911 the big stores of Berlin kept open
till 0 at night and some hours on Sundays though that last was remedied
the following year. The smaller stores
were even worse as to hours. A banking concern across from my hotel
worked from 7 In the morning to 0 at
night.
Regarding strikes which Germany
claimed to always adjudicate; that
year I saw the beginning of such a
disturbance in the Hoablt section of
Berlin and the end, for the authorities
settled It In true Homestead fashion
by shooting down the ringleaders. It
lasted only two days and tha press
was allowed to say nothing about It.
However, the Vorwaerts referred to It
and was suppressed for three days as
According to Mr.
punishment.
s
statistics, more than
the strikes In 1012 were unsuccessful
and labor unions only allowed to meet
tinder government supervision.
As to slums whoever has smelted
the horrible odors In Cologne until
1914 the filthiest city In Europe in
some of Its residence sections, will
laugh at Germany's claim to being slum-lesAnd what about the foulness of
Madgeburg and Dantzlg? East London
is Paradise alley by comparison. Berlin, the show city of the empire, looks
like a town of palaces with the streets
lined by
houses, but
back of them and this condition Is
much worse In Hamburg, Cologne,
Frankfort and other large towns
stand the serried ranks of poverty's
tenements, row upon row. Berlin has
tenements than any
more
other city In the world. Families of
six and seven herding In one apartment and a hall bathroom doing service for half a dozen such families.
As to land distribution : over a third
of Germany's farms are less than 114
acres in size; 22.6 per cent between
114 and 5 acres; 17.5 per cent, 5 to 12
cres; 18.6 per cent, 12 to 50 acres;
While 23,566 Junkers, the land barons,
Own nearly 25,000,000 acres, running
from 250 to 500 acres and more each.
The above Is only a small part of
the plrture which Germany actually
presented to the world In the before-the-wperiod. Not of course what
she claimed, but nevertheless collated
from her official records all except
the tilth of her large cities. It sounds
inviting to an American workingman,
does It not I And since then, of course,
tondltions have gotten even worse with
women doing work that would stoop
the shoulders of the strongest man.
Oppression of farmers, underpaid
workers, enslavement of women and
children Industrially, shocking housing
conditions, chronic underfeeding with
resultant fearful Infant mortality,
counterfeit social Insurance are few
counts in the Indictment made by Mr.
Easley against Germany before the
ar.
German efficiency goes to appalling
lengths, whether It la breeding German
lubjects from the enslaved young
women of France and Belgium ; or In
Issuing lying propaganda with which
to break down the morale of the
irorld's democracy. Nothing Is too low,
lothlng .too awful for the Potsdam
Ipawn not to attempt.
Yet fools in America stilt month,
Peace, peace at any price."
Can a man make peace with hell 1
ft
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AMERICA AND ENGLAND
y GIDEON HOC

of the Vigilantes.

Chester M. Wright, member of the
New York Typographical anion, and
managing editor of the American Alliance for Labor and Democracy, at
present In Europe aa one of the representstires of labor who went abroad
recently to reassure our allies of our
temper and sentiment in the war, has
been writing some very Interesting reports of his present experiences.
The following paragraphs are Illuminating. They show the rapid growth
of better understanding and wanner
fellowship between the English and
American free peoples:
"The English look to America aa
to brothers; they look upon Americans with affection. And their ad

miration for our president knows no
bounds. When they bear the splendid
story of our trade union movement and
its firm position they know that America will make good. Having made
mistakes themselves, they know we
have made them, too, and will make
more. They understand us better
than we have Imagined.
"Here are two indications of the
The
British regard for America.
American mission visited Warwick to
be guests for a day at the historic
castle, built In the thirteenth century
America Is as mythical to the humble
folk of Warwick town as Warwick Is
to most Americans. But the mayor
ordered the American flag flown during our visit. It was the first time an
American flag bad ever flown to the
breeze in Warwick. Last night I visited a theater the Adelphla. A musis
cal comedy was on the boards.
of the chorus' costumes conThere
tained the American colors.
were Uncle Sams and American cowboys and Goddesses of Liberty. The
theaters have been doing this since
we came Into the war. They overlook
no way here of showing affection for
America. America must overlook no
way of making good I
"We were on the sea on April 6, the
anniversary of our entry Into the war.
The event was celebrated, and those
who spoke most feelingly for America
were Canadian and British soldiers.
"The same love for democracy and
freedom that fires America and thrills
her people inspires and thrills the people of England. As many as must
will die for the cause. The Hun can
never win. Civilization must and will
be saved.
The free people of the
world are bound In a new and indissoluble unity."
Two-third-

AFTERWARDS
By 8AMUEL VALENTINE

COLE

of the Vigilantes.
I
When the war's last battle Is done and
rolled away,
has
the smoke
And the things that were hidden from
eight stand forth In the glare of day;
When reason returns to Its place, and
you balance accounts asaln.
The Iobi and the sain together pray, how
will it seem to you then?
II
When everywhere ruin on ruin comes sol-

emnly out to view.
And the nations of all the earth are pointing the finger at you;
When the vision of souls of the slain rises
silent as mist of the sea.
And they aek you the cause of It all, oh,
what will your answer bet

III

When the records no hand can erase, and
the motives all hearts must reveal.
Go up to be Judged at last in the Court of
the Final Appeal,
Where only the truth will survive, and
every falsehood and fraud
Must vanish like chaff In the flame, then,
what can you say to God 7

COMFORT

TO GERMANY

By ROBERT ADGER BOWEN

of the Vigilantes.
It has been cause for amazement
mingled with a sharp regret that, during the dark days of the German drive
against the British lines In Flanders,
following that upon the British lines
in Plcardy, there should have broken
out In press and public alike that narrow and warped antipathy toward
England, which if It ever was other
than ungenerous and groundless, sure
ly the debt we of America owe Great
Britain today should have silenced
into a humiliated but very sincere loy
alty. On the contrary, there has been
far too evident a disposition to. attack
England. Almost, It has seemed, the
disposition In the present Instance has
been based on a fear that was akin
to panic. The fighting quality of the
British has been openly belittled, and
this in the face of a splendid resist
ance against all but overwhelming
odds that was being exemplified even
as these false accusations were made.
And this. It may be added, in the face
of all that history teaches since the
days of Alfred the Great to the present years of this most momentous of
wars.
n
Such prejudice in us of
lineage Is at any time unworthy of
our own best traditions. Today It is
contemptible. If the echo of It has
reached Germany and we may be
sure It has It is music to the ears of
those who, however they may have
looked upon England before this war,
have learned to their cost that they
can prevail against her only by force
of superior numbers and the Insensate
power of modern artillery whose hat
red of her has become tinged by a
deadly fear which Is to be measured
by the horrible price Germany Is will
ing to pay for the hope of victory.
n
For those of us In this
country whose heritage Is British to
seek to defame England Is truly a
graceless act. It smacks not of superior merit upon our own part but of
something very different. At least, let
ns reserve our caustic criticism of her
until In this war we 'have done what
may be compared with what Britain
has so nobly done.
Anglo-Saxo-

Anglo-Saxo-

German Amusements.
Life In the central powers at war
appears grim at best But "the art
world did yeoman service to keep the
population from going mad." Concert
composers worked busily; ten new serious operas and 20 "Viennese" operas
were turned out In the first three
years of war; drama flourished,
and "in Berlin, Vienna and Budapest
it was poor week that did not have
A great
Its two or three premieres."
was given,
deal of Shakespeare
and occasionally plays by Oscar Wilde,
Bernard Shaw and the older French
"No changes were made
playwrights.
In the play lists of the operas, nor
was prejudice manifested on the conAt first sight this
cert programs."
would appear to argue a more
adnlt state of mind than Is manifest
ed In other belligerent states where
women and men win merit by campaign even against enemy sonatas.
The truth appears to be that the
war rests with such crushing weight
European con
upon the central
sciousness that such a petty, patriotic pose is felt to be utterly out
of place. New Republic.

It is now possible' to make'
photographs of the interior of con
crete masses, in order that their re-enforcement may be Inspected by
means of
process perfected by
Swiss engineer.
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LESSON FOR JUNE 30
REVIEW: JESUS CHRIST OUR
DEEMER AND LORD.

RE-

GOLDEN TEXT For God so loved the
world, that he gave his only begotten Son,
that whosoever belleveth In him should not
perish, but have everlasting life. John 3:
IS.

Thou art the Christ, the Bon of the
16:16.
living God.-MattI am not ashamed of the Gospel of
Christ, for It Is the power of God unto
salvation to everyone
that belleveth.
Romans 1:16.

The method of review must largely
be determined by the Individual teacher.
For Junior and Intermediate
clusses a good way will le by the use
of a good map of I'nlestlne, to trace the
Journeys of Jesus from his birth to his
ascension, giving emphasis to Borne of
his vltul teachings, deeds of mercy
and power, atoning death, triumphant
and glorious coming
resurrection
agnln. Indeed, this met hod. with some
modifications, can he used to good advantage with all grades. A good way
for senior and adult classes will he to
recall the principal facts of each lesson of the quarter, nnd state their
central and vital teaching ns they bear
upon the golden text. In such case,
each lesson should he assigned one
week previous. The following may be
suggestive of the latter method:
Lesson I. As Jesus was passing
through the coasts of Tyre and Sldon.
he wns besought by n Syrophoenlclan
woman to heal her daughter, who was
grievously possessed with a demon.
After apparent Indifference, In order
to lead her Into an Intelligent faith,
he healed her daughter. As he further
journeyed through Peeopolis, a deaf
and dumb ninn besought him for healing. In spite of the fact that he was
so soon to he offered up, and other Interests that were upon him, he healed
this man. In both cases he showed
not only his sympathy, but his mighty
power over demons ami physleul diseases.
Les-oII. As his earl lily career was
approaching lis end, Jesus begun to
He
tnke nccount of his ministry.
wanted the disciples to have definite
and personal knowledge as to his person. He knew that the opinions of
others would not suffice ihem In the
hours of darkness which were Immediately before them. In order to be efficient witnesses they must know that
Jesus Is the Christ, not merely some
great teacher or prophet.
Lesson III. Jesus was transfigured
before Peter, James ond John, to show
them his triumph over death In his
glorious kingdom. This occurred nt a
time when the disciples were sorely
rebuke
Jesus'
tried.
apparently
estranged them. He was transfigured
the chief
that
"before them," showing
object of the transfiguration was to
prepare the disciples for the ordeal before them. An Inspired commentary
upon this translation Is found In IT

Peter

1

:18-19- ..

Lesson IV. As Jesus wns endeavoring to show his disciples how he must
be crucified, they were disputing as to
who should be the greatest In the
Jesus taught them that
kingdom.
service Is the
humble,
sign of true greatness. This Is a lesson which needs to he learned by most
of us today, as despite our best efforts
making
we note Insidious
Itself known.
Lesson V. A certain rich man inquired of the Lord as to whnt he must
do In order to Inherit eternal life.
This young man was of an amiable
disposition and earnest nnd sincere,
but he had wrong notions ns to salvation. Jesus showed hltn that his supreme need wns not doing somethingto be saved, but to lie willing to urrender all things for him. In teaching
him this lesson, lie made It clear to the
young man that he loved money more
than the Lord. He, like many today
In the hour when decision must he
made between this world nnd Jesus
Christ, turns nwoy sorrowful.
Lesson VI. While the Lord was
consciously facing the cros. Ihe disciples were concerned about positions of
Jesus taught them tnnt
those who would follow him must not
seek for greatness or position, but to
render lowly service. In this Christ
Is the grand example. In due time he
will exalt those who In lowliness of
heart serve him.
Lesson VII. Jesus drove nut the
money changers from the temple, and
declared that the house or t.ort should
be a house of prayer Instead of a
This lesson
house of merchandise.
needs to he lenrned by many churches
today. Those who use the church, or
the holy religion for which It stands,
for financial or social or political Interests are polluting the Lord's house,
and all such should be driven out.
Lesson VIII. The scribes sought to
entrap Jesus by asking captious questions. To the question ss to what was
the greatest commandment, he replied
that It was love to God with all one's
heart, soul, mind and strength. Since
this Is the first and great commandment, to violate this commandment Is
to he guilty of the greatest sin. Those
who do not love Ood,'then, with their
entire being, though they may be honest, generous and gracious, are great
sinners.
Lesson IX. While Jesus sat at
meat, a certain woman annolnted him
with precious ointment In anticipation
of his burial. The Lord was pleased
with this act. for It was out of a heart
of fervent love that she lavished upon
him her best.
Lea on X. In connection with the
last Passover, at which Judas betrayed
Jesus, the symbols which represent
the bodv ' and blood of Jesus were In
troduced. In the emblems of the communion we appropriate the very life
and blessings of Christ
Lessen XI. Jesus died between two
malefactors to make atonement for
the world's sin. He gave his life a
ransom for many. While on the cross.
they mockingly said he saved others.
himself be could not save.

There are nettles everywhere.
But smooth, green grassee are more
common still;
The blue of heaven is larger than the
E. B. Browning.
cloud.

The chief reason that everybody is
not successful Is the fact that they
Do one
have not enough persistency.
thing well, throwing all your energies
Into it. The successful man, unlike the
poet. Is made, not born. John Wana-make- r.

FOODS

WITH MIXED FLOURS.

CHEESE DISHES.

As rye flour Is now on the "don't
As we produce such large quantities use" list, we must not use It as a
of cheese In this country and as Just
substitute for flour. In
now we are asked
many homes where rye
to use cheese, paris still found In quantities It should be used
ticularly cottage
cheese, a few1 ways
sparingly, ns it will not
of prepnrlng cheese
he plentiful as long as It
dishes will be apIs used as food for the
preciated.
armies. In many of our
Take the bits of
wnr recipes we find
dried cheese, grate whole whent flour used as a wheat subthem, not wasting stitute, which It Is not. Whole wheat
a lilt : this may be used as a flavor for flour
userl with
flour to lessen
milk toast, and a cream of cheese the use of whentbarley
Is justified, but the
soup, In esculloped dishes, as sandwich use of whole wheat flour as a wheat
fillings nnd In numerous ways which substitute is not conforming to the
will occur to any thinking cook.
rules of conservation.
Cottage cheese with chopped cherHoney Drop Cskes. Mix a half
ries makes a most delicious sandwich
of any sweet fut with a
filling at least the college girls never cupful of
honey; add a half cupcupful
find half enough to go round.
ful of sour milk, a teaspoonful of
An omelet sprinkled with n generous
soda, a teaspoonful of cinnamon, a
spoonful or two of grated cheese will half
teaspoonful of cloves, a half cupmake a much more nourishing dish.
s
of a
and
Put the cheese on Just as It Is folded. ful of rutslns,
each of barley and wheat flour,
cupful
Cheese canapes may be served as one beaten
egg, all well mixed and
first course at dinner or luncheon.
buked In a moderate oven.
Spread the
cottage or
Corn Flour Chocolate Cake. Take
cream cheese on
bread,
cut In rounds or shaped In any form two ounces of grated chocolate,
of a cupful of shortening,
desired, finish with a border of finely
of boiling water poured
a
chopped olives and a piece of pimento over thecupful
chocolate, a cupful of sugar,
cut In fancy shape for the center.
one egg, well beaten, a half cupful each
Cottage cheese with boiled dressing
corn flour and wheat flour, a half
served on lettuce is a most delicious of
teaspoonful of soda, mixed with
salnd combination.
of a cupful of sour milk.
Mix grated
Cheese Sandwiches,
Rice Bread. Cook a cupful of rice
cheese with cream, season with
water until tender, using five
In
chopped chives, a dash of paprika and to boiling
six cupfuls of boiling water. The
salt to taste; spread on bread cut In
age of the rice will muke a difference
rounds, put together In sandwich fash-to- In
the time of cooking; rice that Is
then brown In a bit of sweet fat
old taking a longer
until brown on both sides. Serve hot two or three yearsAdd two
tnblespoon-ful- s
cook.
to
time
a
with
plain lettuce salnd.
sweet fnt, a tablesponnful of
of
Cheese Croquettes. Melt three
nnd a teaspoonful of salt to the
of sweet fat, add a fourth sirup
hot
stir nnd cool; add a half
rice,
of a cupful of corn flour or barley
e
of
yeast or a yeast
cupful
flour, mix well and when well blended
s
of a cupIn
softened
cake
s
add
of a cupful of milk ;
water add four cupfuls
ful
of
the
rice
cool slowly, add two
egg of flour,
kneading It In gradually until
yolks and half a cupful of
stiff dough, but the
it makes a
cheese grated. As soon as moisture In very
the rice will soften It so
the cheese Is melted take from the Are, that when It rises It will be
quite soft.
season with salt and ptpper and Handle the
dough quickly, shaping It
cool.
Into
Make
out
to
halls,
spread
Into loaves and when risen bake (In
dip In egg white and crumbs and fry three loaves) for about
In fat
of an hour.
Cream cheese with chopped Morls-chln- o
cherries or with canned or canHe Is happiest who hath power
dled cherries is a good combination.
To gather wisdom from every flower,
wake his heart in every hour
And
Cheese Salad. Grate half a pound
To pleasant gratitude.
of cheese and mix It with a boiled salWordsworth.
ad dressing, or a mayonnaise, enough
to make It creamy. Put it through a
WHAT TO HAVE FOR DINNER.
potato rlcer on head lettuce and serve
with bits of chopped olives for a garWith the food problems of the presnish. Grated maple sugar, chopped al- ent
day, a housekeeper must not only
monds and cream make delicious
be a good manager
sandwich filling and quite In season.
but a mathematician. It Is necesWell to suffer Is divine:
Pass the countersign, "Endure."
sary to have no
Not to him who rashly dares,
waste, that careful
But to him who nobly bears,
for
Is the victor's garland sure.
preparation
each meal be made.
LET US REMEMBER.
Surprise Biscuit.
baking
Prepare
A woman's hands should have as
powder biscuit as
much care ns her face, for they are usual with the
exception of wheat
fully as much in evi
substitute corn flour, potato or
dence. Do not use a flour;
Roll the biscuit rather thin
stove-lilifter or n stick barley.
and place n spoonful of chopped seaof wood for a hummer;
cover with another,
soned meat on
have a tool box in the hnke until well one,
done nnd serve with a
kitchen where such things brown
gravy poured over each. This
may be quickly found, makes a
good inula dish, which will
ltruls-enails and gouged use
leftover meats.
np
fingers are painful and
Add a cupful of stoned chopped
often stay with us for months.
There is no economy in using old dates to a loaf of bread when ready for
the pan.
or worn-ou- t
utensils; learn to keep
Date Tapicoa. Cook In n double
equipment In the kitchen.
boiler, stirring frequently, three
A workman Is known by his tools.
of tapioca, three pints of
Use small wooden spoons for stir
s
of a cupful of
milk nnd
ns
never
and
avoid
burns,
they
ring
When cool stir In n cupsyrup.
maple
In
over
the
dish
the
hot
heat.
get
Have a soap slia er, in which ful of chopped dates, a teaspoonful of
lemon
then bake In a well butgather all pieces of imscentcd soap tered juice, dish.
baking
In
;
he
use
the
will
to
a
dlshpun this
East Indian Meat Put a pound and
saving of both soap and the hands. a
half of round steak through a meat
Save steps by using a tray or a wire
and
dish drulner In removing dishes from grinder, also one green
crumbs nnd.
the dining table. One trip saved Is onion, a cupful of bread Mix
well and
worth the mental effort nnd many salt and pepper to taste.
times the' trips may be divided by ten. make Into n loaf. Lay In the baking
When standing for any purpose, pan with slices of bncon over the top,
such as Ironing, If a stool Is not con- pour over a can of tomatoes nnd bake
hours. Remove
venient to use, fold a heavy rug to one nnd
"the sauce. Serve
stand upon. The spring untler the feet the meat and thicken
will make a great difference, taking either hot or cold.
the pressure off the tired feet.
Good sharp knives, a reliable can
opener and a good knife sharpener
will save the temper which Is often
ruffled by poor tools.
Did She Resign t
A bottle of kerosene should lie kept
When Bret Harte wrote "The Luck
near the sink, which may be rubbed of Roaring Camp" the young woman
after each washing with a cloth damp- who read proof for the Overland
ened In the coal oil ; this will take off Monthly, the paper for which It was
soli and clean the sink much quicker written, sent word to him that If anythan any powder or soap will do.
thing so Indecent was to appear in the
A roll of soft absorbent paper ts paper she would resign.
The wife
invaluable In the kitchen. It may be of the owner of the magazine also felt
used to wipe up spots on table or that It was somewhat risque. Harte
to remove waste from wss utterly unable to find anything
floor, or
dishes, thus saving In the dishwashImproper In the story and delivered his
ultimatum In opposition to that of the
ing.
If the story was not
When food burns on. In a dish, do proofreader.
not scrape It, but put
teaspoon of published he would resign. The story
soda and enough cold water to cover appeared, but did not meet with fathe bottom and let It simmer for an vor on the part of Californlans. How
hour or two; then If there are any ever, It was a great success In the
obstinate spots; rub with a piece of East and a Boston publishing house
pumice stone, which will not leave offered to accept anything the author
bad scratches to roughen the surface. might send at his own terms.
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In the New England Bulletin of the
American Red Cross there Is a splendid review of its work durlne the past
year from which the following Is an
extract under the title of "The Human
Side."
"The American Bed Cross recognizes
that our first duty for humanity In this
war is the protection of our soldiers
In France. It recognizes also that this
duty lies with the United States government and that the government is
responsible for It. As a supplement-ary relief organization the lied Cross
with the
stands ready to
government In this work, and to put
Its organization, money and supplies
into service at the call of the Amerl- can army whenever and wherever they
can be of use. Fully realizing the disadvantages that are always met In a
foreign country, and with the view of
keeping our soldiers In touch with
things American, the Red Cross begins
at the port of landing In France by
establishing rest stations. These rest
stations extend Inland toward the
camps and are located In a series at
junction points and railroad stations
where the soldiers are required to
wait for train connections.
"Chief work of the American Red
Cross In helping care for wounded soldiers lies In Its
with the
government in supplying nn efficient
nursing service; in assisting the Army
Medical corps in cases of emergency,
and in furnishing materials for hospitals. There were on March 1, 1918,
more than twenty-threhundred American Red Cross nurses employed In
base hospitals and In the French military hospitals throughout the republic.
The totul number of hospitals of various sorts In the French republic exceeds five thousand, and more tlmn
half of these are receiving all or part
of their medical and surgical supplies
from the American Red Cross.
1
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"The

of mutilated

sol- -

dlers

Is being carried en Jointly by thai
French government and the American
Red Cross.
There are between fifty
nnd sixty schools of various kinds for
this work. The Red Cross has provided more than six hundred mutilated
soldiers with artificial legs of the best
type, nnd has established a factory
near Paris where artificial limbs are
manufactured.
By arranging for consultation between the surgeon and the
manufacturer, the Red Cross has been
able to secure the best possible treatment for each case.
With the wanton destruction of
homes by the German army and the
uprooting of the population In the devastated regions, the home as an Institution in France is in peril. Realizing this condition, the Red Cross Is
endeavoring to keep the soldiers';
homes Intact; to find homes for the
outcast children who have neither
homes nor parents, and to help the
refugees and reputiies to find a place
to live until they shall be able to rebuild their homes.
"The most telling work of the Red
Cross hi France, as far as helping to
win the war goes. Is the care of the
families of the French soldiers. The
Red Cross is giving to the needy families of these French soldiers supplies
nnd money, according to their needs.
"When the German army Invaded
France, hundreds of thousands of
French people were driven from their
homes nnd are now scattered throughThese people are
out the republic.
known as refugees. The number has
Increased, of course, for various reasons until now there are more than
embracing all classes and ages,
men. There ore apexcept
proximately 500,000 refugees In Paris
alone.
"The housing of these people Is one
of the greatest problems of the French
government. The American Red Cross
with the French governIs
ment in tills work."
able-bodie- d
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MORE STYLES IN
SERVICE GARMENTS
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Dressing for Dinner.
The custom of dressing for dinner
was handed down to us from the Bo-- 1
mans, who put on a loose robe of light
texture, and generally white, before
going to the most important meal of
the day. Instances occur where It was
kept In readiness for guests who came
from a distance and had had no opportunity of dressing before arrival.

mother gave her, tucked the rejected
doll out of Sight In a broken doll crib.
Her mother asked her why she didn't
plsy with the doll she hsd given her.
Emily looked at her mother a moment
in silence, seeming to fear hurting her
mother's feelings, then gave a quick
look at the crib and said, "Sh-s- h
She's
sick."
1

In 1656 New York city, then New
Amsterdam, and ruled by the Dutch,
Apt With Her Excuse.
had 1,000 inhabitants, 120 houses and
KmtlT. nreferrlnc the doll her grand
mother had given her to the one her 17 streets.

Women are swarming into new activities to meet the needs of industry
and to release men for service at the
These war times call upon
front.
every Individual to do some kind of
work, excusing only the very old or
the very young from active service.
And women are acquitting themselves
like men. They are getting down to
business In uniforms scientifically designed to meet the requirements of the
various kinds of work they have undertaken to do, and to meet their own
sense of fitness. Many a smart uniform proclaims that its wearer Is doing her bit by discharging the duties
of some man who Is "over there" or
' s
on the way.
For the factory or farm or garden
there are overettes and service suits
like those shown In the picture. They
prove to be Immensely convenient for
bouse work, and for outings In the
woods or mountains there Is nothing
o comfortable and satisfactory as the
service suit For tramping, climbing
and fishing It has any outfit that Includes a skirt discredited : there ts no
comparison between them for convenience.
For work that does not demand
breeches or bifurcated skirts there is

Keeping the Frill In Frills.
No, you simply can't escape those
fluted frills. They are omnipresent
Dainty blouses and dainty frocks snd
dainty collar and cuff sets all owe
much of their charm to the fluted
business. However, unless you hsve
goffer, or, more Important the patience to use one, you would rather
forego the frills thsn have them come
out of the wash frillyless. Here's an
Idea for you.
What do you say to running a row
W machine stitching or hemstitching

a service suit like this except that It
has a skirt. All these suits are made
of Warren Jean material in khaki
color. Caps and hats to mutch are
made to be worn with them.
Smart society women who have dedicated their cars nnd services to the
government hsve donned a tunic uniform for driving them. Girls who are
replacing young men as ushers In the
theaters are uniformed in spirited coat
and breeches suits with puttees and
dashing little caps. Women serving
In canteens like to be uniformed. Red
Cross workers don cap and apron everywhere the service garment is worn
as a proud badge of duty fulfilled.

Cheerful Looking Umbrellas.
Why should we look dull on a ral y
dayt We can be cheerful-look- !
Jg
even to our umbrella now, for the
silk umbrella for rain or shinj is
to be popular this summer. This combination umbrella and parasol offers
protection from sun and shower alike.
Some of these umbrellas have Ivory
tips and ferrules to match the handles.

across the frills and about a sixteenth
of an Inch from the edge thereof? It
makes a charming finish, also It
"stays" the tiny pleats. Or you might
make the stitching more decorative.
With your row of machine stitching
for strength, you might work over that
.with a cat stitch or
briar stitch in
colored silks.
Golden Brown Tulle.
Golden brown tulle can be need lavishly on gowns and bats and always
with much charm.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

A new thirteen thousand
pound
safe was installed in the State Treasurer's office Wednesday,

!

NEW MEXICO

Mrs. James Seligiman and daughter
Miss Selignian have returned from
an extended visit in the east.

General and Personal

RED GROSS

The Danes Given
At the North Bend school house
a few days ago was a jolly affair
and well attended. The neat sum
of $27.00 was realized for the fund
at San Jon, Quay county.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

CHURCHES

Here and There Over the State
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